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Stop wasting time in a dead-end job! 

Enjoy the big rewards offered the 

law-trained man in business W 

, STUDY A 
IN YOUR SPARE TIME 

as a way to 

increased earnings 

W ZAT#vER. your, present position — whatever 
your previous schooling — you can multiply your 

t opportunities for rapid promotion, big income and 
= prestige through LaSalle law training at home. 

‘A knowledge of Law is regarded today as in- 
dispensable equipment in every activity of busi 
‘The greatly increased role of government in business, 
the many new problems of Law involving taxes, in- 
‘surance, contracts, liability, employment, and much 
more — all require the legally-trained executive who 
can make day-to-day decisions effectively. ‘That is 
why leading corporations seek out such men for key 
positions and reward them with top salaries. 

‘You can master Law easily and enjoyably at home 
—at remarkably low cost — under the supervision of 
LaSalle’s distinguished Law faculty. Your study is 
illustrated with actual legal cases. Upon completion 
of your training, you are awarded a Bachelor of Laws 
degree if qualified. The famed LaSalle Law Library 

—_ of 14 volumes is given to you as part 
of your course. 

For over half a century LaSalle has 
been an acknowledged leader in busi- 
ness training, with more than 1,000,000 
students. Send for the free booklet 
“Law Training for Leadership” and see 

* how LaSalle can help you move up 
rapidly in business. Address: 417 So. 
‘Dearborn, Chicago, Illinois 60605. 

LASALLE 
EXTENSION UNIVERSITY 

A Correspondence Institution 
417 5, Dearborn, Dept. 37-040, Chicago linals 80808, 
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LEARN BY DOING! BUILD YOUR OWN 
COMPLETE REFRIGERATION SYSTEM! 
25 VALUABLE TRAINING KITS INCLUDED! 
You learn by doing. Not just theory. but practical 
home training that gets you ready for big pay op- 
portunities fast. All the tools, the parts, the step-by- 
step help you need to build your own complete 
refrigeration system and to get experience fast for a 
better job, a business of your own, or to earn extra 
money in Your spare hours. 
What CTI has done for thousands of other ambitious 
men, it can do for you too. But the first step must 
be yours. Send for your FREE booklets now. 

IF YOU'RE EARNING LESS THAN $170 A WEEK 
READ HOW YOU CAN STEP UP TO BIG MONEY 

IN AIR CONDITIONING, REFRIGERATION AND HEATING 
thousands of top-pay jobs waiting right now—new 
jobs opening every day, faster than they can be filled 
IVs true. In the mushrooming air conditioning, refriges 
heating fields, shere are more top-pay, steady jobs available than 
there are trained men to fill them. And still, new high-pay spots 
are opening every day in these challenging and rewarding fields. 
Check the want ads and see for yourself. You'll understand why 
the pay i high, the work steady, and the future so bright. Over 
20.000 men are needed each year, men who really want to get out 
Of routine, unpromising jobs—who want to start high and move 
ahead quickly in one of the fastest growing fields in America 
today. See how easily you can be one of these fortunate men. Its 
all speed out in our FREE booklet, SUCCESS IN AIR CONDI 
TIONING AND REFRIGERATION. Send for it today 
join the thousands of men who are already 
forging ahead in this rewarding field—and 
earn big money even while you learn 
Nothing can tell you how secure your future can be better than 
the comments of men who have already started their careers in 
Air Conditioning, Refrigeration and Heating 
“My wages have tripled since I entered this field."—James Wiest 
Minn. “During the past S¥2 months. I increased my income by 
$1150."—George Gulvas, Pa. “On a part-time basis, tam grossing 
$440 t0 $600 per month."—-H. K. Wolf. Wis. “Earnings. have 
more than doubled."—Aaron York, Ind 

MAIL TODAY FOR FREE BOOKLET 

Commercial Trades Institute 
Chicago, Illinois 60626 

Accredited Member National Home Study Couneil 

But far more important than the big money others have earned 
is the money and security you can assure for yourself ad x0 
family in this exciting field. And you can get into it without 
Jasing a single day's time or pay from your present job—throu 
the famous CTI method of spare-time, at home tra 
MAIL COUPON FOR FREE BOOKLET WITH FULL 
OPPORTUNITY FACTS TODAY 
If youre earning less than $170 a week, if you're not get 
ahead as quickly as you want to, and if you're serious about 
‘wanting more pay and a secure future, a good business of your 
own, oF important part-time earnings—you awe it to yourself 10 
Took into these exciting opportunities: Air Conditioning, Refriger 
ation, Heating, Auto Air Conditioning. THE FULL OPPORTU. 
NITY FACTS ARE YOURS—ABSOLUTELY FREE AND 
WITHOUT OBLIGATION—IN THE FACT-FILLED, ILLUS. 
TRATED BOOKLET PICTURED BELOW. Send for your copy 
today. There is no cost—and it can be the first step to more 
secure future for you and your family. Don't put it off! 

COMMERCIAL TRADES INSTITUTE | 
1400 W. GREENLEAF AVE. + CHICAGO, ILL, 60626 
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IL WAS SICK OF IT. 

OF 

Ve Bveeyruinc 
COMES TO HIM WHO. 
WAITS? THATSA 

LAUGH. I WAITED FOR 
THE BREAK. WAITED ‘TIL. 

HOW LONG CAN A Guy 
WITH A WIFE AND 3 KIDS. 

GO ON DREAMING? 

AND TIRED 
wartine! 
HONEY, THERE'S \/ BUT JOHN, YOU CAN'T 
NO OTHER. WAY, “\ AFFORD TO STOP WORK 
VVE JUST GOT TO \ AND GOTO COLLEGE 

GET MORE TRAINING.] WOW. THERE JUST 
OTHERWISE, /M\ HAS 70 BE 
STUCK, ANOTHER WAY 

2. My WIFE AND I THOUGHT ABOUT IT, “TALKED ABOUT IT, WORRIED ABOUT IT. 
WE WERE STUMPED. WE THOUGHT WE 

HIT A DEAD END 

B.LOOK AT THIS: I.C. 
HAS A COURSE IN 
SURVEYING AND 

WELL, JANE'S HUSBAND 
‘TOOK AN I.C.S. COURSE 

IN ACCOUNTING —AND 

‘SUPPOSE IT'S 

Qe pay-my Lucky DAY=—T TOOK A CLOSE. 
TOOK AT THAT FAMOUS I.C.S. COUPON. 1/D 
SEEN IT BEFORE A THOUSAND TIMES. BUT 

THIS TIME Z REALLY LOOKED 

LOOK=IT SAYS 
THEY'LL SENO 

YOU A CAREER KIT 
FREE. THREE BIG 
SUCCESS BOOKS Rees 

UM GOING TO SEND THAT 
COUPON. THIS MIGHT BE 

JUST WHAT WE'RE 
LOOKING FOR! 

[4.THAT SETTLED IT! 1 DECIDED 0 FIND OUT 
WHAT 1.C.6.WAS ALL ABOUT. AFTER ALL; 

WHAT DID T HAVE TO LOSE? 



WHEN I SAW THE THREE FREE BOOKS, T 
KNEW I/D FOUND THE ANSWER. I ENROLLED 

—AND I WAS ON MY WAY! 

6.JOHN HARVIN'S SUCCESS STORY CAN COME: 
“TRUE. FOR. YOU, 700. HERE'S THE FAMOUS 
T.C.S. COUPON. LOOK IT OVER. CLIP IT. pra aet 

TAT RAISE WAE JUST THE BEGINING, )| 
T'S $0 GD0p 70 1_/ HONEY. THE BOSS: "OLD me fve Gor Look ANeAD wrmiouT \ TOLD ME EVE Gor WeRyIG. WERE ALL 50 
PROUD OF YOU, JOHN! 

HOME SURE IS HELP WITH YOUR 
SAVING ME TIME. \\ INSTRUCTIONS, YOU'D 
LOOK HOW FAR I'VE ) THINK YOU WERE 1.C.6/S 

1.C.S. CAREER KIT 
Send coupon now .. . get all these: 
1 “How to succeep” 

1-3 page gold min ieee 
CAREER CATALOG 
Opporuntni the el that tees you moet 
‘SAMPLE LESSON (MATH) 
‘Shows the famous step-by-step I, C. S. teaching method 

Clip coupon here—and take your first big step to real success! _1I.C.S,, Scranton, Penna. 18515 

m 244, Seranton, Penna. 18515 (in Havas P-0, Box 418, Honolulu. In Canada: 1.C.8. Canaan, Lt, Montes. 
Without cost or obligation, rush me FREE Success Kit, with 3 valuable booklets: (1) How to Succeed; (2) opportunity booklet 

tthe field I've checked below; (3) sample 1,C.S. lesson 
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Pumbing & eating FLEsScatye ani” fa. (eran Hert itccuting Surveying & Mapping a iia Guard ee 
foe oni, ORS Away Hutt seen senate Programming for, etectial snd” Roars g . 5 ital Computers Electron ster doinese Nachne Shop Practice TV-RAE COERMUERS anc ating UEC Mechanica Ofte! FiMechantcat asa 
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ress = 
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Employes by Working Hours. Special low rates to members of the U.S. Armed Forces! 



MEN’S NEWSLETTER 

EXCI 

SPIT AND POLISH 

‘That government plan to retrain draft rejects is 
sneered at by Army officers who secretly label it the 
“moron corps.” They want nothing to do with it, 
feel they can’t spare the troops to work with the 
rejects 
GIs now claim their biggest friend in Viet Nam 

war is the Hog", a helicopter mounted with high- 
powered rockets instead of machine guns. They are 
deadly in forests where they unleash loads of killing 
shrapnel . 
When a GI in Viet Nam talks about something 

that sounds like “Alvin’”—he’s referring to the Army 
of Viet Nam—abbreviated ARVN 
A major Army problem in Germany is the group 

of racist GIs who are trying to force segregation of 
hotels, bars, and restaurants by putting the pressure 
on German merchants. The brass may counter by de- 
claring any segregated facilities offlimitstoallGIs. . . 

Our Vietnamese buddies are now taking a large 
toll of the Reds around Saigon by leaving behind 
cartridges that blow up in guns, mortar shells that 
backfire, grenades that go off when handled at all. 
This is to foul up the Red “scrounger” troops who 
make a career of picking up or looting Free World 
weapons 

New weapons in Vietnam 

SHORT SHOTS 
A very intimate survey of women on their romantic 

preferences indicated that MANY OF THEM LOVE 
TO MAKE LOVE ON CARPETING. Women testi- 
fied that they enjoyed being taken by surprise and 
being made love to in surprising places, such as 
kitchens, basements, even darkened alleyways 

There's very little truth in the notion that drugs in. 
crease sex pleasure. If anything, they tend to reduce 
desire, making people feel contented without sex 

Odd Fact\Dep’t: A test shows that women listen to 
instructions more carefully than men. About half a 
1000 pound steer is turned into usable beef... . YOU 

8 

TING NEWS AY AN CAN USE 

WALK ABOUT 65,000 MILES IN YOUR LIFE- 
TIME. 
A Texas Doctor reports that big-bosomed broads 

are likely to be dumb, while flat-chested fillies with 
small rear ends tend fo run on the intelligent side. 
Perhaps because they're neglected, given lots of time 
to attend to intellectual matters 

IT’S UNTRUE THAT MEN IN THEIR MIDDLE 
AGE LOSE THEIR SEXUAL VIRILITY BECAUSE 
OF PHYSICAL REASONS. The usual cause of re- 
duced virility is a fear of getting old plus increased 
family responsibilities. The proof of all this is that 
when tensions are eased—a vacation for example, 
will do the trick—a man will perform sexually exactly 
the way he did when he first got married . . . The 
usual age for sexual decline in males is 55 at which 
time bedroom activity continues but usually at a 
mellower pace . . 

Vacations are a tune-up 

TOP AND BOTTOM 
OF THE BARREL 

The man who insists on going to prostitutes—when 
he has a “free” deal at home—can be considered to 
have a sex hang-up. Generally, he wants to get even 
with women by degrading them - 

‘One out of ten people can actually “see” colors 
with their fingertips. Some can even read with their 
elbows and other parts of their bodies. ‘This newly 
discovered “sense” has given great hope to blind 
people 

‘There are more kids under ten in the U.S. today 
THAN THERE WERE PEOPLE IN THE WHOLE 
COUNTRY 100 YEARS AGO—some 41 million . .. 
BEE VENOM TURNS OUT TO BE JUST AS 

TOXIC AS COBRA POISON. You're in trouble, in- 
cidentally, if a bee flies Into your mouth and bites 
your throat. The nearness of the bite to the brain 
is what causes the trouble, and very often you're 

‘continued on page 42) 



Which piano keys should you strike to play this tune? 

Se | 
Mer-ri-ly we roll a—long, roll a—long, 

FREE “NOTE-FINDER” 
Guides Your Fingers to Right Note Every Time! 

Just plenty of fun for you and sll your 
PLAY REAL TUNES YOUR VERY FIRST DAY amily, because they can learn right alone 
—Even If You Don’t Know a Single Note Now Tr eee ange eesti thusie you'll keep always! ing Course will have you playing real BP Rccousoan caret: iva instead of practicing tedious teales FREE “‘NOTE-FINDER,” FREE BOOKLET, GUITAR, ACCORDION, SAXOPHONE, y se ace tatsdusonrat cf dgightta) FREE QUITAR, DEMONSTRATION LESSON! Your Choice of Any of 14 Different Sivjsiics“wmgaclaesion ate that crervone ne TAR DEMONSTRATION tf Peneee ini nomeatr mnctraeererticeaiees areiers | Wig pot let shig copie tng: re here's how-to: tT exactly what to do, s0 tare you why" our way to Tear, mais 40 

I before you know it yo  Conrsen have, Veen oo’ suseesatal 
Music “Note-Finders” — absolutely FR be entertaining yourself and your friend: 98, Just mail coupon for free piano 

Also, we'll send you w big, Free, illus- with all your favorite popular tunes,country “ste Fmider” and our illustrated ERE trated ‘booklet that shows how easily and nd folksongs, classics "amy kind of music! OGRE EM Wel aise tend nee tree 
fiiekly you ean learn to play not ovly the a : ee TOLER as 

Mess egos on a et at 

Be reer ony Sung emrael te eri are na ieai Sh wien of musie now: You'll see h 
1d large her “t ple. directions is-ischow Dictures enable you to quickly: play. piano, rely ax you wish ary scales 

ffultar, accordion: organ, aaxophone-any of exercises. No inconvenient. lesso fhe instroments fisted in the coupon below! ea 
WHICH OF THESE INSTRUMENTS WOULD YOU LIKE TO PLAY? [1 

(Just Check in the Coupon Which One Interests You Most) 
New Joys in Life 

r 1 \ Imagine yourself being & sought-after guest] ‘making many new friends. entertain 

! 
Dur wonderful sew talent." attaining {| POR WASHINGTON, Ws 
few poise snd setfcontidence © “perhaps 4) Zam interest Pe fven making extra money! And best of al al | 
experie down satisfaction {] fer"Now’You Can Lanrn Moric in Your Own Misi)" (Bieaae Print Garay) | That come ally renting music) Home eal the fee Gal * : | 

‘These rich rewards are waiting for you is ever ‘cal ar, Now, wi 

No "Special Talent” Needed bo You HAVE INSTRUMENT 
No pre quired. Right from the stare, this 

! 
! 
I! us homesstudy Course, 
1 
| 
| 
| 



-For Action, Security, Big Pay - 

WE CHALLENGE YOU TO TOP THIS JOB! 
Earn To $15 An Hour * Work 
Part-Time Or Full-Time * Car 
Furnished — Expenses Paid * 
No Selling — No Previous Expe- 

nce Needed * Only Average 
Education Required 

NO OTHER CAREER OFFERS YOU 
‘A BRIGHTER FUTURE 

Consider this fact. In the short time it 
takes you to read this page 1,100 acci- 
dents will take place. Over 440,000 will 
occur before this day ends. These acci- 
dents must be investigated. The law de- 
mands it, Yet in 4 out of 5 cities, towns 
and rural communities, no one has been 
trained for this vital work. 

KEEP PRESENT JOB 
UNTIL READY TO SWITCH 

Step into this fast-moving Accident In- 
vestigation field, Already hundreds. of 
men we have trained are making big 
money. Joe Miller earned $14,768. his 
first year. A. J. Allen earned over $2,000, 
in ten weeks, Robert Meier says “I’m 
now earning $7.50 to $15.00 an hour in 
my own business . .. Universal's course is 
wonderful.” 

FREE EMPLOYMENT HELP GIVEN 
We CAN and WILL show you how to 
rapidly build your own full-time or part- 
time business. Or if you wish a big-pay 
job as Company Claims Investigator, our 
Placement Service will give you real 
assistance. Hundreds of ‘firms needing 
‘men call upon Universal. We place far 
‘more men in this booming field than any 
other individual, company or school. 

WE FINANCE YOU 
Write today for complete information, 
Costs are less than you'd imagine. And 
even on these low costs you need pay 
only a portion —less than half —in 
order to complete your training. We 
finance the rest for you. You may pay 
out of actual earnings. And you can 
keep present job while learning. Send 
now for free book. No salesman will call, 
You are not committed in any way. 

Mail Now for FREE BOOK 
1M. 0. Wilton, Dept. 5-1 
Universal Schools, 

Hillerest, Dallas 5, Texos 

EARN WHILE YOU LEARN 
Let us show you how easy it is to get into this exciting 
new career in just a matter of weeks. You need NO 
prior experience or higher education. There’s NO invest- 
ment in expensive equipment. You do NO selling. Fur 
thermore, this fast-growing Accident Investigation field 
has no seasonal layoffs...no time out for strikes ...n0 
oversupply of men...no worry about automation. We 
ask you to compare these terrific advantages with the 
Job you now have! Cash in on this big demand for 
trained men NOW. Write today! 
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THE AUGHING 

AFrench visitor to the United States was invited 
to attend a silver wedding anniversary celebration. 
The Frenchman, not fully understanding what it 
was all about, asked one of the other guests to 
explain what this silver wedding meant. 

This couple have lived together for twenty- 
five years,” said the man. 

“Aha!” exclaimed the Frenchman. “And now 
he marries her. Bravo!” 

Overheard at a party: “They make a perfect 
couple. He's a pill and she’s a headache.” 

“Hi, luscious, Which way are you going?” 
“You despicable wolf. You abominable cad. 

That's no way to address a lady whose husband 
is out of town and who lives at 3015 Wentworth, 
telephone—1-7063.” 

Comics always make fun of marriage, but it 
has been proven that married life is healthy. Sta- 
tistics show that single people die much more 
quickly than married folks. Therefore, if you 
are looking for a long, slow death—get married. 

PLACE — 
“Beg pardon”, said the man at the door, “But 

would you care to contribute something to the 
Home for Hopeless Alcoholics?” 

“You bet," replied Mrs. Murphy promptly. 
“Come back about ten this evening and you can 
have Murphy.” 

The artist had just kissed his pretty model. 
She was upset over his boldness until he assured 
her she was the first model he had ever kissed 

is life. 
‘How many models did you have before me?” 

she asked warily. 
“Four,” he answered. 

and a flower pot.” 
.n apple, two oranges 

“THEY'RE OFF!" 

Raiding a gambling den, two policemen found 
four men siting around a table, apparently pay- 
ing poker. “Don't you know poker playing is 
against the law,” a sergeant said. 

“I'm innocent, Sarge,” the first man said. “I 
just sat down to talk. 

“You were gambling,” the sergeant accused 
the second man. “Oh no, Sarge. I'm a plumber 
here to fix a leaky faucet.” 

“And you were playing, too,” the third man 
was told. “Not me, Sarge. I’ 
a bus.” 

The police stared at the fourth man—who was 
holding a deck of cards. “Well, at least you're 
playing cards?” 
“Me?” he asked. “With who?” 

Do you have an original gag or twot Send it to the 
Editor, MEN, 625 Madison Avenue, New York 22, 
NOY. and win $5 if he likes it. Sorry, no returns. 

a 
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NUDISM 
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rigs so bonita bi cacad housewives, US wont, 
y, the thousarids are. spending spa weekends. in these hidderr —. 
jaked pleasure” “patadises, ing up-sun by day and, often, 

night and-if the’ mani contre declares a noted authority, 5 
I,trendsy America’s hey Compaen may soon be as «= 

Res, as the supermaele ? 



MANY nature camps permit new members(like gir! above) 
to wear transisition clothes at first, but inhibitions are 
soon lost. Movement has grown so fast that nudists now 
have their own magazines, make films (like one below) 

prosperous, well-cared-for-couple except for one 
detail. They're both as naked as the day they were 
born, and they've just joined the Eastern Seaboard’s 
fast growing number of “nature faddist: 

‘The sudden craze for nudism in Amer 
psychiatrists guessing. “It's a phenomenon that in 
this Jet Age of gimmicks and fast living more and 
more people now seek a return to primitive con- 
ditions,” states the Psychoanalytical Review for 
1964. “In fact, modern people go much further than 
promitives in a return to nature. Savages do wear 
some clothing 

Along Jersey's rocky coastline and in secluded 
Pennsylvania woodlands, Jet Set_ members escape 
from business worries, tired marriages, and un- 
healthy city fumes by simply taking off their clothes 
and enjoying the outdoors together. The reactions 
vary. One well-built airline stewardess found that 
men did not stare at her the way they did in the out- 
side world. “When I walk down the aisle of a plane, 
bending over to serve coffee, I can feel men’s eyes on 
a certain part of me.” she Said. “Here in a nudist 
camp men look at all of you. Your neck and arms 
just as much as other regions. You know, I'm a lot 
more self-conscious walking down Fifth Avenue than. 
Tam playing volleyball in the nude. This camp has 
cleared up a lot of my inhibitions 

“Teel like a child again at the camps,” says a bald: 
ing vice-president for a Manhattan bank. "Swimming 
and playing games without clothes is like being born 
all over again. You get a free and easy feeling like 
nothing in the world. Of course, the first time out 
was perhaps the most difficult of my life . 
Men are concerned about what psychologists call 

the “uncontrollable virile reflex.” “But that reflex 
seldom comes about,” says a husky resort manager. 
When a particularly nice-looking woman parades 

by me, I always make it a point to dive immediately 
in the pool. If you notice, most resort pools are icy 
cold. That's the reason. 

‘A young engaged couple who spent a week end at 
a lodge in West Virginia had an interesting reaction, 
Whenever nude the young man was quite reserved 
around the dark-haired girl—not touching her, 
seeming interested in other things. But when the 
girl dressed up at night in tight skirt and high heels, 
the young man couldn't keep his hands from her. He 
openly fondled her—at the community dining hall, 
at group sings—until finally the management had 
to direct them both to stay nude at all times. 

Even though nudism is an Amerjcan institution 
today (with an annual King and Queen elected), it 
has a relatively short history in the modern world. 
Inthe Victorian Age it was shocking to see a woman's 
ankle exposed. Even male boxers had to appear in 
tights during that period. In 1903, however 
Germans thought up the idea of group nudity a 
way of relieving tensions, and it became an instant 
success. Wandervogels (roaming bands of German 
youths, male and female) took their clothes off at 
the least provocation—at seaside resorts, picnics, 
dances—in some of the most uninhibited’ display 
of group nudity on record. And German nudist camps. 
attracted visitors from all over the world. When 
the Nazis banned nudist camps in 1933, the pastime 
began catching on seriously in this country. Year 
around camps opened in Florida and California, 
summer resorts sprang up in the Northern states. 
Spokesmen for the nudists, proclaim, "Most of us 

are vegetarians, and we don't, smoke or drink. We 
take the human body for (Continued on page 65) 



NUDISM 
MODERN nudist movement started in Ger- 
many, is still popular in northern countries 
(rt. and below)—but US is rapidly becoming 
the world’s leader in sun worshipping 
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By ALLANRAULING 
CE MINNEY 

ALERT THE WHITE HOUSE 

THE RED CHINESE 
- HAVECAPTURED 
. APOLARIS SUB” 

nt parlor in the 
al ballistic mis. 
ighter plane. 

hhine was actually a complicated, 
ice that had taken him three years 

CAPTAIN Paul Gibson sat on his narrow cot 
in the Polaris sub John Adams and hunched 

over the oblong e 
box was an upright panel. At the ot 
‘en finely calibrated dials as well as 
ndle. Basically, the box was a pin to perfect 

. but it resembled the machines When the small ball (Continued on page 85) 
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T WRECKAGE of plane mysteriously yield- 
ed no clues to CAB investigators (above) | 

AT 6:23 A.M., February 19, 195% eau observer 
stepped out of his office at Kirtland field, Albuquerque, New 

Mexico. 
he wind was blowing out of the southwest, towards a forbid. 

known ndia Mountain. A showstorm was de- 
veloping around the mountain. 

Except in the direction of Sandia, the visibility was rema ably c few miles to the northwest, the city of Albuquerq lay twinkling by the side of the shallow Rio Grande 
‘The Weather Bureau man shive 
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She was “fancy girl's school” all the way—from the tip 
of her patrician nose to the long, blazing red tresses that 
draped her aristocratic, provocative body. Too good, 
according to Ryan, for a working stiff like Connelly. 
But late one night, she proved to the rugged Irishman 
that the quiet of a deserted factory was a good place 
to practice democracy on a very personal level . . . 

BUZZ RYAN'S 
SENSUOUS NEW 

SECRETARY. 
white smile, green ey 

and a round behind thi 
off limits. 1 

rst. day 
huh, Connelly?” he said. "Ma 

d shortly, his eyes chilling with a 
stick to the (Continued on page 62) 
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> SL ANOW it’s a cold factory office,” 
$hie Said closing the blinds, “but we 

¢ Salupretend it's @ cozy, firelit room” 

“By ALLEN PROCTOR 
‘Wet BY CHARLES COPELAND. 4 

She was “fancy girl's school” all the way—from the tip 
of her patrician nose to the long, blazing red tresses that 
draped her aristocratic, provocative body. Too good, 
according to Ryan, for a working stiff like Connelly. 
But late one night, she proved to the rugged Irishman 
that the quiet of a deserted factory was a good place 
to practice democracy on a very personal level . . . 

BUZZ RYAN'S 
SENSUOUS NEW 
SECRETARY 

ONNELLY fell for Ryan's new secretary right away. She oy easily the best looking g 
White smile, green eyes, red ha 

and a round behind that twisted slowly she w 
But she was off limits, The production boss made that clear 
from the first day 

Nice kid, huh, Connelly?” he said. "Maybe you'd like a 
piece of it? 

Maybe,” answered Connelly 
Forget it.” Ryan laughed shortly, his eyes chilling with a 

glint of menace. “You stick to the (Continued on page 62) 



SPECIAL 
_ FICTION 
BONUS _ 
“I KNOW it's a cold factory office,” 
she said closing the blinds, “but we 

tan pretend it's cozy, firelit room” 

ve ALLEN PROCTOR 
‘ART BY CHARLES COPELAND 
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TAINTED BLOOD looks exactly like good 
variety, can cause great harm, even death 
if administered to humans in emergency 
(above, Cuban refugees get transfusion) 

L 

By FRED LAING r 
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BLOOD fixe 
THAT KILLS 

THOUSANDS 
Lying on a hospital table for a simple operation, you watch with confidence as the 
jar of healing blood is pumped into your veins. But for any one of a hundred different 
reasons—diseased donors, bungling nurses, greedy transfusion racketeers—this sup- 
posedly “certified,” life-sustaining fluid may have become a deadly poison. An angry 
reporter exposes for the first time America’s frightening Blood Bank scandal, the 
medical mess that's caused more disease and death than the Vietnam war . . . 

NEW YORK: 

donated blood is “poisoned 





NEW | FACE 

Angel-faced, spun- 
sugar blonde Sophie 
Hardy left a job 
as an English professor 
to become the 
Marilyn Monroe of the 
French cinema. A 
collector of 1920 hats, 
poodle dogs and 
American swing records, 
this rare filet of a 
Gallic doll (36-23-35) 
says: “I had a real feeling 
for teaching. Sometimes 
now I recite poetry 
to a man and I can 

| see from the wild look in 
his eyes that he thinks 
of me as being 
extremely scholarly.” 
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GREATEST HAZARD of “frontier” life is dreary boredom which induces mental depression. Government 
js top-talent entertainment troupes such as Cossack dancers (above), gives workers 48-day vacations at 

Black Sea resort (upper rt.) but despite pampering, Klondikers thumb noses at “chicken” Kremlin directives 

Russia's Wild 
and Woolly 

Frontier ae erian city of Khabarovsk by day, 
By RAY LUNT take it apart with hijinks at night 

In the vast isolated snowlands of Russia's 
“Far Country,” these leather-skinned, 
tundra-tough Red pioneers live a lusty, 
drinking, brawling existence that makes 
them the 20th Century look-alikes of our 
own rugged frontic 

LIFE in the Soviet Far East city of Khabarovsk 
will never again be quite the same since the 

firing squad ended the roaring career of Lev Tit- 
shenko last month. A casual visitor may not notice 
the difference. Khabaroysk’s 280,000 inhabitants 
are still spending their days earning the highest 
wages in the USSR and their nights blowing it on 
liquor, women and police court fines. Call girls 
still phone their propositions direct to the hotel 
rooms of male guests. (Continued on page 71) 
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Leading his squadron in a savage, continuous 
attack to smash the Nippon Empire's “end the war” 
fleet, a kill-hungry, bullet-fast panther of an Army Ss 
pilot named Charles MagDonald pushed his twin- 
tailed P-38 through the \death-filled skies over 
Leyte like an aerial jujitsu master—and in 14 
blood-and-hell-filled hours this relentless ace 
sent a whole enemy squadron to flaming doom, 
piling up a shredded steel gangplank on which 
MacArthur could march back\to the Philippines 

27 - KILL AGE 

ea ) HE CTONALD 



HFtom the book AMERICAN ACES. Copyright © 1958 by Edward H. Sims 
Reprinted by pormissi Harper & Row, Publishers 

LN October, 1944, two powerful United States military 
forces which had been advancing toward Japan conve 

ged in the Philippines, The pincer movement joined the 
forces of General Douglas MacArthur, which had advanced 
northward from Australia, and those of Admiral Chester 
W. Nimitz, which had thrust westward from Pearl Harboi 
The road to the Philippines and Leyte, where American 

Rangers landed (on the offshore islands) October 17, 1944 
followed three days later by four divisions assaulting the 
cast coast itself, had been long. The huge island complex, 
stretching more than a thousand miles from the South 
China Sea to the Celebes Sea, had been under Japanese 
control since June 9, 1942, when the last U.S. forces in 
the southern islands capitulated more than a month after 
General Jonathan Wainwright surrendered Corregidor 

In 1943 the giant Allied pincer movement toward the 
Philippines got under way. General MacArthur's forces 
began their push up the northern (Continued on page 56) 

RAGING across skies in Pacific’s hottest 
dogfight, Col. MacDonald destroyed Jap 
Navy's sky cover, brought about defeat 
of Nippon's most powerful ocean fleet, 
sealed their doom in Philippines 

i 



"ALLRIGHT, bays,” Conder’ said 
as the Red boat attacked, “come 
and gotyour litte, pullet bath” 



By MARIO CLERI 
"ARL NOREM 

~ From a velvet-lined pagoda drifting around Saigon harbor, this luxuriously sensuous Sampan Girl served up steaming orange tea and fiery love to our Gl's. She seemed to be just the most desirable for-sale woman in the city, but actually, Sally Dnin was a floating treasurehouse of Red secrets and unless U.S. intelligence man Dan Conden was somehow able to wring them out of her, Saigon itself might well fall to an onrushing Viet Cong army . . . 
SAIGON: 

DAN Conden slumped in his chair so that he would look shorter to the crowd drinking on the Cathay Hotel terrace. He sipped a ver mouth cassis and his mind registered that somewhere outside the Saigon city square a motor bike was coming toward them. Then as the sound of motor bike became louder, and oby approaching from the wrong direction he looked inquiringly at the girl next to 

= 



SAIGON 
him. “Phana, is that your bomb thrower Ih asked! "The gil shook her head, “Our man wil the square ‘by the street ahead of 4s, And dont call me by-my native name Ait‘miy: American ‘and European friend call me Sally" 
Don Conden slumped lower in his seat. histonglegs wrapped sound the tron clams tthe cocktail table. Then he saw the peo. ble around were paving him not the slight fst atention. ‘They were all sneaking fas Togs at his companion ‘She was worth ie: Phana or Sally was a slighty built giet with a fuller bust than 

thost Burasian girls could develop even ith the special exercises and drugs they Ordered trom Hong Kons She wore a cheon sam slit to the top of her thigh that flash fer golden skinteg ikea gittering mate Ture, 1 had full slit to show the inner high and. this labelled Sally for what she was: a “Sampan City” kink Mespectable ‘omen in Saigon wore cheongsamns. that Showed only the outside thigh “The chugging of the motor bike was very Joud on the evening air, Sally smiled. Condens nervousness. “Don't worry she sald. “Remember Tm supposed to be one a them. Ths hav to wait until Pew 
Suddenty Dan Conden noticed that. all the iron gills on the windows around the square had closed. At the same. moment Heheard the motor bike burst into the cob: bled square behind him, Cursing he tamed around, the rider on ihe motorbike was leaning over ike @ polo plaver. His right hand was holding something spherical and dark In that moment Conden knew that he and the girl beside him had been complete ivoutfoxed and were as good as dead He'saw the lean bovish face of the Viet Cong bomb thrower split ina wicked kein 48 the bike drove in on them. Then he save ihe Viet Con arm give ie underhana ip and the grenade was sailing high in the air toward the terrace At the same mo. ‘ment Conden drew his 38 trom his shoul der holster and started firing. Aw he fired hie waited for the blast that would tear his body apart 

HE sot off two shots before the grenade 
landed. It hit him in the shin and rolled 

off into a corner. And then it didn't go olf. 
‘Conden’s body involuntarily went weak 

with relief. Then he saw the bomb-thrower 
looking back in amazement at not hearin 
au explosion, Conden took careful aim an 
Squcezed off a shot. ‘The bike went out of 
control and smashed into the stone fountain 
in the center of the square. ‘The front wheel 
went spinning off b 
street. The VielCong terrorist. sprawled 
‘on the cobblestones momentarily” dazed, 
then got up and tried to run, dragging one 
useless leg bebind him. 

‘But the Viet-Cong saboteur was doomed, 
‘The outraged citizens of Saigon were pour: 
ing into the square to take vengeance for 
I'the bomb throwers who had gotten away 
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in the previous months. In the crowd were 
tough black market gangsters. from. the 
Billie Bar, professional beggars who used 
this square as a rich hunting ground, hard: 
bitten market women and their wild un. 
tamed children, 

Enraged, clamoring for blood, the mob 
closed in on the crippled terrorist. Tt was 
then that Conden realized that he had not 
only been double-crossed., he had been trip. 
lecrossed. Where the hell were Colonel 
Huanh and his Vietnam Security Police? 
‘They were supposed to have. the square 
surrounded. And if the mob killed the Viet 
Cong terrorist the whole operation would 
zo for nothing. Conden thought, Tis offer: 
ing himself up as a target would be a total waste, 
Conden ran across the square and tried 

to fight his way through the crowd but he 
was foo late except to get a ringside seat 
al something he had only read about in his- 
tory books: a mob tearing a human being to pieces 
‘The grenade thrower was a skinny bronze 

faced VietCong, young and tough looking. Now his eyes were huge, dark flashing brown 
with anger and defianee. He fought back. 
Men grabbed parts of his body. There was 
44 crunching sound as the grenade throw 
er's arm was pulled out of its socket, Other 
people, women and children were clawing 
al him, taking chunks out of his face, rip 
ping clothes off, then tearing bits of flesh from his body. And as the VietCong bomb. 
thrower died, his eyes changed colors like 
a chamelon, From the black of anger and 
hate. they faded into soft milky brown, 
luminous with pain: then the pupil spread 
as the terror and’ knowledge of certain 
death entered into them. And then the hi 
‘man form that had leaned so tensely. and 
pibrandhy over the motorbike was just 

loody. lumpy rag. his head grotesquely 
deformed with countless. savage blows, 
limbs bent obscenely. back like an insects, 
Dan Conden couldn't bear’ 10 look any 

more. He fought his way back to the now 
empty terrace of the Cathay hotel. Sally 
had disappeared. Very smart of her. Con 
den thought. This attack meant one thing. 
Her Red bosses knew she was playing. at 
being a double agent, working for the Am 
cricans undercover. Her life wasn't worth 
‘a nickel in Saigon. Or mine either, Conden 
thought. One week on the job and all he had 
to show for it was a beautiful triplecross 
that had left Comrade X in the driver's seat 
of the Vietnam war, 
He almost couldn't believe it was only a 

eck since he had been briefed by Colonel 
Stewart and then met Sallyon the Quay 
Minho 
[9 late July 1954, Major Dan Conden was 
holding down Far Bast Special Branch 

Intelligence desk in Washington when he 
received orders to catch an August 5th 
flight to Saigon. There he was to report to 
the Chief of Special Intelligence, Vietnam 
American Advisory Group. As @ bachelor 
‘and a Korean veteran he was ready for any 

lunexpected move and it was no trouble ar: 
ranging his affairs so that he could leave 
the country. What surprised him was that 
the orders were published “Unclassified! 
and so were a matter of publie record, and 
{hat he was given no instructions to cover his movements 

As an old pro he knew that there had to 
bbe somebody on the Red side whose job was 
to keep track of his, Conden's, mavypinents, 
Headquarters knew it too, so there must be 
some reason why they waited him 10 oper: 
ale without cover, 
When Don Conden got out of his plane 

at Saigon airport, there was a young, fresh: 
face Sergeant waiting in a jeep that look 
ced as if it had been baptised with all the 
mud in Asia. The Sergeant drove him to 
the American Advisory Group Intelligence 
Seetion at Number 3, Quay Minho, the 
southeasternmost “quay in’ Saigon. Bay 

‘The office was not really on the whart 
itself but in a long warehouse surrounded 
by barbed wire and flood light poles. ‘The 
door was guarded by two short but broad: 
shouldered Vietnamese Rangers. who, at 
44 command from the American Sergeant, Tot them inside. 

‘The huge central storeroom had. been 
turned into a communications center, with 
feletypes and code desks scattered around, 
But there was a carbine ora naked 43 ly: 
ing on each desk. Behind an artificial wall 
of stacked rice sucks was a string of offices, 
each guarded by a Ranger in full battle 
dress. Conden felt this was excessive, Surv: 
ly here in the heart of Saigon they did not 
hhave to take such precautions against ter rorists 
LY front of the office at the end of the row, 
the Sergeant touched Conden’s arm. This 

office proved to be much larger than it 
looked from the outside. Tt was also. sur: 
prisingly plush. There was a thick red ear- 
pet on the floor and a long polished ima 
hogany table with chairs around it, The 
wall was covered with maps, 
Around the table were two officers, Con- 

den saw that one was Vietnom and one 
‘American, Conden approached them and 

could hardly believe his eyes, 
American officer was Colonel Max Stewart, 
head of Special Branch and a member of 
the Executive staff. Conden realized some: 
{hing extraordinary was tn the wind if Ste 

Colonel Stewart was 
ed?” he asked, 
‘A little.” Conden said. “Especially since 

this morning's paper has you answering 
phones in Washington, 

Pretty. good cover,” Colonel Stewart 
said. “But T might as well be for all the 
Food Li doing here. We're geting no place 
fast. That's why T sent for vou, 

Siewart introduced the Vietnam officer 
who had a patient. set smile. “This is Col 
‘onel Huanh, chief of the Vietnam Saigon 
‘Army Intelligence Section.” ‘The two men 
bowed. Then Stewart led them to their 
chairs around the table and made them 
sit down. Stewart himself went 10 the wall 
‘maps to illustrate the briefing. 

“First [have to knock your mental blind: 
folds off,” Stewart told Conden, “You have 
to know the truth about the situation here. 
Tn a nutshell we are getting the hell kicked 
out of us. Worse than in Korea, 
Conden said, "You sure as hell aren't letting the people back home know about it 
Stewart said sharply, "I'm letting you 

know about it. Now, that airport you land. 
eed al, right in the heart of Saigon, we had 
{wo of our jet airliners plugged full of hol 
by the Viet Cong terrorists. Right here in 
Saigon seaport, enemy frogmen blew a hole 

(Continued on page 82) 
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A close-up on strange, out-of-the-way happenings around the globe 

GREAT GIRL WAR 
The argument was taking place on one of the 

busiest streets in the downtown section of the 
French Riviera city of Nice, but the two girls snarl: 
ing at each other took little notice of the crowd that 
had gathered 

You are a thief,” the tall, sleek-bodied blonde 
screamed.” You are taking money out of my pocket.” 

Too bad,” the smaller, plump, dark-haired one 
shouted back. “I have a right. If you don't like it, 
jump in the sea for all I care. 

In uncontrollable anger, the blonde pulled a tiny 
pistol out of her handbag and, before any of those 
watching the scene could stop her, she pulled the 
trigger and put a hole in the brunette’s forehead 
Looking at the girl lying on the sidewalk, she said 
“The witch had it coming. I've owned this corner 
for the past year and suddenly she comes along and 
tries to’ grab it. Everyone knows a girl's territory 
is sacred.” 

The gun-toting blonde was speaking for most of 

Two Algerian maquereaux were sprayed with 
tommygun bullets as they drove down a main street 
of the city. Three others were blown into filets when 
a bomb exploded under their car. The Algerian side 
began to fight back. A Nice maquereaux, his stom: 
ach loaded with shotgun lead, was found lying on a 
dark street. “Take me to a hospital,” he groaned, 
T've just been hit by a car.” 
This round of lead firework$ inevitably brought 

the poulets (chickens) into the act. Chickens, in 
French slang, are policemen, and the Nice depart- 
ment began to round up poules and maquereaux 
alike, urging them to leave Nice for more peaceful 
areas. 
Many have stayed, however, and the war con 

tinues. What seems to disturb the maquereaux most 
is not the possibility that they may get plugged but 
the fact that all of the shooting will discourage cus 
tomers. As one maquereaux told a French news 
papermen: “This is truly a scandal. The girls are a 
French institution as valuable as the art in the 
Louvre and they should not be disturbed from pur 
suing their work. 

the poules—the word means hen and is slang for 
prostitute—in Nice. They do indeed consider their RED BORDER BUSTERS 

Bullets for French babes 
territory” sacred, and that’s why, when an army 

of poules from newly-independent Algeria invaded 
the city, the result was an all-out war between old- 
timers and newcomers. The homicidal scene des- 

ibed above was a little unusual in that most of 
the shooting was done not by the girls but by their 
maquereaux (literally, mackeral, slang for pimp). 
In France, every poule has a maquereaux, and in 
Nice, which is crawling with fat-walleted gentlemen 
on anything-goes vacation sprees, the maquereaux 
did not take kindly to the idea of sharing their profits 
with Algerian interlopers. 
What followed was reminiscent of the bullet wars 

that tore Chicago apart in the heydey of Capone. 

The ancient truck rattled to a halt at the guard 
station near the town of Mikulov on the Czechoslo- 
vakian-Austrian border. Piled on its open rear plat- 
form were neatly-tied bales of hay. The driver waved 
his papers at the guard and, since he had made the 
trip numerous times in the past with the same load 
of hay, the guard casually waved him through 

The truck started up again Some ten yards past 
the border, its front wheel went deep into a hole 
in the road, The truck bounced crazily. One of the 
hay bales slowly slid off. Following it to the ground 
came a cardboard box hidden under the hay which 
split open as it hit (continued on page 82) 

Red hunger for Western “goodies” 
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She}was the most available female around, a sizzling volcano of a 
playgirl who was any GI's property on payday. Then she latched 

_onto a fifty thousand buck bundle of hot greenbacks and discovered 
4 the word was “hands off'—because Beacon City's rackets 

had ided to make her his own very exclusive corpse . . . 



"FORGET ABOUT THE OPERA- 
TOR,” the gunman said, clamping 
ahandonthe phone. “t'l plug you 
in—on a nice, warm grave” 

“By MARTIN FASS 
ART BY BOB SCHULZ 



TRAMP BLONDE 

Inside the car, the kind of damp heat that gripped your throat, 
‘The car jerked back and forth and then rolled to a stop. 
Moran was still on his hands and knees when the door slid 

pen. A beam of light circled the blackness and then held hin in its glare, 
“Hey, Pete. We got a passenger. A real live one,” 
Moran stood up. The two railroad dicks climbed into the car. 

Moran was @ small, wiry man with sharp features and shrewd, 
brown eves. He tried to ease along the side of the car past the 
two detectives, but they prodded him into a corner with their 
billy clubs 

in the darkness, they were just two hulking shadows to Moran, 
‘Was the trip comfortable?” the detective, a paunchy six-footer, 

bowed politely. His voice had a soft, southern slur 
“Yeah, yeah. Just great,” said Moran. 
‘See, Pete," the detective went on, “he liked the accommoda- 

tions. He must be a very important individual, an important 
Northern Yankee individual, He has this whole car just to him- 
self. A private car.” He chuckled. “Okay.” said Moran. "Youve had your little joke. Now throw 
me into the can or let me off, 

"The big detective rubbed his thick elub along Moran's arm, 
He chuckled again. “Why, sir, this is Beacon City, one of the 
finest and most hospitable little cities in the South. We just 
couldn't get you go without giving you the full treatment.” 

"Moran tried to dart past then, but the big detective knocked 
‘with obvious satisfaction, they worked him over. 

Pete finally pulled his partner away. “Let up, Gaines, We don't 
want to kill him.” 

‘Moran had gone limp. He closed his eyes and let them drag him 
‘outside, As soon as he hit the cinders, he rolled to one side and 
tried to craw! off. Gaines hauled him to his feet. 
“We don't cotton to stiffs riding the rails into Beacon 

Gaines said. “You just haul your tail out of here. 
Moran stumbled across the tracks, up a steep bank of red clay 

and onto a dirt road. A thin trickle of blood ran out of his nose 
and stained his tan shirt. His cheek was swollen and the sweat 
Ccut-white streaks into the dirt on his face 

“Bastards,” he mumbled. “Dirty bastards.” 
Hurrying past the unpainted shacks in the colored section, he 

came toa macadam road. He walked about four blacks when the 
whole character of the countryside changed. It was well past 
midnight, but lining the side of the road was a string of what 
‘once had been elegant mansions. They were all well lit. He heard 
the steady beat of small jazz combos as well as the metallic music 
of the jukes. Dozens of cars were jammed into small parking 
reas between the mansions. There was a sprinkling of Jeeps. 

Suddenly it dawned on Moran. "Yeah. This is Beacon City.” 
About ten miles from Camp Beacon, one of the big Army Recep- 
tion Centers in the South, Beacon City had the reputation of 
being the most corrupt little town in America. 

‘He took off his shoe and pulled out @ crumpled dotlar bill 
“Teed a drink,” he thought. "Hell, my dough should be good 
in this freakin’ (own.” 

JORAN hurried up the curved driveway and onto the portico fof one of the mansions. Inside, in the, dim light, the room was packed with Gls. A stripper was working ona small stage Jind the soldiers were stamping their feet and shouting obscen- ities. To one side of the room was a long bar. Moran sidfed along 
the wall and up to the bar. ‘in the mirror, he saw his reflection and realized that he 1ook 
ed le hell, Nervously, he spread the dollar bill on the mahogany counter. The bartender, concentrating on the stripper, ignored Mim: Moran looking at the long line of bottles felt almost sick. 
Give me a shot, danin i” he barked. "The bartender moved his rag along the wood and looked atthe bil “Sorry, buddy. Drinks are a buck and a quarter.” ‘Moran fet like weeping. He was in his early thirties, but his 

scrawny, thin face made him look much younger. “Aw give the bum a drink. Its mostly water anyway, Steve.” Moran turned. Sitting a few feet away was a girl. She couldn't have been more than 1, but she was painted like a billboard, 
Her face was framed by bright golden halt, her evening gown was cut practically to her navel. He could see the thin otine 
or her skimpy panties clinging to her tig Steve looked around the room. “Ifthe bass catches me, it comes 
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‘out of my pocket,” he said. 
‘Give him a drink, Steve!” she insisted. 
Steve finally grabbed a bottle and filled up a shot glass. He 

snapped up the buck and rang it up on the register. 
Moran downed his drink and then held it for a long time. The 

girl leaned toward him so that Moran could see the two, small 
firm breasts inside the gown. She shoved her drink toward him. 
"Have mine,” she said, "and take a good look.” 
Moran tok the glass without a word. He drained it in one gulp. “Better get back on the floor, Donna,” the bartender urged 

her. "The boss don't like you at the bar.” ° 
Donna slid off the stool, She moved eloser to Moran and rubbed 

her hip against his leg. “We tramps got to stick together.” 
‘As soon as she left, Moran begged the bartender for another 

drink. “Just one more shot. I need just one more. 
‘Steve just shook his head and moved to the other end of the 

bar, The stripper had just peeled off the last of her clothes and 
the lights went on. The band hit it up, Moran could see himself 
more clearly in the mirrow now and the sight of his own blood: 
splattered face frightened him. Quickly, he moved off and slip- 
ed outside. 
WALKING along the shoulder of the road, he passed more than 

30 joints until the road ran into the main drag of Beacon City 
Tt was a carbon copy of every small town he had ever seen across 
the country, The same five and dimes, drugstores, everything. 
And it was closed up tight. At the east end of the Avenue, Moran 
cut into a side street. Lined on both sides by thick oak trees, 
the Large houses were surrounded by hedges, clipped lawns and 
carefully tended gardens. All the houses were dark except the 
largest at the end of the street, Moran cut across the lawn. "Maybe 
ean get a handout.” he thought, Carefully, he pecred into the 
window. The remains of a party were on a long table and at the 
Tar end of the room sas a buffet with a dozen bottles of whiskey 
Moran waited, but the house itself was silent. 

‘If T could just latch onto one of those bottles,” he thought. 
He could almost taste the whiskey. "What the hell,” he decided. 

Carefully, he rounded the house and found the back door. It 
was open. Hie moved inside a large, dark kitchen. He came to a 
Swinging door, with a round glass window at eye level, that led 
to the dining room. He pushed it open and listened: Just then, he 
heard a car drive up and stop at the front of the house. Moran 
froze, He heard the car door open and close and then the bell 
rang. 
‘Moran peered through the window of the door. In a moment, 

‘two men came into the dining room. One of them, dressed in & 
white sult, was a thick set, grey-haired man in his fifties. He ear- 
Tied a leather attache case. 

‘The other, a tall red-headed man wore just trousers, His heavy 
chest was matted with tight red curls, He closed the door of the 
dining room carefully. "My sister's asleep,” he explained. 

‘understand, Mait. 
“You're here, Jackson,” Matt said, “and T can't do anything 

about it. So state your business and’then leave. And don't ever 
‘come back.” 

‘Jackson nodded. “I don't have to draw any pictures. You know 
why T'm here.” He tapped the attache case. 
“What won't work. 
‘This is just the starter, Matt. You're a reasonable man. 

I'm going to leave this bag here and let you think on it.” 
Matt's voice was still soft, but it had a bite to it 

going up to sleep. I want you and that bag out of here. Don't slam 
the door on the way out 

‘Matt turned on his heel and left. Moran could hear him pad- 
ding upstairs. Jackson picked up the attache case and then, as 
though making up his mind, he set it back on the table again. 
He patted it, grinned, turned out the lights and left. When the 
front door closed behind him, Moran darted into the room and 
grabbed one of the bottles. On his way back toward the kitchen, 
fhe brushed up against the large dining table. 

“That bag,’ he thought. “Wonder what in hell's in it,” It sud- 
denly struck him that if he hooked it, no one would be tie wiser. 
‘Matt would figure Jackson had taken it away with him. And Jack- 
son would figure that Matt had agreed to accept it 

‘Moran grinned and his thin features took on a wolfish quality 
He gripped the handle and swung it under his arm. Clutching the 
bottle and the bag, he sneaked out the back door, cut back to the 
street and hurried along. At the end of six blocks, the paved 
road ended. A few scattered shacks dotted the open fields, Moran 
walked for about a mile and then cut into a small wooded area 
‘where he finally sat down. The moon had come out and etched the 
Fields in black and white, 

‘Now for a real good shot.” Moran twisted open the top and 
gulped down the drink. It was a smooth bourbon and the alcohol Setted into his stomach witha pleasant warmth, He kept sipping 
away at the bottle, savoring the flavor. Then he set the bottle 
firmly against the trunk of a tree and put the attache case in 
his lap. (Continued on page 94) 





SILENCE PLEASE—After attacking witness 
at House Un-American Activities Committee 
hearing, man wearing American Nazi Party 
armband is hustled out of Congressional 
office building by special armed guard 

PHOTO: 
STOPPERS 
The month's top pictorial action— 
antic and agonizing — recorded 
by prizewinning lensmen 

TRICK OR TREAT Wearing party masks to 
ain privacy, two witnesses in Houston, 
exas, investigation of gambling are es- 

corted by lawyer Norman Schwartz past 
cordon of reporters and photographers 
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HIGH-LIVING CHIMP—Prominent 
guests at reception for officers of 
Central Canada Expositionareamonkey 
named Rosie and, holding her hand, 
Mayor Charlotte Whitton of Ottawa 

HOT COP—Gymnast at Laotian police 
camp dives headfirst through a blazing 
ring, part of ceremony in which local 
cops demonstrated their bravery 
rs 

RESCUERS RESCUED—Four members 
of Spartanburg, SC Rescue Squad 
are hauled Vout of swollen Pacolet 
River after their boat capsized. Men 
were searching for missing swimmer 

AND NO PIZZA—Kim Thevenin, 
11, of Santa Cruz, California sym- 
bolizes community reaction to 
thousands of dead anchovies that 
clogged town harbor recently 

SOPHIA’S STRIP—Italian movie ac- 
tress Sophia Loren, in a scene from 
new film, does strip act for which she 
was specially trained by choreographer 
of Paris’ “Crazy Horse Saloon” 



SOPHIA’S STRIP—ttalian movie ac- 
tress Sophia Loren, in a scene from 
new film, does strip act for which she 
was specially trained by choreographer 
of Paris’ “Crazy Horse Saloon” 



CAMPAIGN TO TAKE RABAUL started with invasion of New Georgia (above, left), bloodier battle than Tarawa 

By ROLAND EMPEY 

lt was Japan's “money-in-the-bank” 
fortress, an unassailable gun-plane-and- 
troop-bristling hellhole that Hirohito was 
counting on to make MacArthur's “return 
to the Philippines” drive a funeral pyre 
for America’s victory hopes in the Pacif 
Then, in WWII's most suicidal landing, a 
wave of hell-for-blood GI's stormed ashore, 
determined to knock out this enemy 
stronghold if they had to stuff their own 
bodies in the Japanese guns to do it . . 
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Cape Gloucester, New Britain, 
December 26, 1943 

$$ OON after the first wave of GI’s had pushed ashore 
on Cape Gloucester, the Japanese planes eame in. 

‘Twenty-two Val dive bombers and 40 Zekes exploded 
out of the jungles at (845, assaulting both landing 
beaches and the clogged-up sea lanes leading in to 
them. The AA guns of the U.S. invasion force threw 
up a barrage that cracked the sky like e hell un- 
der a heavy heel—streaking it with tracers, smudg- 
ing it a 000-points with puffs of flak. 

The Japanese planes whirled madly through this 
sky, strafing jam-packed decks of landing craft and 

ping bombs on the trucks, tanks, barges and 
's (amphibious tractors) strewn along the beach. 
he destroyer Taggart shot down a Val and two 

Zekes with its main battery in the first seconds of 
the attack and a rubber-tired DUKW blew a Zeke to 
bits with its rocket guns, but Japanese planes scored 
direct hits on the destroyers Hooper, Langford 



and Vance and pulverized an LST commanded by 
24-year-old Luther Mott of Chicago, Illinois. 

Mow’s starboard engine was knocked out and his 
port engine crippled and he immediately ordered 
the 250 Marine Engineers he'd been carrying into 
the water. The men jumped in through flames whip- 
ping around the bulky craft and the lanky young 
officer had his crew abandon the smoke-filled en- 
gine room and join them. Then with 40 Seabees left 
aboard, he steered for Beach Yellow north of Sili- 
mati Point to try landing his 250 tons of vehicles, 
stores and supplies. 

For those brief moments Mott's staggering run 
became the focal feature of the whole Cape Glou- 
cester invasion, Strafing Zeros buzzed above it all 
the way and 9 more of its Seabee complement were 
killed and all 13 of its 50 cal. machine-guns put out 
of commission. Destroyers Barth and Hackmeyer 

scrossed their fire over (Continued on page 48) ENEMY SOLDIERS refused to surrender, 
to themselves in mass suicides 

instead began 
Jap above) 
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MEN’S NEWSLETTER 

(continued from page 8) 

out of business before a doctor can do anything . . 
‘The biggest “hidden” expense for a good call girl 

is laundry. She uses up quite abit of it—sheets, towels, 
ete.—and one way vice cops operate is to check up on 
UNUSUALLY HIGH LAUNDRY BILLS FOR 
SINGLE GIRLS... 

One bride out of ten winds up supporting the family 
—but only three men out of a hundred ever take on 
the responsibilities of keeping house and minding the 
kids... 
Many women are easy touches for a loan—but only 

because it enables them to get thelr hooks into a man. 
He becomes dependent financially, and then, eventu- 
ally, dependent in other ways 

SPORTING WORLD 
FOOTBALL MAY BE THE MOST HAZARDOUS 

GAME YOU CAN PLAY—BUT IT’S STILL SAFER 
THAN DRIVING A CAR, SAY EXPERTS. Next most 
dangerous sport is horse polo, then comes wrestling, 
la crosse, soccer, crew and boxing... . 

| | 
New deal for air racers 

LOOK FOR A MAJOR REVIVAL OF AIRPLANE 
RACING. This sport was killed in 1949 hecause of 
accidents, Air Force jet monopoly of prizes, etc. But 
now P-51's and other WWII piston planes are being 
taken out of mothballs for the contests, Events will be 
held out in the desert (o prevent damage to populated 
areas, Average guys will get into the races, too, with 
events for midget planes and stock planes like the 
Piper Cub... 
Coaches now have an answer to slow-moving foot- 

ball players in high-heeled boots. The heels, 7/8” 
In height, seem to help the players assume a better 
stance, correet a condition called. “short-heel-cord” 
condition... 

CASH ON THE LINE 
Although most people complain about the huge 

tax bile the government takes every time they make 
a big cash killing, A SMART ACCOUNTANT WILL 
TELL YOU TO MAKE ALL YOU CAN AND FOR- 
GET ABOUT THE TAX BITS, since the more dough 
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you make the better off you are. . 
In poker, as played by the Chinese, a loser who is 

all out of money, has the right to wager a part of 
his body, a finger, say, or a toe. In a really tight 
spot, a cool Chinese gambler will think nothing of 
laying a finger or toe on the line 

‘There's a new 12-volt car battery with a bu 
recharger that can’t overcharge. The cost: Twenty 
bucks. 

The three best times to buy tires each year are 
at these tire sales: "PreMemorial Day, PreJuly 4 
and Pre-Labor Day.” They start around two weeks 
before these holidays and you can save at least 
ten to fifteen dollars a tire, .. And one sale you can 
always find going on is the hi-fi, stereo console sale 
which is practically a year-round deal 

IF YOU CAN SPEAK INTELLIGENTLY ON 
SOME SUBJECT—OR, BETTER STILL, IF YOU 
ARE AN EXPERT ON A SUBJECT—many hotels 
will allow you to spend a week or weekend on the 
house, with family, IF YOU GUARANTEE THEM 
YOU WILL DELIVER ONE LECTURE TO THE 
GUESTS. 

V-dolls are tax deal 

‘Tax experts figure that Uncle Sam is paying AT 
LEAST HALF THE WAGES OF CALL GIRLS IN 
THIS COUNTRY as a result of expense account 
businessmen who deduct the joy-fee from their income 
tax as a legit business entertainment expense . 

‘There's really no rule on whether or not to get 
chummy with the boss. You have to feel your way 
along. The best policy is to allow him to make the 
overtures, and to carry it as far as he wants to 
Some bosses actually appreciate a man who comes 

in late once in a while, so long as he doesn’t overdo 
it In a funny way, the boss will admire the man 
for not being a monotonous drone, for being a man 
who can shake up the dice a litle... 

It’s been shown that a man will get fired if he's 
lazy a lot faster than if he’s imcompetent.. . . 

‘The man who avoids a “pressure” job because 
he wants to live longer is just kidding himself. The 
“high-powered” exec withthe giant earnings lives 



just about as long as the skilled worker and the non- 
skilled guy, for that matter, too . 

You have the edge for a job as a zoo-keeper if you 
know how to handle hippos. Very little knowledge of 
how to take care of this unruly and temperamental 
animal... . 
Garbage collectors—or sanitation engineers as they 

are offen called—generally make more dough in Ameri- 
can towns than teachers and policemen . 

MUGS, MOLLS AND MAYHEM 

Once a man has been an executioner for a prison 
system, he finds it very difficult to get other work—if, 
for example, he’s thrown out of work when his state 
abolishes the death penalty. For one thing, no one 
wants to hire him and for another, he usually has 
Iitle interest in doing anything else... 
Oddly enough, when sex-deprived conviets have a 

sexual fantasy, it is not about their wives whom they. 
haven't seen for a long time. It's about a girlfriend 
they once had—or a woman who worked out very 
well for them in bed . 

Italy makes provisions for Mafia men who've been 
booted out of America and have been deported to that 
country. A special home has been set up for these 
boys and they are treated fairly, if not royally . 
Salurday has always been a top day of the week for 
‘committing of murder, especially in France where mur- 
derers have a field day 
Underworld now has a new method of executior 

stuffing their victims into giant, coin-operated laundry 
machines, pulting ina coin... 

te 
Bloody new gangland ride 

OUTDOOR ACTION 

You'll be spotted as a phoney hunter if you're 
caught saying a “bunch of geese.” Proper expression 
fs gaggle of geese, a plump of ducks, a set of 
badgers, a dray of squirrels and a husk of hares « 

‘There are men who'll testify they've seen human 

wolf victims—and that there is nothing under the sun 
that’s worse. Wolves usually sidetrack the rest of a 
man’s body and eat right through to the brain which 
they consider a delicacy. 

One law that’s always disobeyed around thecountry 
Is one that says you can’t shoot a bear unden one 
year old. Hunters claim that bears simply won't co- 
operate and state their age—so hunters have to shoot 
and ask questions later . 

‘There isn’t one sharpshooter in a hundred who can 
shoot a hole in a tossed coin—so ifanyone wants to 
bet, take him up on it. 

‘There are fishing “phonies” who will actually allow 
a guide to hook their fish for them, then take over the 
rod, haul the fish in and claim it as thelr own . . . 
Guy who always winds up getting his head punched 

in is the fisherman who wails for someone to hook a 
fish, then tries for the other guy's catch . . . 
THE ELEPHANT USUALLY DIES OF AHEART 

ATTACK... 

Big body, weak heart 

GUYS AND DOLLS 

Army officers figure to get ulcers 
as enlisted men. 

Since the Occupation, Negro servicemen have father- 
ed 6000 kids in Germany. Many of the children, 
grown up now, are being trained for important jobs 
in the German Aid-To-Africa programs—and in the 
departments of big firms trading with Africa... . 
At least half of today’s young brides will be widows 

by the time they reach their seventies—but many fewer 
men outlive their wives. Females seem to have a 
natural ability to live longer, mainly because they 
don't wear themselves out working 
Bourbon is by far America’s most popular drink— 

but the country club boys choose Scotch as their 
favorite. Biggest threat to bourbon for the top spot 
is vodka which is growing rapidly in popularity . 

as often 

EXCITING NEWS A ] AN USE 
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NEW BREAKTHROUGHS 

ON THE HEALTH 

DOCTORS ARE HEROES, TOO Ore. on pinned its heighest decoration on 
ine Blouse of a physician who risked his 

save a man who lay sprawled ina ‘Seriously injured. Lowered 150 
the bottom of the ravine where his, patent waited: the medic andabrew other 

Fescuers’ spent the entire night with th injured man. Before the aceldent victim could be moved, the doctor had to take 
care of the man's two fractured legs and multiple injuries all over his body. At 
daybreak, the Mountain Rescue Council Figged ropes and pulled the patient and iis rescuers from the ravine. Oddly enough, the survivor had been acelden. 
tally tossed from the cliff by his dog 
MEN WHO THREATEN TO KILL PRES. IDENTS—Ten men who had threatened Presidents of the United Statew were compared psychiatrically to 
eommon traits could be turned up. Most 
of them showed the followings 1. severe rage against women. 2, Suicidal tenden- cies SP Sty aden inthe serie with records ‘of disciplinary. problems before their eventual discharge. 4, Lack of a. stable, ‘mature relationship. with 
Women. 5. Fathers were nol significant, 
Cither’ through. death, ineffectiveness oF absence. 6. The threatening letters combined an implicit plea for help with fan invitation for punishmenteven to the point of being killed for the offense 
BOSOMS VS. BRAINS After looking tnt ‘the schoal records of 2 Women "was treating for inferility, Houston synocologiat came up with this start Fonclusion: fatcchested girls ate a tet Smarter than their big-bseomed sisters, “The better the brains the smaller the byrenatsy and vice versa” doctor put i 
WATER IN AN EMERGENCY—You turn on your tap and it comes pouring out Fradly to drink. You don't giv thought. Yet, should a natu 
sabotage raid or enemy attack occur, You 

jhe not know where your next swallow of water. will come. from, Youn do to alake yo fvent of an emer 
1'Drain the hot water tank for limited 
amounts of drinking water, 2, Melt ice cubes in your refrigerator, 3. Water can tbe dipped trom the toilet fush tank. 

‘was how the 

Here's. whi 
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FRONTIER 

jer can be taken from stock tanks, 
irrigation tanks, cisterns, and farm 
ponds. OUTDOORS 1. Underground 
water is less likely to be contaminated 
than that on the surface. 2. If under- 
ground source i not available, look for 

sam, lake or pond in that order. 3. 
water that is dark in color, has 

an odor or contains floating materials. 4 
IF possible, surface water should be ob: 
tained upsiream from an inhabited area, 
and dipped from below the surface, RE 
MEMBER, NO MATTER WHERE THE, 
WATER COMI S 
OUT—IT “MUST BE PURIFIED DUR: 
ING TIMES OF EMERGENCY. AFTER 
NUCLEAR’ ATTAC 0 E 
STREAMS, LAKES, 4 
ERED WELLS AND TANKS UNI 
THEY ARE DETERMINED SAF! 
SPECIALLY TRAINED MONITORING 
SERVICES IN YOUR AREA. 
CUT YOUR GIRL FRIEND DOWN TO SIZE What happened to «Swedish 

iol early this year might be the start of Shew trend. Stending 62" she was tie ‘ost unhappy dateless miss in her home town. "indepperation, ae “underwent surgery to trim three’ inches, from’ het 
Jegs- At last report at 311% shes be ona fabulous social kick. 

w. 

President-killers 

INDIVIDUAL AIR CONDITIONERS Workers exposed to excessive hei now carry around their own cooly tir, AT9.ounce gadget—consisting of 
Je attached to-a worker's belt that is, tached toa hose—is th Ue converts compressed pumped in through the hove ito areteady 

8 degrees, F: Each worker has a “breakaway coupling so that he can 

inimum of every three years, 
year to be on the safe aide. 
ANTLSMOKING. CLINIC THE TOWEL-O: 
withdrawal clini 
US. had admitted its efforts have failed 
OF themen who volunteered tory giving cigaretion a year ago, not one can be 
classified a» a nonsmoker today. Only ray of light is that some of the mien did cut down on their cigarette consumption, 

THROWS IN 

WHATLL YOU HAVE? Want to know 
what your favorite drink will do to. you, 
if you drink to the point of alcoholisin? 
Medics have checked them out as follows: 
1. GIN—Low back pain, fast heartbeat, 
heart murmurs, headaches, blackouts, 
nervousness:-marked by fear. Walk be- ‘Comes peculiar, lege lifted high as though ein ats Marked fear of homo. sexuality among. gin drinkers, who (ry 
to hold onto their marriages with all Their might 20 I7HISREY” Stomach Upsets, diseased’ pancreas, nervousness, Unsteady wally bad hangovers, halluein 
tions, shortness of breath, 3. IVINE— Blurred vision, bloodshot eyes, dry 
mouth, loss of interest in yourself and 
the world. around you, careless dress, sadistic tendencies, urge to commit la ceny, high divorce and/or separation 

4° BEER Excess “weight, beer 
bellies, loss of appetite, “restlessness, strong thirst. 5. RUM—Reddened lower Ho. tihativeneas: xquinting eyes rapid artheat, peculiar feeling in 
men when water is taken as 

Sexy is stupid? 



DISEASED 
BLOOD 

continued from page 23, 
vin his case, He would have had to prove the hospital had been careless. For that he heeded a standard, acomparison with other 
Hospitals. What kind of standard could he 
have? The New York Academy of Medicine hich, at the time, had revently studied the methods of obtaining and using blood In 18 hospitals, had called it, “disorgant- ation and disorder.” Other medical auth- 
orties are sill calling the whole national ation a "mess" and “a disgrace.” 
Perhaps the word, disgrace. applies to what Mat Conlin sav when he left the hos. ital. His wife had just had a baby, and Fecause of'@ hemorrhage, had’ been given 

28 (ransfusion ‘According fo his own statement, Mat had 
been wondering, while he was in the hos ital, why the doctors didnt. give Joan, is wife, 4 transfusion as soon a5 she stare ed bleeding, He'd learned about the Bleed. Ing shen they checked his blood to sce if 
itiyas Joan's type. Tt wasnt. ‘They would only have taken a pint from 
him anyway, and he heard the nurse call 
the blood bank and tell them six pints of blood, type" 0," Rhpositive, might benceded. Why don't they start giving it to her nov she's bleeding?” Mat asked *Thenurse explained that the doctor never 
gave a transfusion unless it was absolutely Tecessary. Pressed for a reason.-she ex Plained that there was a Tisk, and that the 
Inu rik cme from the chance of geting 

UUnil then, Mat said later, he had always assured that the blood came from clean 
healthy people. 
S i turned out, Joan needed five of those St its, ‘Thai’ can happen in a chide 

birth hemorrhage. ‘Wher his wife was out of immediate dan fen the doctor told Mat to. go. home. He ent out and had.a few drinks and bought Tho of cigars, to hand out the next. Gay at the warehouse where he worked ‘hen as he was passing an annex to the hostel he saw some men standing in tne. He thought at first they were waiting for the free elie. ‘ne of then askéd him for a cigarette ‘Aglance told him they were all burns, Bui fecause he was feling good, he started to Hand ou the cigars He Soon regretted this, because as they crowed around him for the free cigars, they stank s0 horribly that he ‘raped to fot aay from them Twa then that he learned why they bad teen waiting inline, They were blood don fs And it was (heir Blood that was sed by the hospital where his wife had just ben given transfusion ‘One of them told Mat, with a grin, “The more they bleed the more booze there i for ti peor wince Mit remembers that. the man stank of urine and had stale vomit over the front of his thy shire 
JAT isn't the only person who has seen 
‘bums standing in line to sell their blood. 

‘They have been deseribed by other shocked 
people, who have seen them in big cities 
throughout the United States. The opera 
{ars of some blood banks call these descrip- 
tions lurid and unfair, They say that many 
ofthe bums are turned away when they get 
inside, No doubt many of them are. If they 
have been drinking, they must surely, be 
refused. But a lot of them can stay sober 

long enough to get their money. And a lot of them know that 4 fellow wino Is sitting Ina doorway down the street, with a supply of cheap sherry or muscatel, in pints. Yot an buy a lot af those pints with the price int of blood. Lurid the picture may be. Whether itis afar depends on the point of view. The act remains that people of this type, who 
are classified as “professional "donors. Are mich more apt to carry a disease than fare people whose blood is given free 
FOR one thing, they don't hesitate to lie ‘about previous diseases, Or they may not even be aware that theyve had them: For nother, they are much more apt to be cae 
Hers of certain germs that are: sometimes difficult or impossible to. find in tlood, 

Syphilis is one such disease. Tn. some phates of ts development, syphilis may not Fhove in atest, A bur may have had it and Stil be nursing germs he doesn even know boul, He's not apt to admit he's ever had {ciPhe thinks it may keep him from selling 
his product, that pint of blood, and getting Iis Five or six bucks. So atthe blood bank they may not even bother to ask. But if he has those germs of syphilis in him, even if they aren't active, they may show up later in the unsuspecting person who gets the ‘wansfusion rela another dea i this cans 
1'sa type of germ some people may carry around for years without knowing tant they get another attack, In spite of efforts to wipe it out, here's sill a fot of malaria in some of the southern states, and many orthern hospitals find it necessary to send to these states, in their constant need for blood Hepatitis fs the disease most commonly 

given in 8 blood transfusion. Your chances St getting this one discase-—aside {rom the others—may be one in a hundred, or one in fifty: or even higher, Because there i no national authority to, collect. the informs “on, such vital stalstics may be just # mat- ter of personal opinion ‘On one figure, however, most authorities sil agree, They say theres at least. tne fimes as much chance of getting hepititi from the average paid donor as there is of 
felting it from an unpaid volunteer "The reasons are obvious. Hepatitis, the most difficult of all 10 detict, 1s the most Common on Skid Row. which supplies most of the professional donors. ‘The lack of national standards may. be responsible for still another sort of risk, the chance of not matching the blood types. ‘Transfusion with a wrong blood tpe ean Init as quickly asa bullet. Brrors of this 
ine probaby don't bapen often: bat dey nay happen more often than available rec rds show. We do know that research has Increased and classified new types of blood at an alarming rate, and at present there is no single national authority to set up a 
balanced distribution for each type ‘One example Is enough to show the need for it. A few years back there were three hhospils that needed, between them, three different rare blood types. The need ‘oc curred to all of them within a period of a Couple of months, For ane type. a hospital Sent to Boston, For another type, a second hospital sent to Milwaukee. Por a third type. the third hospital sent to. England. 

Tower. they learned that all three blood types had been available right where they 
‘were needed; in New York City ‘Youll think that inthe U.S.A, the matter of controlling that river of vital blood, those 6,000,000. pines, would be handled with what we like to call American effec ieney’ You'd think that in this case, surely our standards would be high and’ the e& forcement strict. 

You'd think there'd be # US. standard 
for the selection of donors, for price con- 
trol, for the techniques of taking blood, 
for. identifying. it, processing it, storing 
and distributing it and for matching al 
ithe blood types. 

‘There isn't. We don't even have any na 
tional standards. And the reason we don't, 
is that there is no national agency with the 
authority and the equipment to establish 
Such standards and enforce them. 

Blood is anybody's business. The safest 
methods of obtaining it and using it may 
‘again be justa matter of individual opinior 
‘and there are so many different methods 
that somebody has (o be wrong. ‘The standards may vary from town to 
town, state to state, or even between hos: 
pitals in the same city. A man with a tattoo may be refused by a blood bank up town 
because the needles. used for a tattoo job 
are not apt (0 be sterile. The needle that 
ut a mermaid on his chest may have put a 
Social disease in his blood. But the same 
‘man may go to a hospital downtown and sell 
a pint without any trouble. 
Or a hospital may have high standards 

of its own and yet, because of an urgent 
need, be forced to buy from a proprietor of 
‘8 commercial blood bank whose methods 
may be questionable, or every greedy and 
dishonest 

‘ina case that came before the Southern 
Distriet Court of New York, a blood bank 
was charged with falsely labeling its prod: 
uct. One charge was that they had changed 
the dates on the labels to conceal the age. 
‘Whole blood can be kept safely under proper 
refrigeration up to 21 days, Some of the 
blood this bank offered as fresh had been 
Kept 42 days or longer 

Sometimes, too, the filing and storage 
methods in & hospital are not what. they 
should be. One hospital thought its meth- 
ods were as efficient as any, until they were 
Sued by a woman who had been given a 
transfusion, with results that were nearly 
fatal. The Up-off that things weren't han: 
dled ‘right. was in the hospital's records, 
‘which said the blood had come from her 
daughter. She didn't have a daughter. 
[Most blood banks still pay the donor 

$5 pint. The price hasn't gone up much 
in recent years. ‘The patient in a hospital 
is usually charged $25 for each pint, but it 
may be double that or more, Tt sounds like 
a pfetty good profit for somebody. Maybe it 
Is But Because of the shortage. especially of blood from reliable people, ‘many. hos- 
pitals would much rather have the patient's relatives donate blood in exchange. Some 
hospitals require two pints for one. Some 
ask three, Some even ask four pints for 
every one the patient needs. 

‘Such demands are often resented, But 
again they show that the supply of reliable 
blood is much less than the need. 

Hospital authorities don't like to. fect 
that the blood they give their patients comes 
from Skid Row. But how many other peo: 
ple want to trade their blood for a few bucks? 
Not many. ‘There are some pdorly paid hos. 
pital workers, such as internes or student 
hhurses, who accept money for their blood. 
but compared to our national need. the 
amount from such sources seems hardly 
worth estimating, ‘Most hospital authorities will agree that 
the answer to the blood problem is to get 
it from volunteers. That, in fact, is where 
‘most of it does come from. Perhaps as high 
as 80%, if you take the national average, 
But this would still eave 20% from sources 
that are questionable. In. some big cities, 
‘as much as half may come from paid danors. 
Why aren‘ there more volunteers? Let's 

answer with another question, When did 
you last give a pint of blood to some au- 
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thorized collection agency’? If you've done 
that within the past ten years, you're an 
exception, Tt you haven't, it’s probably for the same 
reason that most of us haven't, The need 
hhasn't been properly presented to us, (0 
the American people. 

Te seems to be a case of national apathy. 
Some medical authorites think the govern: 
ment should make a strong appeal to the 
public through advertising and publicity, 
Instead of leaving it, for instance, to the 
Red Cross, which collects perhaps’ half of 
the blood that comes through volunteers, 
Why not advertise il, they say. Adv 

tising must do a job. IF it doesn't, then why 
would a single firm spend as much as ten 
or twenty million a year telling us what 
Kind of cigarettes to Smoke, what kind of 
liquor or ear to buy. Some authorities think 
the government should tell us how and why 
to organize community. blood banks, and 

‘would like to see commercials on TV 
qth glamorous star oF top salaries execu 
tive volunteering that pint of blood, 

Others feel that publicity is not enough, 
that the government should take a strong 
hand to clean up the blood bank mess, One 
reason for the national apathy is that. be- 
hhind the scenes there's a struggle for con- 
trol; control of a business that collects 
from hospital patients at least $125,000, 
(000) a year. It's probably much more, 

The Red Cross, with its wide experience, 
‘may'feel that in some areas another blood 
‘bank agency is just getting in the way. The 
government's idea, after World War Two. 
‘was for the Red Cross to take over blood 
Collection for the country, but somehow 
that hasn't worked out. 

Tn some cities, owners of private blood 
banks have sued the hospitals, claiming 
that they want to monopolize the business. 
And 80 it goes, 
WHAT would the situation be if we were 

all organized in some kind of coopera 
tive blood bank? For one thing, most of us 
would not have to give blood more than 
three of four times in our lives if enough 

of us did it once in a while. If everybody who meets the Red Cross standards, for 
instance, were to give one pint every ten 
vvears, the hospitals would have as much 
Feliable blood as they need. 

‘The standards for the Red Cross are 
simple, but they're higher than most. They are, (I) either sex, (2) ages 21 ¢0 59 (most 
hospitals say 18 to 61), (3) weight at Teast 
110, (4) normal temperature pulse, blood 
pressure and hemoglobin (red blood count) 

‘Some reasons for rejections are: certain 
vaccinations and a history of certain dis- 
eases, No donor may contribute more than 
five times a year, 

The average American man has 12 pints 
of blood in him, the average woman, nine. 
‘The average healthy adult can safely give 
one pint every 75 to 90 days, 

One of our smallest states, Delaware, 
has probably the highest percentage of 
people covered by a. cooperative blood 
bank. Forty pervent of the people in the 
state have joined it. They give blood when 
called on and get it when they need it. It's 
been in operation nearly ten vears, and 
some of its members, who were in on it at the start, are only now being asked to give 
their second pint of blood, 

‘Delaware is an unusual example. Most, 
states have nowhere near that percentage 
of coverage by cooperative groups. ‘The 
overage is sometimes good in small cities, 
Where the community spirit is not hard to 
organize. In the big cities i's more apt to 
be bad, and perhaps that’s why it’s in the 
big elties that some of the most promising reforms have been started. 
SAN Francisco has a blood bank plan, 
“organized by the San Praneiseo Medical 
Society. Tt serves 57 hospitals. Seattle has 
‘4 plan that eliminates all paid donors. Chi 
cago started a cooperative several years 
‘ago. Under it, any citizens who donates a 
pint of blood is guaranteed whatever blood he might need for the next four years. The 
‘one pint also insures the needs of his family 
for the next twelve months. 
‘In New York, where the situation has been 
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fone of the worst, where more than half of 
the blood has been coming from paid donors, 
land where the amount of blood from volun: 
teers had decreased, at the last count, by 
‘more than ten percent in ten years, a blood | 
bank has been set up with an experimental 
laboratory that is being closely watched 
by hospitals throughout the country. 

‘The New York Blood Center got going in 
the early months of 1964, It's “philanthropic 
contributions,” as the New York Times 
called them, in an article dated Mareb 19th, 
1964, amounted 084,000,000. That's chicken 
feed, when vou consider the wealth of the 
firms ‘which contributed. But with the a 
mount of money available, the New York 
Center is breaking new grounds and giving us some idea of what ean be done. 

They've installed the first electronics 
system of data processing for blood banks, 
Iness than two minutes it can answer a 
call for a rare blood type, tell who has it 
Stored, and in what quantity, and give the 
names’ and adresses of possible ‘donors. 

Tn cooperation with the Navy (and the 
Union Carbide Corporation) they are ex- 
perimenting with frozen blood, blood that 
ean be stored for years, It freezes in one: 
minute, at minus 320 degrees Farenheit, 
and in one minute it can be thawed for use, 

‘They have under observation a revolu 
tionary method for getting, blood plasma, 
Plasma comes from the white blood cells, 
It can be stored a long time and has many 
uses, such as treatment for shock, The new 
method is said to extract the white blood 
cells as the whole blood is drawn. The red 
blood is returned t0 the donor. With this 
method, they say, six donors can supply an 
amount of blood plasma that would require 
‘a hundred and six by the present method. 

UT all of these local and individual ef 
forts fall far short of correcting the na 

tional situation. “Authorities everywhere 
Sul know that there is a crying need for 
the U.S. government to set up standards, 

‘Not long ago a research worker came 
across a story that highlights this, need. 
He was a doctor and he was interviewing 
aconviet at an Illinois state prison. A while 
ack, the convict had worked his way up 
the Mississippion river boats, He didn't 
like working. He was a professional blood 
donor. He was also a wino, Within one week 
he had sold blood in. Memphis, Louisville 
sand St. Louis. Then he had hopped freights 
to Pittsburgh and Philadelphia and within. 
that same month had sold two more pints, 
Five pints of blood in one month. 

There in the prison he explained to the 
doctor how the System works, You just £0 
to'the blood bank and hand them your do- 
nor's card. If you've lost it, another wino 
will lend you one for two bits. Tf you cant 
et one, your social security card will prob: 
ably do, 

No, they didn't give him a blood test 
he said. Didn't stick his finger or anything 
like that, They didn't ask any_ questions. 
either. His medical history? No, they didn't 
ask anything, What would a fellow lke him 
be doing with a medical history? 

‘The doctor asked if he hadn't realized 
what chances he was taking, for himself, 
ziving five pints in one month, for the per: Son who got his blood, that the blood would 
not be any good to them. 

‘All he'd thought about, he said. was how 
many pints of muscatel you could buy for 
five dollars, And as far as he was concern: 
fed, museatel was as good as anything for 
building up blood. 
Obviously some’ professional donors get 

around a lot. If you or someone in your 
family needs a blood transfusion, and if 
this donor is out of jail, it may come from 
him. Or it may’ come from his blood brother 
It's time we made # national effort to force: 
this kind of professional. and his banker. 
to take up some other line of business.+ * + 
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RABAUL 
‘continued from page 41 

it trying to disperse the Zeros, but it was 
hit jost the same and hit again and gouged 
into the beach with black smoke belching 
out of its ruptured hull and 20 feet of its 
Stern torn away in an explosion of stored. 
ammunition. 

‘Down went its ramp now and out, from 
its blazing belly came the smoke-blackened 
Seabees driving the precious vehicles, A 
hail of fire from a Japanese machinegun 
that had survived the pre-invasion bombing 
‘met them from the edge of the jungle. Ve- 
hicles piled up inside the LST's open maw. 
as drivers swerved and skidded and ram: 
‘med into one another. Then from further 
back Inside came a huge bulldozer with 
Luther Mott at the wheel, a gangling man 
with his eyes bulging glassily and his mouth 
hanging open. The heavy vehicle clanked 
down the ramp, its wide blade rising to 
improvise a. shield, machinegun bullets, 
raliling off it ike a barrel of pebbles dump- 
fed on a tin roof, At the bottom of the ramp 
It picked up speed and lumbered straight 
toward the jungle, young Mott standing 
up and craning his neck to locate the gun, 
Suddenly he screamed, pointed, pulled 
into a violent turn and brought the ‘dozer 
blade down. A burst of firing crushed his 
ehest and dumped him dead over his con- 
trols, but the enormous vehicle crunched 
(on piling a mountain of rocks and sand 
‘over the Japanese gun and crew and top- 
ling in on tt 
“What the hell got into him?” a Marine 

said a few minutes later helping to pull 
‘young Mott's broken body out from under the controls, “Never saw anyone pull that 
fone before. He must have gone off his nut 
‘or something, 

“No, he just got himself all steamed up. 
that’s all)” another said, *Well, hell, 
this the place for it? Ain't this the one 
havebeenprimingusfor? Ain't this Rabaul’ 
‘THE Bismark Archipelago lies northeast 

of Australia and consists of New Brit 
ain, New Ireland, Lavongai, the Admiralty 
Islands, the Duke of York islands and the 
‘Vitu Islands. Together with New Guinea, 
their huge parent island, they comprise 
the Territory of New Guinea. Largest of 
the Bismark group is New Britain, a 250- 
nae stretch of black, steaming rainjungle 
‘with the tiny harbor town of Rabaul at its 
Rortheastern tip. Under the Germans (until 
1920) and the Australians (until 1939) Ra- 
‘baul was the capital of the Territory, But 
in 1941 ancient volcanoes began rumbling 
‘and it was decided to move the capital (o 
Lae on New Guinea itself. The transfer had 
‘ben only partly completed by January 22 
1942, at which time the Japanese exploded 
into Rabaul and took over. 

‘The Japanese found two airstrips in Ra 
aul, one for commercial use at Lukunal 
and another used by the Royal Australian, 
Air Force at Vunakanau. ‘To these they 
quickly added a third (Rapopo) at nearby 
Lesson Point, s fourth at Tobera and a 
fifth at Keravat, 
Keraval was designed for emergency use 

‘only, but the other four were major instal- 
Tations with conerete landing strips, well. 
surfaced runways and revetments for over 
100 planes. Bach was plentifully stocked 
with supplies in underground storage areas 
and protected by tanks, artillery and brist 
Ting batteries of AA and coast defense guns. 
‘The labor for these projects came from the 
90,000 Japanese troops assigned to Rabaul 
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(another 7000 were stationed elsewhere in 
New Britain} and 8000 Indians captured at 
Singapore. 

‘With these changes made, Rabaul quickly 
emerged as the most valuable piece of real 
estate in the South Pacific and the key to 
all Japan's goals in that theatre, From Ra- 
‘baul would come the massive air raids on 
Port Moresby and all Allied beachheads 
in the Solomons. Down from Rabaul along 
the waterway cailed the "Slot" would steam. 
the Tokyo Bxpress (Rear Admiral Raizo 
‘Tanaka's fast transports and heavy destroy ers) 10 pound the Marines dug in at Hen- 
derson Field on Guadalcanal and to land 
fresh Japanese troops for ground attack. 
AS General MacArthur laid his plans to 
islanc-hop from New Guinea to the Philip. 
ppines and on to Japan, Rabaul would rise 
tp to block his way. By early 1943 the Al 
lied command had come to a Single view on 
the subject of its projected sweepback a- 
cross the Pacific. Everything would have 
to, wait until Rabaul was neutralized. 
“There were a few insane days when we 

seriously considered trying to affect a land- 
ing at Rabaul,” Australian planning officer 
Donald Goodheart recalls. "but we quickly 
realized it would be a wasteful enterprise 
‘The Japanese had something just under. a 
hundred thousand men there and would 
have resisted savagely. Perhaps we would 
‘be successful, but it would be such a lengthy 
‘operation and such a costly one, No, there 
Would have to be a better way. 

‘The better way could only mean inten. 
sive bombing from the air and this pre. 
Sented problems too. The bombings would. 
be pretiy much up to Lt. Gen. George C. 
Kenney’s V Army Air Force—B-17s, B-245 
and B-25s. Those huge birds could reach 
Rabaul from thelr base at Dobodura, but 
their fighter escorts couldn't. They'd need 
bases much closer to the target. And none 

isted. They'd have to be won or built. on 
currently in Japanese hands. New 
“Bougainville New. Britain it 
grim assignment,” in, Goodhearts 

words, “but utterly necessary 
came first, a 45-mile strip N its black jungle and lovely 

blue lagoons lying alongside the Slot and 
separated from it by a coral reef. There had 
‘once been coconut plantations and a Meth: 
fodist mission at Munda Point, but by 1943 
the Japanese had cleared them out and 
established a strong air base there. Munda 
‘was the allied objective in New Georgia. 
The attempt to take it was begun on June 
30, Rear Adm. Kelly Turner heading up 
the amphibious foros assigned to. the job. 

"The initial assault was made by the 172nd 
Regimental (Army) Combat Team spear- 
headed by a group of jungle specialists 
calling themselves the Barracudas, The 
Japanese expected an attack and expected 
ivat Munda, but Kelly Turner crossed them 
up by hitting Rendova Island five miles 
away instead. The 172nd, joined by an en: 
thusiastie gang of bushy-haired Solomon, 
Islanders, swept over the under-manned 
Japanese garrison and Cpl. Everett Dykes 
‘of Boston, Massachusetts, made some sort 
af bistory by breaking his nose, jaw and cheekbone firing a 80 cal. machine gun 
{rom the shoulder like a rifle. 

‘The Japanese were clearly taken by sur- 
prise and were understandably slow to 
Fespond, but shortly after the Barracudas 
‘went ashore in their landing craft the coast 
defense batteries at Munda opened up. Their 
targets were Kelly Turners transports 
and destroyers steaming in to land more 
troops. The destroyer Guin was badly maul- 
ed, several 4.7 inch shells scoring direct 
hits, One of Guin's engines was knocked 
‘out and her main deck aft was smashed open. 
taking a heavy toll of the men working 

there, but she limped on shoreward laying down a heavy smokesereen and firing her 
‘own Ginchers. Buchanan and Ferenholt 
Soited Gunn ter running fight and (heir Combined fire blasted the Munda guns into 
temporary silence, permitting the landings togo on unimpeded. ‘This happy’ state didn’t last long. Down 
along the Slot from Rabaul ame Si Betty ‘bombers, earrying torpedoes to use against transports and destroyers, with SdeZekes flying their cover. They ran into 19 F4U 
Marine fighters (Corsairs) and a barrage ot flak and AA fire from every transport, destroyer and supply ship in the opera: Gon, In the first seconds of the Japanese attack the action was too fast and bewil. 
tring for anyone below to follow. ‘The sky was full of planes spinning crazily in all directions, the sounds of their bombing and fining mer vishatiering ca: 
cophony, the “whistling “death”. serearns of the diving Corsairs piercing ear drums Tike hot needles through veins, Then some- thing resembling form took over and. it 
could be seen that fighter pilot. Aubrey Barnes of Tampa, Florida,” was having himself @ day to remember A SGeyearald “hot” pilot with six years 
of service behind him, Barnes had latched onto a Zeke at 22.000 feet and ridden it 
down through a circus of swarming planes. ‘The Corsair’ weight and its powerful Pratt and Whitney 2000 HP radial engine enabled it'to eat up the separating distance. and at 14,000 Barnes had the Zeke's wingspan Wide in his sight ring. Plunging through 
Blanes at 300 Hots he opened up with i Sk guns, saw his, armor-piereing. shells 
claw through, the Zeke (ail and. ear ‘Searing gash the length ofits fusilage, then 
‘explode a fuel tank and send it all flaming ‘ownwardtodisappear ina shower of sparks {ile out to sear Before it-was under the tater, Barnes was back up to 20,000 and 
diving on victims two and three. ‘Avwalkover,” Barnes said later of those two fantastic ‘kills, “They climbed right 
into me and I came down between them 
gunning them both along the belly. 1 got a ‘ving shot up slipping through, but 'd open- fd them both up like tin cans and they went 
down bumping into each other on tie Way and hitting the dew together Barnes’ number four followed quickly 
‘and number five sped back and forth across ihe roof of the battle before the American thaneuvered himself onto its tail to shoot away a ving, a tank and an aileron and send it down to join Its mates. By then Bar- 
tes 2400 rounds were used up and his plane had more holes than a mile of Swiss cheese. He was chased around a while by a pai ‘Zekes cursing his inability to fire 
but a squadron of Army P-40s moved into the picture and both Barnes: pursuers were sent seultling baok up the Slot 

Tapanese. planes made two more tries to breake up the Rendova landings that first day, but neither had ny more success than the first, Some 26 Bettys were lost 
long with 19 Zekes, mast of the bombers teing Yorced to drop their torpedoes well 
utse the target area. A handful man- ‘aged to score hits, but only one of these ES any considerable damage. A Betty-aid torpedo caved in the destroyer McCauley at ite port quarter with Kelly Turner a 
board and subsequent hits sent it to the bottom, ‘The loss was keenly felt, but the 
balk of the men were saved and by'nightfall the Rendova landing had been secured and 
the Army's 1038 were shelling Munda. 

IVE days after the Rendova landings, ‘Admiral William “Bull” Halsey com 
manding the South Pacific Force ordered the invasion of New Georgia itself and the taking of Munda Field. By then the Japan 
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‘ese power at Rabaul had begun to assert 
liself. ‘Phe Tokyo Express was rushing 
down the Slot (0 pound Rendova's instal 
lations with its heavy naval guns and squa- 
drons of Japanese planes were in a constant 
Scramble with Marine Corsairs and Army 
Puills above the beachheads. Munda toc 
‘was beginning to see action artillery work. 
ing it over from Rendova, bombers flying 
up from Dobodura, 

‘On July 5th and 6th, combat teams of 
the 43rd Division (Army) and 2500 Marines 
slipped across the waters separating Ren. 
dova and New Georgia in landing craft and 
destrover-transports, The Army hit at Za- 
nana, the Marines at Rice Anchorage. Their 
‘orders were essentially to advance on Mun- 
dda and take the field, an assignment made 
Tormidable by the presence of large num. 
bers of Japanese troops barring their way 
and the chilling fact that thousands more 
‘were being brought in by transports of the 
‘Tokyo Express. In an effort to contain this 
build-up U.S. air bombings of Munda were 
intensified” and three cruiser-destroyer 
support groups under Rear Admirals Ains- 
worth, Merrill and Ramsey were sent into 
the Slot, These efforts achieved their pur- 
pose although at a considerable. expense 
In American men, planes and ships. Still 
for the troops dumped ashore and told to 
“take the field,” New Georgia became a 
sereaming horror—a composite of Guadal- 
canal already completed and Iwo Jima 
still to come. 

"We walked into a mud bog a hundred 
yards from the beach,” Pvt. Leo Stack of Gakland, California, wrote home describ- 
ing the 169th Regiment's jungle advance 
from Zanana, “We went into it up to the 
‘waist and we weren't out of it for the next 
twelve hours, Some of the boys got funny 
and started throwing the mud around and 
the rest of us got sore and almost killed 
them.” 

"The 169th went on its muddy way for the 
next two days, by which time they had cov 
ered exactly a mile and a half. ‘The 172nd 
Wwas sent over to help out and quickly bos: 
zed down in the same sort of floundering 
Advance. The Marines moving up from Rice 
Anchorage weren't doing a great deal bet, 
ter. "Coral cuts through your shoes and 
slices up your feet something awful." Cpl 
Andrew Johns of Richmond, Virginia, con- 
fided to his diary, "Blood draws the flies 
and they camp all over you like you're a 
Toad ofcow crap, How can this God forsaken 
place be worth fighting for” 

But worse than mud and coral—worse 
than flies and snakes and leeches and heat 
that numbed the soul and sent the mind 
whirling into dread and fantasy—worse 

than all these were the Japanese, “They 
like it out here,” Marine Sgt. "Tacky" Hug- gins of Portland, Oregon, complained bit- 
erly. "They take to i like water rats.” Hug. 

fins. bitterness was understandable. Hed 
lost 14 men when a Japanese patrol buried 

itself in the mud beside a trail he'd been 
traveling, then rose up and fell on his pla- 
toon from the rear. “You don't figure on. 
thing like that,” he'd gone on. “It gets you 
nervous. You don’t know what they're going 
to do next.” 
‘The Japanese hung motionless from trees 

in specially designed harnesses and turned 
loose light machine guns on men advancing 

\derneath. They concealed 
wicker baskets’ so perfectly camouflaged that single sharpshooter 

could hold up a squad for hours, They cut 
‘the 169th’s supply lines, abushed the men 
sent to pick up parachute drops, and kept 
up a steady barrage from jungle conceal 
ment—Nambi machine guns and 7.7mm 
flashless rifles, Desperate for food, the 
men of the A6jth turned to Jungle fruts 
and berries and dysentery made an immed. 
late appearance. The Japanese were alerted 
to the Regiment’ weakened condition and 
went over to. night. attacks—sereaming, 
howling, grenadetossing attacks in some 
cold—silent, creeping ones in others. Inck dents were recorded of Japanese infantry 
men crawling undetected’ into American 
foxholes to knife a man or strangle him 
and then withdravs. Four tanks were put 
ashore at Zanana and sent up the Munda 
Trail to relieve the harrassed regiment. 
But three blundered into a system of art 
fully concealed Japanese. pill. boxes and 
were destroyed by magnetic mines, and the 
fourth returned to Zanana 

Elsewhere the Marines and the 172nd 
‘were making slow but steady progress and 
the destrover support groups were holding 
Japanese reinforcements down to a small 
trickle, On July 18th a squad of Marines 
under Sergeant Henry Grove of Madison, 
Wisconsin, Fought its way to the edge of 
Munda Field and damaged two Zeros and 
a repair shop, with bazooka fire befor: 
withdrawing.” That_ same day “Corporal 
‘Arnold Hill of the 172nd trapped four Jap- 
‘nese in a shell hole and had the eerie ex. 
erience of sccing them kill themselves Father than surrender." Did it with a knife.” 
he said shaking his head in disbelief as he 
deseribed it. "First one would ram it into 
his belly and then the next. would pick it 
up and do the same thing. Me sitting there 
covering them with a BAR and couldnt 
figure what the hell to do about it 
Two days later the long ordeal of the 

169th came to an end. By then the Japanese 

‘You're in the nick of time, folks, | hove on ideo 
‘this apartment will be vacoted ony minute 
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had made an all-out attempt to destroy the 
regiment. They hit at the Americans, in 
force from the rear, turning the night hide: 
‘ous with their screams. Sick and jittery. 
the trapped GI's fired at meaningless jungle 
sounds and flitting night shadows, but man- 
aged to hold their positions till day break 
at which time a powerful US. air and artil 
ery bombardment broke up the attack. 
Later that day a relief battalion fought 
its way to their aid, with Pvt. Godfrey Wales 
of New York City leading a grenade-throw. 
ing charge that demolished eight Japanese 
‘machine gun nests and opened Munda Trail 
for the joinup. By nightfall the sick and 
wounded GI's were being evacuated and 
fresh troops sent in to take their place. 
By sun-up the next morning the advance to 
Munda Field was once more going ahead on 
all fronts. 
From then, on Japanese resistance de. 

clined as the Allied effort grew ever strong. er. More Japanese committed suicide and 
the capture of several dugouts and bivouae 
aarcas showed the enemy to be in a bad way 
for food. The Tokyo Express was still mak: 
ing its nightly runs down the Slot, but the 
destroyer support groups were always there 
to fight it back, 
On July 25 Cdr. Arleigh Burke (future 

chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff) Showed up with six destroyers and gave 
the field a violent going-over. He was fol 
Towed by Kenny's bombers flying up from 
Dobodura and a blistering barrage by Army 
artillery 155s and 105s. 

‘Immediately behind that heavy cannon 
ding, the ground teams moved further up, 
aiming their advances now at the Japanese 
Strongpoints of Kokengolo and Bibilo Hills. 
On August 3, Jap pillboxes on both hills 
‘were pounded to dust in the fiercest artl 
ery blow-up of the campaign and GI's 
storming onto the field had no difficulty 
polishing off the last. of the defenders. 
“They came out in a state of shock and just 
stumbled around waiting for us to knock 
them over,” recalls Army Staff Set, William 
Bose of Trenton, New Jersey. On August 5 
Army and Marine fighter planes ega 
putting down on Munda Field, their noses 
pointed toward Rabaul 
OCTOBER 12 was a big day. That was the 

day General Kenney sent his first fleet 
of bombers up from Dobodura to hit Ra 
bbaul. with fighters from Manda going along 
fo cover, By then, additional bases had 
been built or won in northern New Guinea, 
Vella Lavella, the Treasury Islands and 
Choiseul, which made it possible to give 
Kenney’s big birds a big escort. They sank 
some shipping, inflicted considerable dam. 
lage on runways and repair shops at Rapopo 
and Tobera airfields, and returned home 
looking forward to more of the same. Kenney 
hhad assured them they'd be going up to Ra 
baul every day the weather allowed them 
to. He was as good as his word and the run 
to Rabaul became a regular thi 45 
and B-25s, covered by Army P-J8s and 
Marine Corsairs, were met by land and 
carrier-based Japanese fighter planes fly Ing out in great screaming clouds. A few 
days after the assaults began the carriers 
‘Saratoga and Princeton were sent along to 
help out with their Avenger torpedo bomb- 
ers, dauntless dive-bombers and Helleat 
fighters. The Japanese matched them plane 
for plane and there were times the skies 
above Rabaul seemed too small to contain 
all those who rose to battle there. 

It had been the Allies’ hope that the mas 
sive raid starting October 12 would ham- 
mer Rabaul into impotence, but as the days 
‘went by it became apparent they wouldn't 
The Japanese were still too strong, still 
too numerous. With MacArthur chafing at 
the bit in his anxiety to burst through the 
Bismarks and start his promised “return” 

(Continued on pages) 



Your Hope for New Hair 
Must Be Started in Five Weeks 

...Or you get your money back! 

Read how and why this 
hope for relief of baldness, 

and other scalp ailments 
is presented ona 
money-back basis. 

Hair roots (follicles) produce hairs, 
then rest—and then produce again. Or 
at least they are supposed to, 

‘Ordinary baldness begins when 
follicles don’t go back to work after a 
test period. You may not notice the loss 
‘of just a few follicles but when a lot 
Gf them do permanently “rest” you do 
See more forehead. 

The problem of keeping your hair 
of not becoming bald—thus is believed 
{problem of reviving follicles back into 
Production from rest, and of keeping 
up a fall blood supply. 

‘Medical Principles Set Up 
This is all very plainly stated in “The 

Biology of Hair Growth,” a summary 
‘of the London Conference papers on 
the biology of hair growth as edited by 
Drs. William Montagna and Richard 
A, Ellis (The Academic Press, New 
York and London,) 

"Increased production can only be 
achieved by initiating activity in 
quiescent follicles, and pres 
them from going into a permanent 
resting stage 

‘Then this further statement is made: 
‘With ageing there is a progressive 
transformation of growing hair fol- 
lices into lango types (those that 
produce fine, short bairs—as on the 
back of she hand). The growing 
bair follicles are richly vascularized 
(supplied with blood vessels) but 
the lanugo airs have only one or 
two capillaries associated with their 
air bulb.” 

‘These concise statements set up the 
- ‘medical principles which must 

be recognized and met in the 1 
prevention of baldness or re- 
juvenation of “stagnant” fol- |. 
Tides, WORLD-FAMOUS 

SCALP AND HAIR y 
APPLICATIONS AND MASSAGE 
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Meeting these principles is the Bra 
denfels Home Plan of Scalp Applica 
tions and Massage developed by Carl 
Brandenfels of St. Helens, Oregon, 

How Can This Be Done 
‘This Home Plan is the use, in your 

‘own home according to ditections, of 
two wonderful liquid applications, and 
a special massage method to dilate 
blood vessels and aid in maintaining a 
healthier condition that will make for 
a livelier scalp and better hair growth 

During the decade and a half. the 
Brandenfels Plan has been available, 
‘more than 25,000 letters and reports 
have come to Cael Brandenfels telling 
of one or more of the following benefits: 

* Hair Regrowth 
* Lessening of Hair Fall 
* Relief from Dandruff Scale 
* Other Scalp Benefi 
Its one of these benefits, or a begin- 

ning, which you must notice in your 
trial. You are to be the sole judge 
though you will realize, that a 35-day 
usage may not be fully indicative of 
what the Applications and Massage can 

do since scalp ailments have generally 
been building up over a considerable 
Tength of time, and haie grows so slow. 
ly. If, for example, it is renewed hair 
growth you're after, you'll recognize 
the appearance of short, fine, light hairs 
4s a startin the sight direction 

While results may vary as with any 
remedy, because of systemic differences, 
general health and localized conditions, 
the Brandenfels Applications and Mas. 
sage do offer real and tangible prospects 
of success in a substantial proportion 
of cases 

Find Out Without Risk 
So don’t wonder if something can 

be done for your scalp. Now you can 
find out without risk 

Send for 2 "set" of the applications 
and massage method instructions today 
Enclose $18 or order €.0.D. Mail to 
Carl Brandenfels, St. Helens, Oregon, 
(He lives there because he doesn't like 
big cities). Your remittance will, in 
effect, be placed "in bond” until your 
35-day trial period is over, 

But please note that this is a limited 
offer (see coupon) 

Delay Increases Problem 
‘Remember that even on smooth bald 

heads hair roots may still be alive and 
capable of growing hair again after 
proper stimulation, “Tncreased hair pro- 
duction can only be achieved by init 
ing activity in quiescent follicles—pre- 
venting them from going into the 
‘permanent” resting state, 
Every day you delay may make your 

problem just that much more difficult 

eles, Oregon 

MONEY-BACK ORDER FORM 

or refunded i 
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continued from page 38 

spilling sheer nylon stockings over the road. 
The truck stopped and the guard came dashing 

over. The driver, a sleek-haired ex-wallpaperer 
from Vienna, leaned out of the window. a sick smile 
om his face. He expected the guard to search through 
the hay and discover the other 15 boxes of stock- 
ings he'd hidden under the bales. Instead, the guard 
picked up the stockings on the road and casually 
said: “This is definitely inferior hay. I will have 
to confiscate it 

“Tunderstand,” said the driver. “Each week there 
is some of that bad hay on the truck and I would 
be grateful if you took it off 

xcellent,” said the guard. 
tect our good Socialist cows. 

This story, reported recently in the Vienna Mess- 
enger, points up two things: one, thatthe smuggling 
of goods from the Free West into Iron Curtain coun: 
tries is as popular as vodka-swigging in Moscow, 
and, two, that for the most part, the Soviet author- 

s don't give a damn about it. 
Behind this situation is the fact that in Russia 

and the satellite countries, there is a woeful lack 
of many things that are plentiful in the West, from 
so-called luxuries like nylons and jazz records to 
such useful items as ball-point pens and transistor 
radios, and the shortage is being relieved in part 
by goods smuggled across the border. In the last 
year alone, it is estimated, more than two million 
dollars worth of contraband goods have been 
sneaked into the satellite countries. 
The Soviets don't really mind the smuggling too 

much, since it supplies Communist citizens with 
things the Red economies have not gotten around 
to producing yet. But the governments of western 
countries such as Austria and West Germany defin- 
itely frown on it. To avoid detection, the smugglers 
sometimes go to extraordinary lengths of daring and 
ingenuity. An Austrian border-crasher, for instance, 
smuggled 10,000 ball point pens into Hungary by 
skin-diving under the Danube River. And a West 
Berlin undertaker secreted 50 television sets in a 
load of empty coffins he shipped to East Germany. 

The smuggling trade is extremely profitable, $0 
hungry are the citizens of satellite countries for 
consumer goods. In Vienna, a section of the ex- 
clusive Wienerwald (Vienna Woods) area is dotted 
with smugglers’ villas and has been nicknamed Ruble 
Row. The smugglers are not the least ashamed of 
their illegal activity. As one of the group told a Vien- 
nese newspaperman: “After all, we are showing the 

“It is my duty to pro- 

satellite citizens how good life in the West is. You 
might even say that in our small way, we are helping 
to win the Cold War.” 

HUMAN FISH 
The man had been underwater for four days. 

Wearing nothing but a bathing suit, he had no heavy, 
encumbering oxygen tank on his back, no trailing 
hose leading to an air supply above the surface. As 
casually as a man strolling around the living room of 
his home, he strolled across the ocean floor some 
50 feet beneath the surface with no visible means 
of air supply 

How could he do it? The secret of his survival was 
 gossomer-thin sheet of silicone rubber one-twenty- 
thousandth of an inch thick. Developed by a Gener 
Electric research scientist, this silicone sheet has 
the amazing property of allowing a man to extract 
oxygen from sea water in much the same way that a 
fish takes in oxygen through his gills. At the same 
time, the silicone sheet permits a human to breathe 
out waste carbon dioxide. In effect, the silicone 
sheet had made the ocean-bottom stroller as much 
at home in the sea as he was above the surface in 
the air 

So far, this amazing new silicone “breathing plate” 
has not actually been tested on the ocean bottom in 
the way described above. But from laboratory exper- 
iments, there isno doubt that it would work perfectly. 
Scientists estimate that a man enclosed in a cube of 
the silicone with six and one half foot sides could 
live underwater forever, provided he also had a supply 
of food and a means to dispose of waste matter. 

The silicone sheet is actually an artificial mem- 
brane which worksexactly like the lining of « human's 
lung, In the lung, human blood is kept out by the 
lining while oxygen comes in and carbon dioxide 
goes out. Similarly, the silicone breathing plate fi 
ters the oxygen out of water while it stops the water 
itself from’ coming through. 

Possibilities for the use of this miraculous dis- 
covery are many, among them: 

* Portable “gills” which would allow men to move 
freely around on the ocean bottom. 
* Artificial lungs for those who've been laid low 
by pneumonia, lung cancer or other such diseases. 
* Better air systems for submarines, in which oxy- 
zen for the crew would be obtained from the water. 
Tiny, portable oxygen tents for military field 
hospitais, eliminating the bulky oxygen tanks which 
now have to be used 
‘Machines to remove water and carbon dioxide 
from space ships, making astronauts’ suits far more 
comfortable. 

No doubt scientists will dream up dozens of other 
uses for the oxygen-hungry silicone sheets. Mean- 
while, the significant fact is that this invention turns 
back time a full circle to that primitive period when 
life on earth was in its infancy and creatures crawled 
out of the sea to develop the faculties that now en- 
able man to live on lan 

Whether man’s return to the sea will be good or 
bad is something only the coming age of “fish men” 
can reveal. 
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“We're looking for people 
who want to write” 

If you show aptitude worth developing—12 famous authors 
stand ready to train you for professional writing success 

By Gordon Carroll, iaifenet tksrr tales Ditew time, In. and Coronet 

Te you want to write, my colleagues and 
would like to test your writing aptitude. 
Welll help you find out whether You can 
be trained to become a successful writer, 

‘We know that many men and women 
who could become writers ~ nd should 
become writers — never do. Some are un- 
certain oftheir ‘alent and have no reliable 
Way of finding out if i's worth developing 
Others, who are surer of their ability, si 
ply can't get top-notch professional trai 
yng without leaving their homes or giving up their jobs. 
Aplanto help others 
Three years ago, we decided to do some- 
thing about this'problem. We started the 
Famous Writers School to help promising 
beginners everywhere acquire the skill and 
craftsmanship it takes to break into print 
«to pass on to them our own techniques 

for achieving success and recognition. 
Over many months, we poured every- 

thing we knew about writing into a new 
kind of professional training 
which you take at home and in your free 
time. The course begins with the funda- 
‘mentals of good writing upon which every 
successful writing career must be built. 
Then you get advanced training in the 
specialty of your choice — Fiction, Non- 
Fiction, Advertising Writing or Business 

Writing. (The first three include television 
writing.) You learn step-by-step. 

Every writing assignment you return to 
the School is carefully examined by in- 
structors who are themselves professional 
writers, working under the supervision of 
the 12 experts who developed the course 
‘You are aclass of one 
Your instructor spends as much as two 
hours analyzing your work. He blue-pen- 
«ils corrections right on your manuscript, 
much as an editor does with established 
authors. Then he returns it with a long 
letter of advice and specific recommenda 
tions on how to improve your writing 
While this writer-instructor is appraising 
your work, nobody else competes for his 
attention, You are, literally, a class of one. 
Students breaking into print 
ur School is young. Yet students, many 
still in training, have sold their work to 
more than 60 publications: 

Sharon Wagner of Denver, Colo,, says: 
‘When I began your training I was an un- 

published writer. Since then I have sold 
four stories and a novelette.” 

‘August Burghard, who is at work on a 
series of 65 radio scripts, waites to “thank 
my instructors for helping me get this op- 

Photo by Philippe Halaman 

portunity.” Peggy Penney says, “Your 
training paid great dividends; [just chalked 
up my 17th sale!" Alfred E. Gaumer sold 
a story to True for $1,000. 

Don Jones announces an article “ac- 
cepted by the editors of Nation's Business.” 
Donna M. Dieht’s feature story brought 
“a letter of acceptance and a check” from 
Perfect Home magazine, Both pieces were 
‘developed as School assignments, 

‘Beyond the thrill of receiving that frst 
check, our students find great intangible 
rewards in writing for publication. As Faith 
Baldwin puts it: "If one sentence you write 
‘opens a door for another human being - 
makes him see with your eyes and under- 
stand with your mind and heart, you'll 
gain a sense of fulfillment no other work 
can bring you.” 
Writing Aptitude Test offered 
To find other men and women with ability 
worth developing, the School has devised 
a revealing Writing Aptitude Test. The 
coupon below will bring you a copy, along 
with a 48-page illustrated brochure de- 
scribing the Famous Writers School. 
When you return the Test, it will be 

graded without charge by a member of our 
instructional staff. Tf you do well on the 
Test — or offer other evidence of writing 

aptitude — you may enroll for professional 
training by the School. However, you are 
under no obligation to do so. 

Famous Writers School 
Dept. 6608, Westport, Connecticut 
1 want to know if I have writing aptitude 
worth developing. Please mail me, without 
pblzation, your Apate Text and Stpage 

Ms ae Ms ica et} = 
| Civ. 

County tp 
‘The School is accredited by the Acéceditng otamission ofthe Nation Home Study Counc Washington, D.c 



continued from page 50 
to the Philippines, Rabaul continued to Mond’ in his! way. Clearly, an even more intensive effort would be necessary —sud- den raids, more frequent raids, explosive fight bomber raids from shorter distances ‘That could only mean another vicious land Campaign for Bases even closer to, the tar- ger That could only mean Bougainville, 
fia hour's hop away. ‘Bougainville. was New Georgia again only ona larger scale. The same heat. The Site mud. The same drenching rains. The Same Japanese junale fighters t00, only fore of them_60,000, Airfields: Kara, Boats, Buka. Kahii- and one on nearby Ballaie Island. “OF course. It was an. ex tremely risky operation." planning of Goodheart recalls. “We would be practical fy under the noses ofthe Japs" Rabaul-based Bombers and the guns of their heavy sh Bur we had no choice. Rabaul had to be Crushed or all-our hopes would come to 
nothing” ‘Once more an amphibious force was put togethers this time with Rear Adm. Theo- doce Wilkinson heading itup, His ground forces included the rd. Marine Division, the Sidr Infantry: Division (Army) and a Brigade Group of the Srd New Zealand ion, Amphibious escort. would. be provided by three cruiser: support divi ions Air cover would be flown by the Sol simon Islands Force (Airsols} under Major General Nathan. Twining (a. future, Air Force Chie of Staff), The Invasion foree trould goashore at Cape Torokina, Empress 
Ruste Bay 
NOVEMBER 1, slate men of the Marine Raider Battalions 
are riding thetr landing craft in toward 
Cape Torokina, As usual a number of Jap- 

ese guns have been missed in the pre 
invasion shelling and now these open up, 
laying their fire in a flat plane across the 
incoming wave. Boats swerve and swamp 
fand men tumble into the water. From the 
beach comes the echoing thump! thump! 
fof aapanese 75 and the chattering of Nam. 
bi machine guns. Six boats are sunk and 
six more hit and dead Marines are float. 
ing face down in the water with thelr packs 
bulging above them, But others have reach- 
ed the shallows and now they're running 
fcross the beaches flinging. grenades an 
Spraying the jungle with rifles and. sub- 
machine guns. The 75 is found, rushed, its 
gun crew cut down. The Nambis are smoth- 
red in a hail of grenades. The second and 
third waves go ashore unopposed. The 
beaches break out in a rash of supplies 

‘Tucks, tanks, barbed wire, ofl drums, 
provision box ‘The U.S. raider battalions go into the 
jungle with big police dogs and Doberman 
pinschers, ‘The beach parties work ferver- 
{shly, unloading amphibs and barges, paus- 
ing only long enough to throw an occasion: 
al quick glance into the grey sky. Merrill 
fand Burke are steaming back and forth 
facross the entrance to Empress Augusta 
Bay, watching for Japanese ships trying 
to come through. Twinings Airsols are 
working over Bougainville airfields to 
Keep an air strike from developing. But 
what of Rabaul? What of the retaliatory 
ower bunched up there and waiting to be 
Feleased. 

“Here they come!” 
Sixty Vals and Zekes racing in over the 

bay. Puffs of flak blossoming everywhere 
as the destroyers go for them-—6.inchers 
thundering, tracers spreading their sorch- 
ing trails. P-40s and Kitty Hawks, from, 
Munda break downithrough the clouds and 
wade in. Army Capt. Mickey Whitehead of 
Spokane, Washington, shoots down a Val 
and 2 Zekes in a minute and a half—“too 
damn excited to even know I had the third 
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"And | thought you we 

snuy, Threw everything T had in my guns 
Sand got the hell out of there. Got three of item, did. 1 Ribbons "of black smoke Stung the sky. Planes pinning oUt of contre “Transports fishtaling. like wild 
‘Drones toavotd the orpedo bombers. Then: “mihere they go, Dut they'll be back. Let's 
set on with the Job. ‘Theyre back: again an hour later, Betty bombers and the ever-present Zekes. US. Airsols flailing into. them over Torokina Over i plans in the sky tran {imimaginable complexity. A Val exploding diemtfrating’ A Coraat hing the bay thatfal of flaming parts. A reeling, dizy jog hodgepodge of hurtling movement and ihe shy going frantic as an antheap when a Fock busts open. Then "Back to work, back to work. They're Jetalling tout of here. whey pushed the beachhead back a yard ata'tine and at the end of that first day {6,00 "men and 700 ‘ons of supplies had been put ashore. American reinforcements ame up from Guadaleanal atthe same time 
that Japanese were slipped ia from Rabaul tnd put on Bougainville. The Marines open- Saup a massive, stack on the newcomers ere, using artillery, machine. guns. an 
mortars to hit the Japanese posit tfons, and 
ecomplishing an almost total annihilation ‘The few survivors were mowed down when 
they came up out of their foxholes walking 
Tike robots "The beachhead enlarged to, 1000 yards, 1500, 2000, Japanese planes kept coming down from Rabaul, but there were less o them now and they came less frequently. Rabaul teself requited their services. Kem revs bombers were over it every day now, fee pom wave roring up with, trong fighter escorts and. pounding its har Shore: nstallations, its. fv ‘The Japanese defenses were being thinned out, shredded, hit in too many places at the'same time, Already, within the Bougain- Mille beachhead, American engineers were Hearne ground for stil. more alii bases for light bombers, bases for fighters toreacort the “heavies. ‘By mid-November. there were 34,000 AL 
lied’ troops and over 22,000. tons of ‘sup plies on Bougainville and more more, more ‘Were pouring in every day. By then the Marines were on the Piva River and mov ing up toward its forks. A great level plain had been located there and everyone saw It Asvthe perfect ite fora bomber base ‘oth ight bombers and heaves. "The going was wetter than Guadalcanal, the Japanese’ as frantic, but there was Surge and roll and mounting momentum to the" Allied offensive that couldn't be con 
{ained. Men went for days without lying 

different from all the others. 

down and slept leaning against trees with arte ui to ter necks and the rans com ing down in sheets of dirty grey. ‘fie Japanese were frenzied in their at tacks, the suicidal bancai charges beeom- ing niore frequent. the hysterical cackles ofthe demented floating up over the lines. X world was cracking up around th thelr great Pacific barrier crumbling: their ion fortress of Habaul buckling Under re ted raids by Kenny's bombers and Twin- versatile Alrsole “They raged at the slogging U.S, force on the Pra River like famished wolves going ata thunderous bear, but there was no ight down our Moon of Colum: us, Ohio, wrote his wife. “They just busted Gut of the jungle and ran Tight down our 
fins 'US, troops reached the forks of the Piva and cleared the plain of its lastditeh de- Engrs A Seabee battalion flew up to in- ‘fails facilities. On Christmas Day, 1948, ihe landing strip dubbed Piva Uncle was feeling boners and sending them lone fo 
Rabat 
THE air strikes against Rabaul started 

by Kenney’s raid of October 12 went on 
to the end of the year and into January. In mid-December “Airsols began adding 
their own considerable weight to, the as: 
‘sault, Wwith exFlying Tiger Greg “Pappy” 
Boyington leading their first strike; ‘The 
day’ after Piva Uncle became operational, 
amphibious forces made landings on New 
Britain itself, one at Arawe and the other 
at Cape Gloucester, where young LST com 
mander Luther Mott attacked a Japanese 
machine gun with a bulldozer and piled 
up a burial mound for himself and its crew. 
Once again fanatical defenders were thrown, 
back. 

Rabaul’s last days were days lived in. an. 
Inferno. Simpson Harbor was demolished 
and all’ ship traffic diverted away from 
its blazing docks and wharves. Japanese 
fighters rose Lo meet the bombers, but they 
were brushed aside and a systematic de- 
struction of the eity begun— block by block, 
building. by building. The outcome was 
clearly inevitable, but still the Zekes rose 
fover Rabaul to fly their suicide missions. 
In late February even that futile effort 
‘came to an end. Rabaul was a city of ashes 
fand the air above it belonged to the Allies. 
TThe road Lo Mindanao and Manila lay open. 
‘The Pacific war surged northward and the 
iron fortress became a "milk run” spot on. 
the map—an outpost, a way station, a place 
todrop off a few bombs when you had noth- 
ing better in mind. 
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MARATHON 
continued from page 29, 

coast of New Guinea and Admiral Nimitz 
advanced against the Gilbert and) Mar- 
shall Islands 
MacArthur's forces captured Salamaua, 

Lae, and, moving northward, jumped. sev 
eral Japanese strongholds into Dutch New 
Guinea, took Biak, Sansapor, and finally 
Morotai Island, which Iles ‘about three 
hundred miles from the southern tip of the 
Philippines. These campaigns consumed 

Sand most of 1944—it was September 
5, 1914, when U.S, troops went ashore 

at Morotai, 
‘Nimitz’s forces took Makin Island and 

landed at Tarawa, in the Gilberts, on No- 
vember 30, 1943, In 1944 Kwajalein. and 
Majuro, in’ the Marshalls, were assaulted, 
and then Eniwetok, also in the Marshalls. 
Nimitz moved on ‘the Marianas, landing 
Marines on Saipan June 15, 1944, In July 
of 1944 Guam was invaded and Tinian fell 
Next. Marines pushed ashore at Peleliu in 
the Palau Islands, of the western Carolines, 
fon September 15, Admiral Nimitz’s forces 
had a base only’ five hundred miles due 
feast of Mindanao. 

‘Thus the two great converging American 
forces had pushed to within three hundred 
miles south, and five hundred miles east 
af the Philippines by September of 1944 
Plans had called for a. landing on. the 
southernmost of the major Philippine is 
lands, Mindanao, by MacArthur's forces. 
ut the US. Third Fleet, striking in sup: port of the Morotai and Palau operations, 
Found Japanese forces in the middle Philip- 
pines unprepared. Seizing the opportunity ‘American commanders canceled. proposed 

ults at Sarangani Bay (Mindanao) and. 
Yap Island. Nimit 
three 
ture Yap, under his authority, and General 
MacArthur laid plans to land on Leyte. 
in the central Philippines October 20, 1944 
On that date, four divisions, Ist Cavalry. 

and 7th, 24th, and 96th Infantry. waded 
ashore on the eastern beaches of Leyte. 
‘Three days earlier the 6th Infantry Ranger 
battalion had begun occupying offshore is- 
lands, Twenty-nine months after the final 
‘American surrender in the Philippines, 
USS. troops were ashore on Leyte. They’ were to provoke a desperate land battle 
and the greatest naval engagement of World 
War Il “and several of the decisive aerial 
battles of the war. 
For a time the invasion of Lyete encoun. 

tered only moderate opposition; only one 
of the. assault. divisions initially encoun- 
tered bitter resistance. But the Japanese 
Command decided to stake everything on 
faneffort to hold Leyte and cut off American 
troops landed there, Reinforcements, in the 
form of fighter aireraft, began to pour 
into the area. The combined Japanese fleet 
sailed for the area and troop reinforce- 
‘ments were rushed to the contested island, 

‘The fleet was divided Into three stro 
striking forces. One, approaching the lan 
ing area from the south, through Surigao 
Strait, was met and defeated -y surface 
ships of the U-S. Seventh Fleet in an early- 
‘morning engagement on October 25. The 
‘most northerly Japanese fleet consisted of 
a carrier force and other warships and 
was defeated by the U.S. Third Fleet the 
Same day. 

The center Japaese fleet, which _ap- 
proached the landing area through San 
Bernardino Strait, ran into weaker oppos 
ition, sank several escort carriers and de 
strovers, and threatened to cause havoc 
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along the landing beaches and among rel- 
atively unprotected supply. ships exposed 
to attack from the best and fastest Japan: 
ese. battleships, cruisers and. destroyers 

Had the enemy admiral pressed his ad. 
vantage, spectacular results might have been his, but, evidently doubtful of the 
whereabouts of the powerful US. Third 
Fleet, which contained enough carrier: 
based air power to destroy his surface force, 
he turned back after eausing quite a flap on 
American beaches and sinking several small 
carriers and destrovers. 

AS the three Japanese fleets retreated, 
‘American ground and earrier-based planes 
pursued and attacked with telling effect 
in all, the enemy lost’ three. battleships, 

fone large and three small carriers, ten 
ruisers and many other ships in the great 
fest sea action of the war, known as the Sec 
fond Battle of the Philippines 

Fighting ashore then mounted in intensity 
and by November the Japanese had brought 
in tens of thousands of reinforcements to 
bolster the defense of Leyte. America 
troops pushed the enemy back but the ba 
tle widened and the Japanese clung to the 
northwestern area of the island with ten- 
city ‘One of the requirements of the tactical 
situation was to bring in strong Army fight 
er forces, since the Japanese had available 
to them many fields, especially on Negros 
to the. west, and many aircrait, and were 
preparing to throw everything into the 
Leyte struggle. Before the battle was over 
they would even employ Kamikaze attacks 

‘which were to become much more. tre 
quent in the months ahead. Several Fifth Air Force fighter groups, among them the 
49th and 475th, were established on hastily 

id fields on Leyte. These, and th 
arm, constituted American air 

Strength in the battle for Leyte. 
GROUND fignting became more involved 

‘and during November General Mac: 
Arthur brought in the [1th Airborne and 
32nd Infantry divisions and the 112th Ca 
valry Regimental Combat Team to support 
the four divisions already’ engaged. ‘The 
Japanese, however, maintained their hold 
‘at Ormoe, on the northwest coast, and con: 
tinued to bring in reinforcements, though 
American air and naval forces exacted a 
heavy toll of enemy ships and men dispat- 
ched to reinforce Leyte, 

‘The Japanese were determined to hold 
Leyte at all costs, and employed strong 
air forces and even airborne attacks on 
U.S. positions. The enemy's high command 
realized if the Philippines fell the Japa- 
nese lifeline 10 the Indies would be severed. 
Continuing the war for any length of time 
would ‘be ditficult because of the loss of 
recious oil For this reason, even after their fleet 
hhad been defeated, the Japanese made sev 
eral major efforts to reinforee their troops. 
Their aircraft strafed the primitive fighter 
strips of the 475th and 49th Groups almost 
‘every morning. ‘When Japanese troop reinforcements con- 
tinued to reach northwest Leyte late in 
November, General MacArthur decided to 
bring in another division, and to land it on 
northwest Leyte. in the face of Japanese 
troops, at Ormoc Bay. For this job he call 
edon 77th Infantry, which had just reached 
Leyte, and seheduiled the landings for De- 
‘cember 7, 1544—three years to the day after 
the enemy bombing of Pearl Harbor. 
MacArthur's headquarters asked all-out 

fighter support from American squadrons 
‘on eastern Leyte in behalf of the task force 
‘which would steam into Ormoc Bay and dis- 
charge 77th. If the invasion of northwest 
Leyte was a success, enemy forces would 
‘be doomed, and the arrival of enemy rein- 

forcements—which had been slipping in along the coast at night could be brought tora balt ‘the Japanese, fighting desperately. to hold ‘their: positions around Ormoc, and {tying to reinforce them for @ future coun teratiack, could: be ‘counted on to offer bitter aerial resistance to this sudden death Amphibious ‘operation. Air battles and perhaps a surface attack on the Ameriean Force could be expected "Therefore, the Army’ fighter groups on eastern Leyte. were ordered to. pu alot maximum strength to cover the landing at Grimoe Bay. These orders went out on the ‘ight of December 6 Eotonel Charles MacDonald, command: ing officer of the 179th Group, and one of the ‘troup three P38 squadrons. were Stationed at Dulag airstrip on Leyte, on December 6, 1944, The group's three squad. rons wore the 42ist 12nd, and. 443rd Pilots of all three” squadrons lived. at Diag. located! not far from where U.S. troops had first gone aghore on Levte’s astern beaches, near ‘Pacloban. A” few tiles to the north Tay the plana ofthe «th Fighter Group, commanded. by Colonel Jerry Johnson. ‘The two groups had been an Leyte only a short time. Operations ‘rere sometimes conducted in a sea of mud, {nd living and working quarters consisted of tents and. partially: framed structnes Covered with tents ‘About eight o'lock an the night of the sth an ops order clicked in on the teletype from" Fighter ‘Command near” Burauen. fiving coordinates at which the American fonvoy moving 77th Division” would. be found’ at dawn next morning. 47oth- was ordered to be over the convoy at first Hight Geriain attack by Japanese fighters and bombers awaited the ships of the ampht Pious force MacDonald, one of the top aces of the war at this time, with over a dozen kills Tovhis credit, scheduled briefing for nine Selock, ‘The deadserious, sterm faced St Petersburg, Florida, ace [MacDonald is a native. of Dubois.” Pennsylvania], would Dtline the mission to his pilots without delay since take-ott next’ morning’ would fhe arly, and because the Japanese might interrupi @ morning briefing with one. of their almost daily strafing attacks 
LYING officers, clad in tan khaki, filed into the group operations room atthe appointed hour. A portable clectrie system 

lighted the tent topped room and a big map ofthe Philippine area, After the group had fissembied, MacDo.00.d was summoned and 
began the briefing. He would fly with 432nd Suadron, which, would take position iow 
fon the north side of the convoy, which ‘would be traveling in a general northeast direction as it aimed for the northwestern 
Shores of Leyte "The 43st Squadron would be on the op- 
posite, side, to the south, algo relatively fom. ‘The 433d Squadron’ would fly high, as top cover, The group would pick up the 
convoy as i turned into Ormoe Bay. short iiatter 6 AM. MacDonald told squadron 
commanders to setup a flying schedule 
with all available planes so'that some of the group's strength could be Kept over the 
convoy at all times during the day "Tochable the group to achieve a sustained effort, squadrons would take off in twelve: 
plane formations. Siave each squadron had Approximately twenty aircraft, asmall um ier would be ready to relieve the main force at any time, though some of the air 
craft in each squadron were inoperational Yor various reasons. Thus original mission Strength would be thirty-six fighters, plus 
similar number from 4th Group. With tis short talk, @ few words about 



the weather, which looked promising. and 
the warning that strong enemy aerial forces 
were sure to be encountered, MacDonald 
tended briefing. He told the orderly to wake 
him at four-thirty next morning and walk: 
fd to.a small tent where he and two others 
Slept-—on cots covered with mosquito net 
He hoped to get as much rest as possible, 
knowing he would probably fly more than 
‘one mission before the sun set on the 7th, 
Al 130,AM. on December 7 an orderly 

\ntered MacDonald's tent in pitcl-black 
darkness, He nudged the C.0. and apolo- 
felically but firmly said; “You have to get 
Up, sir." In response to MacDonald's halt. 
andible dissertations, the orderly stood 
atiently by the cot and held his ground, 
fe had orders to remain until the C.0.s 

feet were on the floor; MacDonald was a 
ood sleeper. But finally he surrendered tothe inevitable, sat up in bed. The order- 
ly departed. 
MacDonald quickly dressed and hastened 

off to the mess tent, where a miserable 
breakfast ayvaited pilots. His consisted of 
peanut butter and Bread and coffee. Few of 
the plots could go the powdered eggs. Soon 
they were ready to head for aireraft. Pil: 
ing into jeeps and weapons carriers, the 
three sqiladrons’ split and proceeded to 
their fighters 

‘Loaded down with parachutes and other 
flying gear, the men bumped along in the 
darkness until they reached a small clear 
ing, near their Lightnings, where final 
Siiadron briefing was held. Then pilots 
‘walked out to their silver fighters, ‘The 
4ellow spinners, official markings of 432nd, 
erent ite i the December: darkness 
inners on (31st Lightnings were re 

on 433rd planes blue. 
Pilots climbed into their aireraft after 

greeting ground crewmen and waited for the 
first sign of light, After a few minutes Mac- 
Donald, noting first streaks in the eastern 
sky, pressed the energizer button. Engines 
=the P-38 had two 1,275-horsepower Alli 

sons— began to whirl props and MacDonald 
{axied toward the end of the steel mat run 
Way. Hesitating a moment at the end, to 
allow other pilots to pull in behind, Mac- 
Donald ‘checked instruments, controls, 
and engines, 

Ready to g0, he waved a hand and eased 
throttle forward. To the west, keen eyes, 
aboard ships in the convoy. about to make 
the turn into Ormoe Bay. searched the sky. with care. They wore forty miles, away 
MacDonald could not take up position too 
soon as far as the convoy was concerned 
PultPuttMaru, MacDonald's P-38, dip- 

ped and bumped down the runway. gather 
Ing speed. Near the end he hauled back on, 
the wheel, the yellow spinners pointed up: 
ward, and the heavily loaded twin-fuselaged 
fightcr lifted itself out of the mud. Tt was 
BAM. MacDonald circled the field as the 
‘other fighters roared off the strip and clo 
fed in behind, one by one. 

With the 431st and 433rd joined behind, 
MacDonald, at Tull strength, set course for 
the convoy, ten minutes away by air, al: 
most due west 
THE thirty-six Lightnings, climbing into 

the western sky, keep close formation. 
Allimeters register steady gains, 2,000. 
5,000, 4,000 feet. To their left pilots of the 
475th make out the dim outline of towering, 
cumulus clouds. Then, in a few minutes, 
the shoreline ahead comes into view. Or 
‘moc Bay, By now the Lightnings are at 6 
(00 feet. ‘The sky is lighting up and the tall, 
cloud formations to the left are clearl 

sible. The shoreline passes underneath, 
Byes stare ahead to pick out the convoy, 
which should be just ahead. 

‘The twelve fighters of lead squadron are 
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followed, to the right, by-43ist, and then, 
to the leit, behind, comes the 43rd. Gun 
switches are on. Pilots are burning fuel in 
drop tanks, to use as much of it as possible 
before releasing them. Now the group is 
over the bay . .- eves search out every cor 
ner of the sky and the water ahead, ‘Then, 
uup ahead, MacDonald makes out ships. He 
fies toward them, scanning the sky and 
studying the silhouettes of the vessels below. 

‘The American fleet is almost directly 
beneath him... ships dot the water for 
miles ... large ones and small ones. A line 
of destroyers is patrolling the northern 
edge of the convey. MacDonald leads his 
Squadron right in over the shipping com 
centration. The ships below appear to be 
in good order and unharmed. 

‘The 432nd Squadron circles and weaves 
above the convoy. It is now davlight and 
the sight of all these ships is impressive 
For some time the Lightnings patrol the 
air over the fleet below. The operation is 
proceeding in quiet and orderly. manner. 
‘The routine patrol continues, No. action, 

And then, to his disgust, MacDonald's 
fuel gauges show tanks about empty. How 
can that be? His aireraft: must not have 
been fully gassed up for the mission, He 
‘curses to himself. Without delay he picks 
uup the mike and calls Captain Perry Dahl 

‘Second Flight Leader: “Pee Wee. take 
over. T'm going back to get gas.” Dahl ack 
nowledges. Putt-Putt banks sharply out-of 
formation and sets course eastward? Mac 
Donald heads for Dulag, where he will be 
quickly refucled. Anxiously watching his 
gauges and hoping to avoid encounters with 
the enemy until refueled, he rotates. his 
bead constantly to spot boris that might 
be encountered by the lone Lightning. 

Jn few minutes be is nearing Dulag. 
He approaches the runway, lowers wheels 
and noses downward toward the muddy 
palmcireled strip. Putt-Putt touches down 
and sloshes forward, finally coming to. @ 
slow roll. MacDonald taxies briskly along 
to his revetment. ‘There he yells for the 
as trucks. He waits impatiently for fuel. 

The trucks finally arrive and Putt-Putt 
begins to take on high octane, As the tanks 
are topped. at last, and he is about ready 
to go. the’ Sound ‘of approaching planes 
catches his attention. MacDonald "looks 
up into the western sky . the steady roar 

they're American planes. ‘Then ahead 
Some Lightnings come into view. It's the 
‘squadron coming back ... he hadn't rea: 
lized he had been on the ground so long. 
One by one the silver fighters come down, 

their devil's face insignia and yellow spin- 
ners identifying them positively as. the 
432nd. As soon as he talks to the pilots, 
MacDonald learns the squadron engaged & 
‘umber of Zekes minutes after he departed, 
Pee Wee had been shot down ... he jumped 
‘out over the bay... it was a hoi fight. 
MMe DONALD orders planes refueled at 

fone. Several are unable to return im- 
mediately for various reasons. He will take 
off again nevertheless. Minutes drag. by’ 
‘Meanwhile one flight has taken off to pa: 
trol the bay. Finally two, other P-38's are 
ready to g0. MacDonald's and his exec's 
(Lieutenant Colonel Meyrl Smith). Putt 
Putt’s props turn and soon they are lining 
up on the end of the runway again. Mac: 
Donald leads the two fighters off the striy2 
and points his nose west. ‘The Lightaings 
climb out on the same course followed on 
the first mission. The clock on MacDonald's 
instrument panel reads 11:18. 
‘Ormoc Bay appears ahead... at the same 

lime the radio ‘comes to life: “Bandits 
twelve o'clock high!” The call sends a chill 
of excitement up and down MacDonald's 
spine. nerves tighten and the anticipa 
tion of battle grips both pilots, MacDonald 
takes a long look ahead and above... he 
spots three Jack IT's approaching American 
ships. He immediately hits the “panic but, 
ton’ full throttles—and eases the whee 
into his stomach. The engines are wide 
open. every part in the Lightning shudders, 
‘The altimeter needle starts to 

‘The Jacks are now turning slightly to the 
left. MacDonald Tocks them in view, His 
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engines are pulling 45 inches, turning at 
2,700 rpms. PuttPuttMaru Knifes. up 
through the sky at a fast clip... the out 
lines of the bandits ahead get bigger and 
bigger. MacDonald and Smith race on ahead 
and upward... . the three Jacks they're 
‘losing are now approaching the cumulus 
‘clouds. MacDonald banks left. The tall 
clouds are almost straight ahead nowe, 
suddenly the Japanese part company 
split into singles. MacDonald must pick 

‘The Jap ahead reaches the clouds and 
disappears before MacDonald's eyes, Putt 
PuteMaru Cashes in behind him bilnded 
for a moment, then out again into the light, 
then in again, as the cumulus tops and cloud 
formations are interspersed by breaks of sunlight. 
MacDonald knows it’s difficult to follow 

an enemy through clouds. And almost al- 
ways the fleeing fighter escapes his. pur- 
suer, since his turns cannot be seen by the 
hunter behind. In the seconds he is between 
cloud tops he seans all directions ahead. 
‘The chase through the clouds goes on, the P-38 pulling maximum power. 

‘Then, a break! MacDonald's eye catches 
sight of the enemy out to his right... he's 
turned out of the clouds. Does he think he’s 
shaken the (wo Americans? Putt-Putt leans 
Tight into a steep bank. MacDonald flashe 

of the clouds and follows the Jap. The 
ny pilot isn't asleep ... he sees the Light 

hing come out of the clouds behind him. He 
wheels left, and streaks once again into the 
milky gray. MacDonald turns wheel hard 
loft and kicks rudder. He curves back to 
ward the clouds. The Jap is now out of sight 
swallowed up in the unknown. MacDonald 
barrels in right behind him, and every: 
thing turns gray again, 

As he roars through cloud, he keeps an 
eve peeled to the right, Then, between two 
loud tops, for a second time, he spots the 
Jack trying to sneak off to his right. Putt. 
‘Putt stands on its right wing and beits out 
of the milky stuff... this time a little elo 
ser. The enemy pilot could probably get 
away if he stayed in the clouds long enough, 
and changed direction, but for some reason 
he is desperately trying to break away {0 the right 
Now he reverses course. eft turn, Mac 

Donald cuts him off more this time, Putt 
Putt is getting closer and closer. As the 
‘ack plows into the cumulus once more Mac: 
Donald holds on behind .. «his altimeter: 
steadily climbing throughout the cha 
reads 10,000 feet. Grimly he holds course 
in the murk. Tn every split second. avail 
fable, in cloud breaks he covers his tight 

‘Then he sees him! The Jap now has bank 
fed out of the clouds again. Wheel hard right. 
Putt-Putt streaks out into the sunshine, 
Jeft wing high—banking into pursuit at si 

This time the enemy pilot doesn't turn 
back. MacDonald is directly behind, moving 
up fast, He's in a blind spot for the enemy 

, slightly. below and immediately. be 
hind: Now the wingspan of the gray bandit 
grows larger . - tho P-38 is walking up behind him .. ‘MacDonald glances through 
his fixed sight ring, In the yellow light ctr 
ele the Jack ahead is squarely bracketed 

and coming within range, MacDonald 
heeds only a second or two. if the enemy 
pilot doesn't wise up... on und on him he 

‘At once he's on target... 700 fee 
feet, 500... firel PuttPuit's twenty 
meter cannon thunder and the four fifties 
roar... the Lightning shudders and leaves 
a trail of light smoke. Shells converge on 
theJack... armor piercing and incendiary 
MacDonald uses no tracers. ‘The Jack is 
overlapping the edges of the sight cirele 
metal slams into him . . ‘he's being tom 
apart... but no fire, MacDonald ‘keeps 



firing until he's almost running, into the fem til. he notices the prop slow down eet hirls ower and slower «he's right fo him, Suddenly he must haul wheel back fo miss the eneiny, PuttPute swishes uD fer the victim, just missing him. Mac Don looks back on bis foe as fe banks Barly to the left the Jap is balling thi! His propeller has stopped turning ator flncr-Overthe side the enemy pilot hurtles tn eray lighter falls off indo an neon insted spiral to the right «the, enemy Pilots cute opens. ‘The Jack doesn't burn, Turns down and. dows toward the bay Meanwhile, Smith as attacked and set fre to anorher oie of the Jacks, which spirals Howard the bay below. The third Jack has pulled in behind MacDonald, who sees him Thtime and hauls PucePutt around in & 
fight turn it the enemy pilot is capable, and Mac Donald cant maneuver onto his tal. Bach fime he tres, the Jap outturns him. Lock ti in'e deadly dogfight over the bay, each ill (urning(o close the other's rear, Mac Bonald is relieved at the sight of Smith = coming tothe rescue lashing. in behind the unsuspecting Jacks he wickly opens fire and shits fester immodiatel. "The Jack begins to {iainegrate and then a brigit flame erupts, trailing backward in. the slipstream. In Mondé he is spitaling down toward the tater below, goes in with a splash of foam Bid fire Thive out of four ‘MlacDonald’ scans the sky. No enemy planes are in view. The two-lane flight Reads forthe American ships to the north MacDonald weaves above the ships below at hgh tote setting, Despite many’ cals Shout bogies, the enemy. has apparently fated the immediate area. The patrol {ors on; The enemy doesn't return for the Sfoment. Activity below progresses accord 

ing to plan. Despite some damage, the b 
American armada below discharges. sup- 
plies and equipment and men. Everything 
Temains quiet, After a few minutes more 
MacDonald decides to return to Dulag. 
He will refuel and come back. 
Twenty minutes tater he is tan 
Dulag. It is only 12:10. MacDonald 
with other pilots. Some are fatigued. Some 
Of the aircraft nced maintenance. The next 
mission will be flown in greatly reduced 
Strength, For one reason or another only 
four pilots are ready to go at 1:30 P.M.— 
take-off time for the third mission. Mac 
Donald leads the flight off ... with Liew 
tenant Colonel Smith fying as element 
leader. AS soon as the four Lightnings are 
airborne, they begin climbing into the west. 
But MacDonald deeides not to patrol high 
this time. I Jap kamikazes attack, he wants 
to be low enough to bounce the Zekes be 
fore they reach the shi ‘The Lighinings level off at 4,000 fect 
and pass over Ormoe Bay at this altitude 
‘The American convoy lies straight, ahead 
apparently unmolested since the last. at- 
tack, ships clearly visible at the low height. 
MacDonald and the other Americans know 
by this time that a group of Japanese ships 
is just a few miles to the north—to their 
Tight as they whistle in over the American 
Convoy. The Japanese convoy includes war 
ships, and apparently is a. reinforcement 
For Japanese troops holding on a few miles 
up the coast from where American troops lire now pouring ashore. The Ormoc Bay 
landing is certainly a daring one, for not 
far apart are two oppgsing conor and 

S'S. troops are going ashore almost under 
the noses of the Japanese. ‘Now. MacDonald's. four twin-fuselaged 
Lightnings circle the American convoy: 
‘The Might flies along the southern edge 

of the ships and studies the scene below. 
Everything apparently. inorder. Small 
boats are plying to and from the beaches 
and larger ships stand offshore, As Mac 
Donald reaches the western end of the array 
of shipping, he banks right. Soon the four 
Fighters are northwest of the American 
convoy —still no enemy is sighted 

“Tapanese shipping is not too far away 
MacDonald decides to have a look. 

‘Things are quiet aver the American convoy 
he will keep itin sight, monitor the con: 

troller, Putt Putt lifts a’ wing and points 
ose northward, Soon 432nd's flight, is 
Streaking toward the enemy concentration. 
just a few miles away. Pilots become more 
alert... they must watch for anti-aircraft 
fire and fighters when nearing Japanese 
ships... MacDonald checks gun’ switches 

‘on. The sun shines brightly over thi 
bay 2”: no enemy fighters ean be seen up 
ahead, though the enemy's ships come into 

Just then earphones yibrate: “Bandits 
behind!” He snaps head back ... a gaggle 
of eight enemy fighters is almost on top of 
the four Americans . . . diving at great 
Speed. They miist have started down from a 
high “altitude, Instinetively, desperately, 
MacDonald slams the wheel left and back. 
PutePutt lurches hard left. He pulls the 
ightest turn he can wring out of the Light. 
ring. but not in time. 

The four Lightnings are breaking in 
various directions as the Jacks and Zekes 
Hash down on them, from behind, opening 
fire. MacDonald's quick left turn is not 
completed before the enemy fighters, are 
‘among the Lightnings, or where the Light 
hings were a second ago. The swish past 
fand around him as he struggles to bring 
PutePutts’ nose. all. the way around. an 
roll out in the same direction, this time 
behind the Japs instead of in front of them. 
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‘Then he and his wing man turn into one 
Jack, who quickly breaks away, Now he 
cutting in on one of the last of the eight 
enemy planes from a forty-fivedegree an: 
tle off the enemy's rer. Holding wheel 
Sack and lining tup the enemy in his sight 
at the same time. straining through the 
pull of a tight turn, MacDonald finds time 
to. open fire from’a slight angle astern. 

‘The cannon and fifties shake the Light 
ning... bul aim is good... shells tear into 
the: unsuspecting Zeke ‘out to the right 
ahead. The cannon is exacting a heavy price 

Thuge chunks of the light Zeke rip off 
land sail backward through the air. ‘The 
Fight wing comes on up... the nose of the 
fenemy fighter drops. it peels off into a 
Straightaway dive. Vertically the green 
pray Zeke, streaking the sky with white 
Smoke and vapor. plunges downseard. Mac- 
Donald watches the show for a moment 

the enemy pilot doesn’t get out. The 
‘Zeke goes straight into the water below. 
with a splash, Vietor number two for the 
day Tip front MacDonald sees a Lightning 
streaking away from one of the Zekes. but 
the enemy pilot is right behind him,” and 
with greater speed, from diving, the Zeke 
Should be able to stay there. MacDonald, 
throttles, full forward, points his nose at 
the dap. The P-38 looks like Smitty's, his 
exec, today his element leader. MacDonald 
Strains every ounce of power out of the 
engines... the Jap is squarely on the Light 
fing’s rear... they are three or four thou: 
Sand feet ahead, MacDonald banks left to 
cul them off, sensing their slight left turn. 
fand starts closing in trom eight o'clock 

He narrows the gap rapidly coming on 
from the side... the Zeke has the Light 
ning cold... MacDonald keeps the enemy 
plane in view. The Jap docsn't see him, 
Sbviously intent on the vietim ahead, even 

ing in hard from 
the enemy pilots left rear, ‘The greenish- 
igray Zeke grows larger and larger and Mac- 
onald lines him up in his sight ring, man- 
cuvering PuttPutt in a smooth left bank. 
Slicing in nicely for a deflection shot. He 

‘on the Zeke, ready to fire , .. but where 
is the P-387 MacDonald can't see him. He 
opens fire By this time MacDonald's left bank makes 
his approach a forty degree pass from, be 
hind, left, and his shells streak ahead into 
{he surprised enemy, pilots Instantly the 
he's fire begins to tell on the Zeke. Mac- 
Donald keeps firing. White smoke’ trails 
back from the enemy... vapor and smoke 

then Putt-Putt's shells find their mark 
land a'small white fire flashes up ahead 
the Zeke is already fatally damaged 
before the enemy pilot can turn away, out 

of the trap. The right wing of the enemy Fighter lifts slowly +. smoke stil tealing backward: MacDonald is almost on him at point blank range, black fragments and Bits of his aireraft fly backward through the air amid the while smoke and vapor. Sttadenly ‘the enemy fighter separates. The {nil section and part of the fuselage lide Sowiy‘otf the right -- the front end, ith eck and wing: oi nt ora a Ble there is no big burst of fire the Bee disintegrates! The two pieces of plane falling at different angles fascinate "Mac Donald fora split second.» he notices th Taded reddishorange suns painted op Estes" wings, on the forward end of the Tighter ac'it tumbles own, ‘The enemy pilot doesn't get out this time | either Re Cant get out of the tumble or” he hag teen hit, Victory mumber three forthe day! 
This one was fast 
BUT where is Smitty? MacDonald calls 

fon the radio, No answer. Did he get to 
the enemy fighier in time to save Smitty? 
MacDonald wonders, He searches the sky 
for the missing Lightning. He spots, the 
other two from the Mlight.. . . and a lone 
Zeke! The enemy planes have dwindled to 
fone! The three Lightnings take after the 
fone bandit, who is full throttling it to the 
west .. obviously headed for his base on 
Negros. ‘The Lightnings follow on a west 
ward course. Slowly they close from be 
hind on the Zeke, which suddenly pulls up 
into a clotd. The Lightnings come on, and 
reach the top of the small cloud. The Jap 
lashes out, ahead, 
“MacDonald is closest to the enemy. The 

two Lightnings with him are coming. on be- 
hind, but not close enough to attack with 
him,” Pute-Putl, still full throttle, roars 
‘on behind the low-wing silhouette’ ahead. 
MacDonald watches the range close . . the 
‘enemy is being overhauled. He feels the 
excitement of battle once again and he 
fgets ready to open fire -.. he is almost in 
range, 

‘The Zeke out front suddenly lifts a wing 
and whips sharply up into.a turn... Mac: 
Donald slams the wheel right and pulls it 
imas tight as he can turn... but the Zeke 
completes the circle in a sinaller arc, and 
pulls back out on a western heading. Putt 
Putt levels out after the tight, blood-drain: 
{ng turn, MacDonald finding himself alittle 
farther back than when it began. The enemy 
pilot is adept. He knows he can't outru 
the Lightning, but he can outturn it, and 
he's using this advantage to gain enough 
ground, when caught, to get, away again. 

‘MacDonald's wide-open Lightning is cut: 
ting the gap down fast again. The enemy 
Gidn' gain very much inthe circle. The 

H you can reod this, you're too damned close. 

two Lightnings behind MacDonald are now 
losers having gained distance when. the Zeke and MacDonald cireied to the right ‘The enemy pilot may not see the two sup 
port Lightnings. If he continues to circle hen MacDonald pulls into range, sooner or later one of the other Lightatngs will 
bbe waiting for him Now MacDonald watches the low-winged 
Zeke come into sight = into range. AS fe'is about to press the firing button, the 
fnemy aircraft ahead zooms up and around 
ina maximum bank 10 the lett. PultPutt Mands on left wing and MacDonald hauls 
the whet back with all he got the Zeke 
{sa ughtturning fighter. Doing’ the best 
fe ‘ean’and feeling the weight of gravity pressing. down hard on his shoulders, he 
Ries the Zeke pull slightly away’ as he rolls fut again, resuming his western headin SiteBemnala'voll out behind him. a ite 
‘ut of range once more, Te notices two allver Lightnings abreast 
of him now, one off to the right, one off to 
the left Its three Americans behind the Wily enemy. pilot. MacDonald is nearest, aii pai Bf the triangle: but the ober woarelose enough to discourage any more 
cireles from the enemy” Slowly the distance closes as Putt-Putt, for the third ime, eases up behind the home ‘ward bound enemy pilot. MacDonald fixes 
The enemy in is orange sight ring stl 
ittle far ahead" but Putt Putt closes fonds pass slow’) iow. almost in range ‘MacDonald gets rexdy. He can clearly 
Séc the rudder atid tail section of the Zeke 
Straighe ahead, sitting there as if iU3 stand ing st. In asecond or two more hell have hime Then the bandits wing goes Up again hes trying another climbing. circle! 
Docsn't he know the other «wo Lightnings haveclosedhim frombehind? The Zeke turns Tight... -straight into the path of the P-38 lloted: by: Lieutenant Leo W. Blakely 
Biakely fastens on his tail, opens fire. 

MacDonald ean see the Zeke ta 
semen pilot fe int te rab ite Lightning hangs on him, firing away Ansar tin Te allover the Zeke 

If smoking and plunging toward the sea ‘The enemy pilot won't reach Negros to teli 
his story today, 

hits 

INOW thoughts return tg Smitty. With the eke accounted for. MacDonald turns 
back toward. the. American convoy. He ears pilots of other squadrons. shouting txettediy.- someone on the radio describes 4 kamikave attack on an American ship. isce'cover the sky in all directions. Mae Donald banks left and curves gracefully round the westernmost ships in the U 
convoy below. ‘most straight, ahead. three dots eleven Oelock. They are slightly below bout 8.000 feet. MacDonald ident 
fies them as Zekes. They're heading. down fon the convoy. He decides to give: chase Throttle open up and once again engines 
are wide open, The Japs split into a two- 
plane. ‘lement ‘and a single... the two Zekes gre turning hard left, heading forthe clouds. ‘They are ready close, The third Zeke com inves down, MacDonald points his nose at 
the nearest Zeke, one of the two curving hay: For a few moments he closed from behind Then they reach te load bank Peluge for fleeing Jap pilots today ‘MacDonald gives up the chase, cakes bis eye aff the clouds. The lone Zeke is almost Glreetly below and heading down, low, for the convoy. He stands PuttPuft on left wing and pct at downward afer the Sale Hil fight stays in position, in spite of the Shudder mancuver, Phe Zeke is getting dan erously close to the US. ships. Now Mac Bronald’ sees another Lightning, out front loser on the Jap’ tall than he is 



Suddenly the ships’ guns belch flame and 
smoke. A barrage of heavy and light fire 
Streaks toward the Zeke, who gamely comes, 
fn... towards one of the warships, It looks, 
ee ee 

-cognizes the Lightning following the 
enemy pilot in... . itis "Andy" An 

dderson’s plane. He picks up the mike and 
tells Andy to break off the 
He pulls out of his own dive at 
way. The Jap is already down to 2,000 feet, 
moving at top speed, Anderson will never 
catch him in time and antiaireraft fire is 
ecorating the sky through which he must, 
fly. Down and down the enemy’ pilot con: 
finues. "Anderson doesn't break. ‘He stays 
‘on the enemy's tail. The Zeke flashes over 
the one warship and heads for another 
Anderson is flying through heavy anii 
alreraft fire 
Spellbound by the spectacle unfolding 

below, MacDonald watches as the Zeke 
screams down on the second U.S. warship. 
He holds his breath... the Jap is.a ka 
faze ... he’s going to crash into the ship. 
Helpless, he watches. the low-winged, sin 
gleengined Zeke, firing with everything it 
fas. Then there's a flash below. The ship 
‘shit. The Zeke flew straight into it, Fire 
And black boiling smoke rise from the strie- 
ken ship, MacDonald scans the sky, but 
sees no more enemy planes. He sees Ander- 
son pulling up again, roaring over the war- 
Ship ust alter it took the crash of the enemy 
plane, Anderson is lucky to be alive. Despite 
his daring chase the Zeke broke through 
‘MacDonald calls the controller below. 

he learns Smitty is missing. The American 
convoy is no longer under attack .. . other 
fighters are circling above it to. defend 
against further attacks, So. MacDonald 
tases back on the throttles and noses down, 

heads for the area where he. shot. the 
Deke off Smitty's tail. The three Lightnings 

Slant steadily downward . .- 9,000, 2,000. 
1,000 feet. Down MacDonald goes . |. until 
only a few hundred feet over the bay. Then 
he and the two Lightning, pilots behind 
search the waters below and around, They 
Continue the search until gas tanks are 
about empty. Still MacDonald is not satis 
fied. He heads for home, heart heavy. If 
Smitty is down there in the water, he wants 
to spot him before the Japanese do. 

“Coming in February MEN: 
‘THE SURVIVOR 

Somehow this rugged Novy pilot nomed 
‘Adam Land wound up with the Pocific 
Wor’ strangest assignment. to lead 0 
team of brawling, brass hating Marines, 
disguised as Polynesian medicine man. 
ona series of incredible. "surfboard 
folds” against @ chon of heowlly fort’: 
fied Jopanete-occupied islands. For sbx 
months, Land end his men did more 
damage to the enemy than a squadron 
of B17's. Then, his tiny band shot 40 
pieces, his own body bullet-torn, help 
fess on an islond erawling with enemy 
soldiers, he become the quorry in WWIl's 
fiercest, most brutel monhunt— 
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(On Sole Jan. 7 
Tn fifteen minutes the three 432nd Light- 

‘nings are approaching Dulag once again. 
late afternoon. MacDonald comes 

straight in and lands without losing a min. 
ute. Behind him the other two Lightnings 
touch down, As soon as he taxies to his 
vetment, MacDonald orders PuttPult 
refueled. He will go back one more time— 
to search for Smitty. Though having flown 
three missions already, and thoroughly 

whipped down from the excitement and 
Strain of combat, MacDonald will take off 
again. 
From among the other pilots three volun- 

wer to accompany him back to Ormoc Bay: ‘Two are the pilots who flew the lust mis: 
sion, on which Smitty’ was Tost. In a Tew 
minutes four Lightnings are gassed up an‘ 
ready to go. For the fourth time today, 
with the stn now lowering in the west over 
the palm trees. MacDonald pushes black 
knobbed throttles to the stop. ‘PuttPutt 
howls down the sloppy runway. Three yel: 
low-spinnered Lightnings follow him of. 
‘Turning immediately into the west, Mac- 
Donald pours on power to reach the bay 
as s00n as possible. 

‘The bay Comes into view ahead and Mac 
Donald starts out to the area where the 
Zekes and Japs jumped his flight earlier 
in the afternoon. Down low, throttles eased 
back, the Lightnings circle and weave a 
ove the waves. Each of the four pilots 
continuously covers the surface of the wa 
ter around them... they hope to spot 

inghy bobbing atop the choppy surf, But 
the search goes on in vain, The Lightnings 
find no sign of life. The December sky grows 
dimmer and dimmer. There's not much time 
left. Until the last minute MacDonald con. 
tinue the futile search. ‘Then, at last, re: 
Iuetantly, he calls. the’ three Lightnings 
and tells them the flight will go, home 
Darkness is falling as the four Light 

nings arrive over Dulag for the last time 
December 7. Wearily, MacDonald sits Putt 
Putt down on the muddy strip and rolls to 
the turnoff. Stars are already out In the 
Philippine sky. ithas been a long day. Several minutes later at group opera 
tions, discussing with intelligence officers 
the hectic battles of the day, MacDonald 
isealled to the telephone. Ttis Fighter Com: 
mand... General Paui "Squeeze Wurt 
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smith. How did the 475th Group do today? 
MacDonald savs the count isn't completed, 
but that 475th did well, Wurtsmith is © 
lated. Many enemy planes were destroyed 
during the day. he says, He tells: MacDon- 
fald other US. outits did themselves proud, 
“Wasn't that something about Jerry. John: 
son?” he asks. "He got three today!” ‘Then 
Wurtsmith asks MacDonald: "How many 
did you get? 'T got three, too,” MacDonald replies. 

INAL figures showed Fifth Air Force thot doen ‘statpfour Japaneee’ planes con the 7th, The 17th Group accounted for twenty-eight of these. Inaddition, @ nuns ber of ships fn the Japanese convoy were Sik with an estimated tose of 4000 Jap anese troops-sent to reinforce the enemys positions tn the northwest coast of Leyte Japanese interference with the American Convoy was beaten back with surprisingly fow fosses: One American destroyer had con sunk, and one small transport, The th Division was safely ashore and fight ing Bespite the victory, MacDonald was de pressed over the loss of Smitty and Captain Pee Wee" Dahl. whom he had ordered to Lake over the squadron carly that morning ‘shen he found himsel low on was and had {ogo home early. Dahl had beet shot down tn the fight which developed after Mac Donald departed Te had batled out and landed in Ormoc Bayewith hands and hair burned. badly {rom fire which enveloped his plane as he 
famed out; in the middle of four: enemy Uestroyers. The Japs on the nearest shib began to shout exetedy, and then ma chine gan opened fire on him, Dah played aed he destroyer cae closer an sop Deed engines to look him over at close range ‘One bullet ad creased his head and Dal had concluded he was done for when the sound of approaching. 8-255. Trightened the Japanese. The destroyer sddenty Steamed off leaving him five hundred ards from shore. At dusk a strong Wind Biew him toward shore. As he approached jotted two pairole one to his Fight ‘one to tho-left He headed for a spot ietween them, Reaching shore, exhausted, fe novertheless ran up into the woods abou ‘hundred fet from the beach. He crouched ingome thick bushes. ‘Soon te heard approaching fet. He pull ed out hs forty-five and held i wp in front OF him Them two feet stopped beside him. 2 face parted the bushes "a brown face He pulled the trigger. Clicki Wet powder! Lucky for him, for these were Philippine Scouts. who took him to a" guerrilla hide ‘oat Many Japs were sit in the atea. The Pilipios applied coconut oil to his burns tnd two weeks later Pee Wee walked into the American fighter base--with a monkey om his shoulder? MacDonald and other pilots of the 475th and a2nd Squadron were cated to see him ‘Smitty wasn't 50. lucky. He was nover| 
heard from again 
FOR courageous leadership on December 

7. and for the destruction of three enemy 
fighters, personally. and. twenty-eight by 
squadrons under his command, MacDonald, 
was awarded the” Distinguished Flying 
Cross. 

When he totaled his awards and decora 
tions after the war, it was one of many. He 
hhad won the Distinguished Service Cross 
and cluster, the Silver Star with cluster, 
the Distinguished Flying Cross, with five 
clusters, numerous Air Medals and many 
‘other decorations, Moreover. he ended the 
war as the third! highest-scoring fighter 
face in the Far Bast and the fifth highest, 
in‘aerial kills, in all theaters, with twenty: seven victories, ee! 
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SECRETARY 
continued from page 21 

firls on the assembly line. This one's tog Figh clas for you. She's been to college" Whatever you sey Mister Ryan’ Con nels answered barely concealing his bitter fest Thereferencetocollege hurt but there sras nothing more tobe sal Ryan was the Hoss: Connelly was ust another guy with night high school diploma who had clawed way Gp to agian production manager Alieratcouple of years onthe assembly line But when Connelly came out of Ryan's office the Took of Itvitaion onthe new girl face was unmistakable. He tied t0 void responding ‘Chief says for you to type these up right away," he said curtyy tossing’ a sheaf of papers on her desk “Rou thinkby this afternoon willbe okay?” she asked, smiling at him with Took that Scemed somehow like an intimate sugges: dfon"something about the delivery, che way sh formed the words. the touch of heat invher eyes “How should I know? Ask him,” he shot back sharply, ving to bide the growing flush of interest and pleasure he felt as he looked at her. She’ was wearing. V necked wnite shirt made of some soft'ma terial that clung to her breasts. Prom the ‘icep opening the curve of her bosom brim tue up over the edge of a lace trimmed brassiere “The girl's expression changed into a cold pout. Af you're going to look down the Front of my dress she said, “the least you could do is speak politely to me.” 
“Well maybe you'd better button it up," Connelly said turaing on his heel and std g angrily down to the plant flor. 
NN the next few weeks, though, Connelly found more and more excuses to go up to 

Ryan's office. There were plans to pick up. work orders—any number ‘of things. the 
daily messenger service could have. deliv: 
fered, but he liked to ask for things that 
hhad fo be dug out of the files, Then he could 
stand off a bit and watch her’ lithe body 
stoop or stretch, accentuating her firm 
bottom. her poinied breasts. At first she 
was chilly, but soon she began to warm 
up to him again and more and more fre 
‘quently Connelly began using. his few mo- 
‘ments of spare time each day kidding with 
her, teasing and joking in an-easy:by-play that skimmed lightly along the surface of 
powerful attraction that kept threatening to break out into the open. 
‘But Rvan was always watching her. When 

Connelly stopped at the girl's desk he would 
be conscious of the boss's eves staring at 
them through the glass partition that divi 
ded the office from the reception area, 
Sometimes when they were together in 
Ryan's office as the ‘boss dictated somo 

port Connelly would glance at her quickly 
fand those pale. yellowish green eves. of 
hers would be looking at him with a tender 
heated expression cooled only by a semi 
transparent mask of restraint, When their 
eves met she would blush a little and turn 
her head quickly back to her work, the 
blush triggering deep in Connelly’s viscera 
a strong tremor of ching desire. 

Once Ryan caught them at it. “Are we 
working her, or making eyes?” he said, his 
Voice a cold threat, then began dietating 
‘again, almost without a lapse. Another time, 
they had walked to the parking lot together 
atquitting time. When they got there, how: 
ever, Ryan was waiting for her in his car. 
‘AS she got in she gave Connelly a momen 

tary look of hot appeal and apology, but 
defore he could respond the car moved 

The boss couldn't be watching her all 
the time though, Finally he was called away 
for a meeting on the Coast. There was an 
air of freedom in the plant as everyone 
‘relaxed. Girls on the assembly line bantered 
freely with the foremen. Before long the 
lightheaded, "picnic, catsaway feeling 
spread throuighout the place, but Connelly 
in his small office on the mezzanine over: 
looking the assembly line floor somehow 
felt left out. A small, insistent signal that 
seemed to come from deep inside his guts 
was calling him up to Ryan's office where 
she would be working now without those 
hard, suspicious eyes watching her every 
movement. He tried to resist, but this time 
there was a set of blueprints he really need: 
ed. He picked up the phone to call the mes 
Senger department, hesitated, then hung up 
and went upstairs 

‘Well, hello,” she greeted him. “I missed 
you today. I was sure you'd be up before 
“Tve been busy working. Look, I need 

the blueprints on the expansion job.” He 
walked over to the files and began rummag: ing through them. 

Ts that all you came up for?” she asked 
as she helped him look for the plans, her 
breast brushing gently against his shoulder. 
her breath warm against 
“rs there anything else vou think I want? 

he answered without looking up. She. was 
jilet fora moment: “Well, Here they are. 

ie said, pulling the blue Sheets of paper 
‘out of the long flat drawer and turning to 
0. Their faces were now very close, Her 
pale, freckled skin was flushed, Her mouth 
moved slightly, as though she were going to say something, but instead she just Took 
ed at him. He would have to lean only a few 
inches to kiss her, he thought suddenly as 
a flash of heat flooded up through his body. 

“Don't, Please don't.” she” whispered, 
reading is mind. She moved away’ from 
him. “Well, if you're finished nc its 
Tuneh ti 1 better be going.” She 
began hurriedly to put on her cat-Connells moved to help her. She stood almost limply 
as he adjusted the collar around her neck. 
‘They wore so close that her buttocks were 
touching the middle of his body, but she 
did not draw away. She reached up and held 
his hands, which were treacherously close 
toher breasts. Connelly felt his head moving down almost of its own accord to kiss the 
white skin of the side of her neck, his lips 
lingering as she made no reaction, no move 
to gel away. Then in seconds it was over as 
she pulled quickly away from hi 

Please don't do that again.” she said, 
her face averted from him. "i'm sorry 1 
Jed you on, Tt will only mean trouble for 
Doth of us. 
“Whatever you want.” said Connelly 

lotting'a long tensionfilled breath escape 
from his knotted chest. A boiling heat of 
frustrated desire broke a trembling sweat 
all over his skin and he left, feeling her hot 
green eyes following him all the way’ 

FOR the rest of the afternoon Connelly’s 
mind was in turmoil. The spot on his 

shoullder where her breast had touched him 
seemed to have an electrical flame on it 
He could almost feel the heat of her small 
behind against his belly. ‘The air he breath 
ed appeared to be filed with the light moist 
Scent of her perfumed white neck: He was 
tunable to work, unable to think of anything except her delicately freckled. skin, her 
lips. the blush that spread up out of her 
breasts into her neck and face when he 
looked at her. He could see Ryan's hard 
hand grasping her arm, and pulling her 
into his car that day In the parking lot as 



fe had stood by helplessly and he gould Hear in hie mind Ryan's iey words, “This Ones to high class for you "Then just before quitting time his phone bpuzzedthe direct line from Ryan's office. Teves the gir eee Tare you going to bring those plans bac! 
today’ She asked. “T want to lock yp the files" ‘ Cant you send someone down for them? Tim busy” Connelly answered, trying to {ignore the opportunity she was giving him 
fs kind of late, you know. Besides those prints aren’ supposed to be handled care fess: They're too important. Ryan would 

flip if he found out they were left out over night. x TH be up in a few minutes.” Connelly replied and. jammed. the receiver ‘down. ‘When he got upstairs she was ready to leave, her coat already on. Ae she went to Dut te plans away he found himself watch: Ing her again. She stooped down to the file cabinet and her skirt hiked up in the back fevealing her long, straight soft legs. For {moment Connely had an, almost over rmering desire to-go up to her and place Fishand under her lifted skirton the white flesh above her stocking. She rose and turn. td guickly, a5 if his thought had reached 
her Sook” he said, trying to sound casual although bis throat seemed congealed and fry,"why don't you let me take you to din her tonight? | know a place down the road were we can have some steaks and a few 
drinks. Sorry «1, Lreally don't think so, she answered. “Tmean Thave to work late Twas ust going out for a bite. Tres coming back fomorrow and [have to finish typing this report Her coat: was hanging ‘open fan fer breasts, two smal, soft- animals 

struggling beneath her blouse, rose and fell quickly in short, shallow breaths 
“Too. bad,” Connelly said. sharply’ and began to leave. He was almost out the door ‘when she ealled to him Wait. All right, lets do it" She smiled. 

“-phere's not that much work left. But only 
if you promise to get me back early. ‘Poromise." said! Connelly, reaching for her Hand 

in the restaurant, the steaks were good and the drinks relaxed them, They sat side by" side in the upholstered leather booth. Hler thighs were hot against his and as they 
talued sometimes she would emphasize. « point by touching him lightly on the arm, fer hand lingering for a moment. She told him about college. He told her about his ‘work, how he had studied at night for a high 
School diploma, the hours he was spending ‘now trying to keep up with correspondence 
courses, the way he had fought to get off 
the assembly line. When Ihe told her how Ryan had picked him off the line and made him his assistant she grew thoughtful. Mic means alot to you, doesn't i” 

“Its a big chance for a guy like me. T mean, T haven't got a fancy education or 
anything but Treally know how to run that Shop.” he answered “Then don't worry about education. Most of the boys | knew in school woulda’ have 
been able to run'a trolley car. That’ why Tieft.Tlike men who can run things “Like Ryan 

“Tiyan doesn't own me. Does he own you? she asked, looking him full in the face, her eves filled with the same heat that was pour {ng out of her body against hin. 
"ENO, he doesn.” said Connelly, putting his hand on her thigh. She eaught his hand In hers and pressed it into her lap for just 2'moment. Her mouth was open and moist 
the fish of the aleohol rising into her eves. 

In her neck a vein throbbed. She drew his 
hand away from her and put it on the table. 

T think maybe we better go.” she said, 
Its getting late.” 
In the car on the way back they were si 

lent, but there was an electrical current 
teing them together. When they got to the 
plant parking lot they both sat motionless 
for a moment. Connelly could feel that elec 
tricity itching and tickling inside his belly. 
Ashe reached over to open the door and let 
her out, his arm touched her breast and the 
noiseless spark that came out of ker body 
Set off an explosive charge deep inside him, 
Before she could move away, he reached 
for her, pressing his mouth’ against. her 
moving lips, pushing his chest against her 
Soft breasts, Her hands reached up behind 
his neck and drew him closer and her mouth 
‘opened. He could feel her tongue and the 
wet and urgent insides of her hot mouth. 
He reached for her breast with one hand, 
for her lap with the other, struggling to 
et his fingers beneath her skirt and pan- ties as her legs locked convulsively, then 
relaxed in a trembling movement of 
tation and surrender. 

“Please,” she moaned into his mouth. 
Not in the car. Someone will sce us." Her 
body twitched against him violently and 
then was still for a few seconds. She pulled 
out of his arms and got out of the car, 
straightening her skirt, her face white and 
her eyes wild. He moved to follow her. She 
stopped and came back to him and took his 
face in her hands as he sat on the edge of 
the car seat. "No more please, no more 
now.” she pleaded, kissed him lightly on 
the lips, turned and ran into the plant 
Connelly watched her run and leaned his 
head back on the seat, trying to control 
is taut and bursting body. shiver of 
near pain ripped through him and then, 
suddenly, he was in control again, But as 
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he drove home he could still eel small trem- 
bles of heat tickling out of his belly like 
fine lines of strong acid, 
AT home, Connelly forced himself to relax. 

He mixed himself a stiff drink, then an other, look out his current correspondence 
course and tried to work, ‘but he felt. dis: trace waiting, Then the phone rang As he picked it up he knew-—or maybe hoped 
twas the girl. It was. She was stil down tthe plant She couldn't figure out a whole Section of her steno notes for Ryan's report “Can youhelp me igure it out?" she asked. Connelly had her read some of ¢ over the 
phone. She could make outs few words but Tost of it was garbled. Still, he thought 
he knew what was missing. He had. been there when ftyan dictated the report, but he couldn't remember exactly what the pro- 
duction boss had said, He netded plans and 
reports he and Ryan had worked out to 
ether~and they were down at the. plant. “Can this wait until tomorrow?” Con 
nelly asked. 

“Blease. 1 don’t know. He's coming back 19:30 and hewantsit, Thats all that counts You know how he is Her voice seemed on the point of tears. “All right" Connelly gave jn, “Ill be 
there in about twenty minutes. ‘As he dressed and drove down to the 
plant. Connelly. thought again about the Birl, a small fecling of excitement begin ‘ing to stir again in his stomach. he past 
few weeks of playing cat und mouse had been bad enough. Today had been torture. Now he was going to be slone with her tn 
the deserted factory. As he pulled up to the 
sate he could feel himself again becoming roused af the thought and even reminding himself that if he crossed’ Ryan. he was through was no help, 
When he got to the plant it was almost toually darkexcept for the light fitering 

out of Ryan's office on the second floor fBven the research section was dark though there was usually at least one engineer ‘working late on a knotty problem. He iden 
lifled himself to the guard and was let in 

Gall me_when you're ready to leave, 
the man said. “TH want to turn out those corridor lights. We'e shorthanded tonight fnd there's no one in the plant 10 do it eal vi: We pray won't Belong” 

He walked quickly to the office, his foot steps ‘clicking through’ the empty” halls When he got there she was curled upon 
Ryan's leather sofa, her head buried in her arms and her red hair falling about her 
eek “ley.” he said gently, touching her warm 
arm,"¥iey, wake up, We've got work to do." “Ohh. she sighed, and looked up at him 
oa 

‘with dreamy. sleepy eygs and a small smile 
Stifling a litile yawn. “I thought I would 
‘lose my eves for just a minute and then I 
fuess I fell asleep.” She stretched lazily 
And her bosom pulled tautly back pointed 
up at him, two sharp peaks pressing against 
her blouse 
Te reached down (a draw her up from the 

sofa and suddenly he found his face so close 
to hers that he could see the tiny freckles 
around her eves and the paper white gloss 
of her bared tecth. They paused. momen: 
{arily, suspended in time. He looked into 
into her eyes and seeing the invitation there 
put his lips against hers as an almost terrify jing urgency began to spill up out of his 

‘Her wet mouth writhed under his. They 
clung together kissing, their bodies pump- 
ing against each other, against the smooth, 
warm leather of the couch: but then as sud: 
denly as they had made contact they were 
apart. 

‘Please, ohh, please.” she moaned, ox: 
tricating her body from his in a quick move- 
‘ment that left him lying on the sofa while 
she stood and straightened her clothing. 
‘A’ flash of white skin caught his eyes as 
she tucked her shirt into her tight skirt. 
"We can't. We can't.” But Connelly knew 
her voice was really saying yes. yes. 

For a moment he made a struggling at 
tempt to relax his body. There was work to 
do and there was danger with this girl 
He let bis breath out in a long, shudder 
ing sigh and got up and went to, the file 
where his notes were. She sat silently at 
Ryan's desk, a wet gloss of moisture still 
‘on her mouth and lips from their kiss 
FFOR about a half an hour they worked 

quickly and efficiently. Connelly recon: structed the boss's memo from his own rotes and dictated them to her while she 
{ook his words down directly on the type writer, When he was finished he lay back 
down on the sofa and she completed typing the rest of the report. Fortunately the miss Ing portion had been close to the end and 
itonly took her a few minutes to complete the work But those few minutes, were enough for 
Connelly to fall into & light sleep. ft was Tate and he had been into the plant at six 
o'clock that morning. It felt good to close his eves and doze. ‘while her typewriter 
chattered quickly. Then he elt a hand slow fy"and gently shaking his shoulder. ‘This 
time, it appeared, it was her turn to wake 
him up. He opened his eyes and looked up at her Her hair was falling over her face and her ‘white skin was flushed. ‘The open neck of 
her blouse gaped forward. She was wearing a tiny brassiere which pushed her bosom 
up and out and Connelly could see globes ‘of her breasts, the pink ares of her nipples 
aging above the line of the bra ‘She'stared into his eyes, her own pupils 

suddenly dilating in response to the power 
Pouring out of him. 

‘Dont. Don't.” she said, but her throaty 
wvoice was deep and full of sex and the tight 
lines of her body were tense, ready to ex: 
plode. Savagely, Connelly drew her down to hin 
Her legs seemed to give way under her when 
his band touched her and she fell against 
him, pressing her open throat and chest 

sas his hand reached gown 
‘When their short, urgent lovemaking was 

finished and thelr moaning cries at the 
climax already almost forgotten they lay 
Spent in each other's arms on the sofa. Con 
nolly’s pants were crumpled on the floor 
and his shirt was open. She snuggled kit 
tenlike against the skin and curly hair of 
his chest. His hand lay easily on ber bare 
legs. Her shoes, stockings, panties and skirt 
were tangled in a erazy array shoved down 
In the cushions at the end of the sofa 

"What do you think Ryan will do when 
he finds out?" Connolly asked her. 

“Why should he do anything?” she whis 
ed into his chest. 

“Well, I mean, you two seem to be seeing 
cach other or something 

"The girl pushed herself up and away from 
him and started to laugh. She leaned for 
ward and rumpled Connolly's hair. 

‘Going together?” she laughed, "He's old 
enough to be my father, In fact he's one of 
my father's best friends and he promised 
he would take eare of me here when T took. 
the job.” 

said Connelly, a sense of relief 
welling up in him, “Isn't he going to be 
angry’ 

‘You leave him to me. His bark is worse 
than his bite. And besides,” she said, "He 
doesn't have to ever know anything at all,” 
and as they laughed together this time they 
kissed again and then with an almost un 
speakable sense of freedom and intimacy 
slowly made love once more, this time dra 
ing out to a peak of wild pleasure in which 
they both collapsed moaning and exhausted 

er, after they dressed and walked out 
(o the corridor where they waited for the 
guard to come and turn out the lights she turned to him with a soft look in her eyes, 
“That was really wonderful, baby, really 

wonderful,” and she took the back of his 
hand and drew it to her mouth and kissed 
it, flicking her small, wet tongue over the 
sensitive skin. He would have grabbed her 

, but he heard the guard's footsteps 
the hall. 

“Working pretty late, ch?” asked the 
guard as they walked back with him to 1 
parking lot. “Well that's what. it is when 
you try to get ahead in the world.” 

"Yeah,” said Connelly, with a smile for 
Ryan's secretary, "Yeah, that's what it is 
You have to work hard.” And as the as- 
{onished guard looked on the two broke 
into laughter and left, arm-in-arn 

——_ 

| never work 



YOUNG GIRLS 
continued from page 15 

Granted—without any mystery.” Be ot et aosone ily there aren 
ty of sex-happy people at these resorts, 

faysa New York stage actor, a devoted 1 Gist himself. "Without exception there's a hard-core in every camp who look for noth Ing else but new thrills in sex—-and believe ie they find 1 Don't let anybody kid you. 
Marilyn was an attractive blonde trom Philadelphia who went toa resort near 

(Camden, New Jersey. on a sudden urge. She Thad litle difficulty’ adjusting. to the life there, inding it very easy to appear nude Infront of others and also discovering that 
She enjoyed looking at graceful nude bodies. She swam, played ring tennis, and slept 12 hours « day. One evening a iall brunette, 
Iho had been friendly to her, said,"A gang Glus are going up to, Momma Jos tonight 
Want to come along” Marilyn had heard Momma Jo's me 
ted frequently at camp, and thought it was a festaurant. Since she had grown tired of 
theca s vegetarian dit, the readily sid 
Ys She wanted an. evening away from he pos and looked forward to, wearing fora change. Three earloads of men 
fand women from 
os that evening Marilyn's first shock was to discover that Momma Jo's was not-a restaurant. Tt 
tras alarge farmhouse, and Momma Jo was 

ie camp drove to Momma 

"a bubbly’ woman with sparkling eyes. She ©! 
ba re dlars tom everyone upon enter 

Marilyn handed over her admis 

sion fee without asking questions. The 
Were several well-dressed men and women 
Inside whom Marilyn had never seen at 
camp, They looked like solid, middle-class 
people. All right, folks, what it be first?” Mom 
‘ma Jo announced. “Movies or games? 

‘We're sick of games.” a nudist shouted, 
and everyone laughed. Marilyn felt an eerie 
priekling at the back of her neck 

"The lights dimmed, a projector flicked 
on, and a movie began. It was not like any 
movie Marilyn had ever seen before. She 
heard peculiar sounds around her, and in a 
panic looked for the brunette who had in- 
ited her. She couldn't find her, but no- 
ticed couples going up the stairs. 

‘A hand touched her. "You taken?” 
‘For what 
For this,” and then a man was kissing 

her, leading her up the stairs. his hands 
everywhere. He found an empty bedroom, 
‘took her inside. “Might as well have privacy 
for this one 

“But—but—" she stammered, feeling her 
bra being unsnapped. She saw that her 
partner was the eamp's volleyball captain, 
f bronzed muscular man. “I didn't know 
this was supposed to goon at a nudist camp! 
“it's not. Thats why Morama Jo's in busi: 
Tater Marilyn found out that most camps 

haveestablishmentslike MommaJos nearby 
for the “hard-core” people. She also found 
‘out that she thoroughly enjoyed what she 
experienced there. Now she wouldn't con: 
Sider a stay at the resort without a side 
trip or two to Momma Jo's. She has intro- 
duced a few girls to the place—as she her- 
Self was taken there. 

INE problem in the nudist world is simply 
in finding out where the camps are—and 

being admitted. For admittance to most of 

e the 160-odd camps in this cou try a person 
‘must fill out a long form and have a per 
Sonal interview with the camp director. Ad: 
vertisements for camps appear in sunbath- 
ing magazines and there are enthusiasts 
everywhere to explain the ropes. 

furprisingly few people (female as well 
‘as male} are shocked by the idea of going to 

nudist colony and everyone seems inter- 
ested in what goes on there. Among nudists 
there are ministers, teachers, doctors, lay 
yers and insurance salesmen.,No one can 
‘ever be sure who really might be a nudist, 
It might be the pretty girl sitting beside 
you on the bus, or a beautiful star in the 

jovies. One maneasseeret nudist, attended 
APTA meeting recently and watched a hau. 
hty, formidable woman read the financial 
Feport. She seemed the last person on earth 
you'd ever encounter on the nudist volley 
ball court—but guess where the man had 
last seen her? “All T could see as she stood 
up front reading that report,” he said, "was 
how her full body looked in the sunlight. 
Man, was that woman stacked! And no one 
in the audience knew it but me and her 
busband, 
Some men find out about nudist camps 
through a visit toa certain bookstore in 
mid-Manhattan. Behind the counter stands 
stocky brunette named Maxine with hair 
ina bun and glasses tied around her neck 
by astring. The store isdimly lit and musky. 
When a customer slyly takes a book on 
nudism down from a shelf, trying to hide 
the cover from view, Maxine suddenly ap- 
pears beside him “interested?” she says sofdy. 

No, just browsing,” the man-answers, 
hig face coloring ‘Thelong toa camp myself. It's only about 
tan hour's train ride from here.” She slips 
hima card. "You can have a hell of a lot of 
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fun up there i you're our type, don’ buy that book: Tes june ‘Maxine has reeruited over i men to her camp in this manner, During lunch hour, she often practioes nudism ‘in. the buck Storeroom, inviting select customers to join her. Naked except for her glasses that bounce on her chest she parades back and forth lecturing on the benefits of nudism, *Sce how simple it Is to show what nature has given vou? Look at my breasts Observe ay Rips: Fin not ashamed of them inthe 
‘A Boston gynecologist uses his office to recruit certain women into. nudism. Hig se s also a nudist: Having an undressed Datient streiched out on the examining jog be 

of guy. And 

table. he prods and pokes, saying, 
lieve what you need, young lady, is a couple 
of weeks in the sun. Have you ever tried 
Sunbathing? 

‘Once," the girl says. “Tt was in private 
on my toof—but T'was always alvaid of Someone peeking.” “Try this camp, if you like.” The doctor hands her a card. "You'l get over your fear of peeking in a hurry there” : 

Most ‘nudists emphasize the healthful 
side’ of Sunbathing. and minimize every- thing else connected with it But one tua 
crowd that gives no lip service to health i 
the one that holds parties on Long Island's exclusive North. Shore, This group. does not recruit members: in fact it's about as ‘easy to make a million dollars or become 
4 Hollywood star as itis to be admitted to its inner ‘circle. Composed of Broadway 
producers, Wall Street wonder boys, inter. hational call gicis, world famous beauties, the set regularly meets at the fenced-off slate of a slightly demented man well call Tommy. Having inherited over five million 
dollars when he was 21, Tommy has never 
had'a profession and boasts that he has never worked one day in his life—except in the interest of bizarre nudism, 

‘As guests arrive at Tommy's estate for the ‘weekend. they're carefully checked 
by a guard. Once inside the maiision, they chat dnd move around a i were fo be {ypical country week end for the very niet Sceeral well-known movie people. can be seen, but they command little notice, The Center of attention is a famous producer ‘ell call Alex who drives up in'a truck 
“What's the production this week end? someone shouts 
“The Taming of the Shrew,” he calls back happity, “Pick ou your costume!” ‘Alex brings wardrobes trom plays he’s 

produced over the years. ‘The ‘men, and omen scramble “ovr tems of clothing 
Gne'short, heavy-set mana book. pul 

‘Sorry, Tilson, but 0 raise Is def 

lisher—grabs a monk's outfit. A pretty wwport debutante, who fs an export ter is player. picks up a Renaissance dress complete with cone-shaped hat. No-one is lettout. Alex dresses as court jester, Tom ‘my a medieval sichems "it'may seem strange ta start a nudist week end by dressing up,” says a' woman 
Hovelist, who is-a member of the group. “bul it whets your appetite for whats to come and allows everyone to get ina child's Frame of mind. Thats the fun of being a nudist becoming an uninhibited child’ i anaduit body People in peculiar finery move throug the estate, They speak in stage voices, and assume outlandist roles” A stfidngly beau tif, red-haired actress wears the costume of a Homan noblewoman, Sho speaks in a Stited, priggish voice and commands are ious men to wait on her: No one ever makes 2° sexual move at this point in the week ng, the does, he's never admitted again "The guests remove their clothing. grad ually, Often taking as\long as. si‘ hours, ‘A'voman will parther dress or slowly lower fer Bodice™and that stars a gradual pros. ess, One or two girls perforin deliberate stripteases. Eventually’ everyone ig nude andoutof costume. Then drinks are wheeled Out, and the party moves into high eur Couples pair up and romp about the estate, ombraciag cagerly Aman who hasbeen playing Romeo might select'a Juliet or fremight pick a Can Can dancer asa change of 'sile, Tommy walks around. making ferlain that everyone ts nude. If be finds a girl even partially clad, he sees that the Clothing is torn off immediately. “A few of the ifs actually keep some apparel on, Says the woman novelist “simply for the Pleasure of having Tommy rip it off.” 
ND the most jaded of the lot is, ofcourse, Tommy. Inthe last hours ofthe week end be offfelatesat'a wrestling match between two strong gle. He. keeps a. permanent record of tery” gints physical prowess fad has them rated from Champion to Top Gontender: and on down the line, The ea Fent Champion is rawboned Park Avenue Call girl nicknamed Friday. She and her opponent Tight the best to out of thre fale totally nude "We really wrestle 100.” says. Friday “Tommy goes into a wild fit fe dont rs it everything weve got Also, he gives the winner a couple of thousand ‘after eaeh Match. Its chy { way once married to ¢ Wrestler. [learned aot of holds from hin Zand there's not agin in New York who can beat me Tmet Tommy afew months agoda & Yacht party. It was the fuckiet break of 

finitely out of the question 

ry Iie 
‘Tommy’spends a great deal of time vestigating the backgrounds. of prospec: 

tive members. He tries to make atjolutely Sure that he admits no one who might laugh at him or his anties. When a certain well known musical comedy star broke down 
in uncontrollable hysterics at Tommy's Announcement of a wrestling match, he threw all his guests out of the estateg There Is nothing the least bit funny about girls resting’ inthe nid,” Tomy sigs em Dhatically. “In ancient Greece, Spartan 
girls performed sgymnasties in the nude, 
and nothing pleased the Greek. aesthetic Sense more than a wrestling maich between {wo well-developed maidens. Has our civ 
lization advanced further than that of the Greeks? ‘Not at all. Every day we Tearn 
something from the Greeks—in diplomacy, in philosophy, in-art. The Greeks were the first serious nudisis.1 don’ give a damn about these sun-worshipping muts and raw 
Carrot eaters. To. me, nudism. is getting the greatest possible thrill out of the human 
bade. Thats what we do at my hose, thats 
Tommy's group is not the only one that 

paysscant attention tothe sun, Many people 
practice nudism in thelr homes, ‘Figures Gnvthe erat number aren’ available, of course, but some psychologists say more ‘Americans do it-than might be imagined 
Benjamin Franklin practiced nudism for an hour before breakfast as a “bracing tonfe bath.” The signer of the Declaration of Independence and our first Ambassador to France used tosit before an open window 
in the morning, letting, in his own words, “cool wind set my vital organs working. Protest groups have often employed i dism to further their causes, ta Canada the Dowkhobors disrobe in public as a pro. 
fest against taxes. As a_ protest against 
Puritanism inthe last century. members of New England's “experimental Brook Farm sioo ue before ther indgwe en Sunday morning a righteous churchgoers passed by. Perhaps the most famous. pro- 
{ester of all time was the renowned: Lady Godiva. To get. back at an insufferable husband she Fode mide through the village of Coventry rather than submit to his or 
ders. In deference to the great Lady, 
lagers Kept their eyes averted. All that is save nea tailor named Tom. Hence, the expression Peeping Tom. 
‘Many families across the land practice nudism in the privacy of their homes. Once the front door is shut and bolted Mom, Dad, ‘and the kids strip-down and leave 

conventions far behind. (Psychiatrists 
ie pied onthe Bent of fi ism. | Countless single people stride around nude inside their apartments. Melinda is 4 2'yearold Manbatian career girl, Every evening in her apartment she takes off 
all her clothes: its-as natural to her as brushing her weth, Frequently she neglects 
to lower her blinds, Onee she was talking on the phone when her doorbell rang. Abt Sentmindedly,” she put aside. the. phone, strode to the door, A’Western Union mes senger was treated to the sight of a per 
Teetly built young woman completely nude, 

“Oh, dear, T havent got a tip on me," she said 
"That's okay, miss," the boy said, nearly swooning. “Thanks just the same.” 

‘Delivery boys and messengers have a way of stopping at Melinda's when they have 
nothing to deliver. She also receives phone callsatall hours from men in the apartment Rouse aeross the strect- 

‘No matter how secure nudists get in their surroundings, there is always the threat of the peeper. and the law. 
nudist. activity vary gre 
to state—much more so 
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Move Up Faster — Make More Money With 
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ing Liquor or burlesque. Stripping in cer {ath parts of Florida is almost civic duty tthereas in North Carolina lanother Sou Therm state) you invite a sf Jail sentence by practicing i. Those devoted to the fur Tierance of audism, are. counterbalanced by those ‘who are violently opposed. for fone reason or another ast June at Camp Mayfair in Penns vania. members were springing about al Nelleyiall when & housewife named Sally foticed-a glint of light from the shrub Bory. (Nudists: are constantly ‘on guard agetast the telltale reflection of binoct inisl She made a signal, and the members pounced on the shrubbery. ‘They dragged to fighting, scream tying io hide some high-powered German binoculars "The women were young, attractive, but had the unmistakable aur of vigilantes, They tore conservative: dark dresses with high blouses, and their expressions were prim. Wenw gathering evidence “against, you people“ the tall, buxom one said. "You're Brace to yourself and your fag. ‘And we can haul you two into court oy a misdemeanor charge for. trespassing, Said housewife Sally. smiling. “You either Joim-us this instant’ at volleyball-or we all the police: Which will it be 
TTHE to women looked at each other. 

‘The shorter. ane—a curvy blonde—threw 
up her hands,"I'don't want to go to court 

‘All right.” sighed the tall, buxom one. 
1 guess we'll have to do what they want 
Dida tT tell you how corrupt these nudists 

‘The trespassers were forced to strip in 
front of the volley-ball players who could 
not keep grins from their faces. Tt turned 
fut that the buxom woman wore black, 
Dikiné briefs which she wiggled out of in 
anger. The blonde wore sturdy white cotton. 
They both moved reluctantly to the volley 
ball court, attempting at times to hide them: 
selves with their hands and blushing pro- 
Tusely. Playing volleyball, they had to lift 
their hands high in the air, and gradually 
they caught the spirit of the game: 

“Hey,” called the blonde, making a smash 
atthe net. "This is fun!” 

‘The tall, buxom woman was at first highly 
‘conscious’ of her. enormous breasts. Men 
had always stared before. But on the court 
the nudist men seemed more interested in 
te game, When they did gaze, it was open 
and natural—as if they were admiring any 
fine, well-developed muscles. When her 
self-consciousness finally left. her. 
woman threw herself wholeheartedly. into 
the game, Never before had she enjoyed 
such freedom of movement and complete 

We decided to give you a sporting chance. 

unrestraint, Both trespassers became converts to 
nudism. 

"AS any practioner will admit, the most 
difficult moment for any nudist Is the first 
moment he takes off his clothes in front 
of others. But it's something like sky: 
diving, It gets progressively easier. Women 
fare usually much more modest than men 
{although not always), and most nudist 
‘camps have what fs known as a “transition 
robe." This is a brief, baby-doll type gar- 
ment that strikes a woman above her knees 

nd sshich can be parted. A woman wears 
the “transition robe” her first time out, 
often walking before a veteran nudist and 
parting the robe gradually. She loses her 
Modesty in a slow process this way 

‘Many women, however, prefer the abrupt 
methodlike learning to swim by jumping 
jin deep water immediately. Fran was a vt 
vacious woman in her late twenties, an ad: 
ministrative assistant for a watch company 
in New York, who went to a camp one week 
end in Connecticut, She had wanted to try fnudism for some time, and finally got her 
herve up, But once inside the camp her 
‘courage declined. In fatasy she could ima 
fine herself shedding her clothes, frolicking 
fn the grass, looking at men, doing things 
‘with them-—but when the possibility became 
2 reality her heart sank. 

Most camps permit women to keep their 
clothes on the first time out, and Fran walk 
ed around in hers—watching, blushing, 
Keeping her eves averted. She simply could 
not look at the bronzed bodies Iving an the 
grass, jumping at games, or sitting at the 
dinner table. And the “transition robe 
Seemed too daring for her, also; she couldn't 
Dring herself to put it on 

LL at once, Fran noticed a nervous look: 
‘ing man by the edge of the swimming 

pool. He was a young, handsome man with 
an outdoor look and he was fully clothed, 
Fran hurried up to him. 
“You've never done it before either? 
"No," he said. “I've always wanted to. 

but Ive never had the guts.” 
‘m the same way!” Fran turned her head 

shyly. "Maybe if we both did it together 
it wouldn't be so difficult. We could jump 
in the water right after 

“Okay,” said the young man. “You change 
behind that car. Til get out of my clothes 
here." 

‘With shaking hands and blushing to the 
core of her being, Fran stepped out of her 
Clothes behind the parked car. Walking to 
the pool's edge, she noticed how full and 
voluptuous her hips were (as if they_be- 
Tonged to someone else), and how gently 
her breasts moved up and down. 

She only glanced at the man to see that 
he was nol fan all over, and then dived in the water, She had never swum in the nude before, and it gave her a delicious feling 
‘The man splashed up beside her, and play fully dunked her head under water. She bobbed up, throwing her arms around his 
neck, and they carried on like children at 
2 ummer's game. Tn fact it reminded Fran St early ginhood moments. But before she Could reason with, herself, the” stranger Beran embracing her fullyand notin a child's manner. Fran hesitated, opened her green eves wide, then joyously threw her 
Set intg love-making with the man in the traler, She had never experienced such an 
‘hilarating sensation “That evening, as she sai nude at the din 
ing table. (and not selfeonsciously|, she remarked, “Say, wheres that bushy haired fellow who was down at the pool this after. noon? Doesn't he eat with the rest of us? 

“Oh, you must mean the gas company gus.” 
said tie girl beside her. “ile only comes in every fhiree months to read the meter 
He's not a nudist, baby. Mien’ nudists often find themselves, in sexta predicaments, An Insurance. sales nan from Wilmington was doing well at a Colony until he noticed a fly eravling over the sensuous body of a Latin American 
fil. "I was really Keeping a check gu my Seif until Psaw that, he recounted. "When 
that darn fly made ts way up over her upper then inert went out of i. She didn't do anything to swat it, like most 
people do with flies: and T knew she enjoved The sensation. Thai night slipped in her cabin like a madman, and it was as i shed 
‘been waiting for me like Christmas.” 

‘Philadelphia lawyer well call Ralph 
lost his reserve in another way. "I was de termined that L was going to abide by the 
ules of the colony 1 went to.” he stated. 
No aleohol, no meat, no sex. 1 was never much of dete anf noc wo hard fave up meat, so T did fine my first week Women with’ terrific builds didn't. overly excite me. 1 looked at them #s I would at Griwork in a gallery. Nothing very sexual 
at.all Then it happened 

“Early one morning 1 went to wash up. Atte basin next 10 me was this litle red 
fark Asi cally athered my face to have she began soaping herself all over. Nudity TSokayt sexy poses are allright: even dirty language will do, But when a redhead begins Soaping herself from head to toe, its too 
muuch fora man (o take. 1 took her behind Some bashes right avay--not even wiping ihe lather from my face. She was ready As the country rushes headlong into the 
space age, mor returning to th toon in nature camps is « prime example. 
‘Awvone pretty iwpist said, “Tt like eseap inal uhe way back in time, Like Adam and Eve. you could say. Only there’ no sak “id who needs fig leaf?” “ 

impler thin, 
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FRONTIER 
continued from page 

‘Their sisters still prowl the drab streets murmuring, “Kakeam’nravitea™ How do YoU like 1" to prospective customers ut some of the old spirit seems to be Jacking. The sin fant -quite so gaudy. the violence not quite so explosive, without iv to spark them. And not even the boot loggers or Black. Marketeers. can’ throw imoney around as recklessly as Lev did He 'was only a common faborerin one of the gold mines in the Bureinsky Moun tains sorthwest of Khabarovsk. Until the law caught up with him the source of his apparently inexhaustible’ wealth was a mystery t0 all ‘Wien the mines first _uned the man agement was slipshod and every "worker enjoyed a area of remarkable prosperity {hep abruptly the Communist Party's Cen iral Commtige racked down. A high ste mesh fence was erected around {he works tnd guards were posted at the single gate io search every” departing. Worker. Over night the gold output of the mine rose 2 percent while the trade at_Khabarovsks's Figoor stores and. Klub fell off ‘sharply ‘the lone exception was Lev Titoshenko who seemed to Become even more affivent than before. Regularly, every second week tnd he rare ato fv ike an aes Siclone. pockets bulging. with rubles. an Botties ofa corrosive bootleg rotgut called Samogan, which means “Chase yourself 

Ordinary vodka and the raw Hussian cog: 
nhac were too tame for his palate. Wobbling 
into a Klub, Lev would bellow, “Pei do dna 

Drink to the bottom! 
The invitation invariably brought a rush 

of hangers-on, both male and female, to en 
joy his lavish hospitality. Presentiy Lew 
‘would begin to feel amorous and choose the 
first of several partners of the night 

Tf someone in the group was fortunate 
enough to have an apartment or room, the 
party roared there for an orgy. More often, With’ the housing shortage that plagues 
Russia, his selected girl would have a work. 
ing arrangement with a taxi driver to do 
business in the back seat of his cab. It was 
all the same to Lev, whether he made love 
{in a cramped taxi or on the couch in & room 
ful of drunken spectators. 

His binges always ended on the. same 
note of violence, In his third and final stage 
of drunkenness, he became belligerent and 
Started fight that brought blue-uniformed 
police, @ night inthe lockup and a healthy 

HE mine management were certain that 
They were unllingly financing Lov 
rowdy routine, but his method of operation 
‘was so outrageously simple that. it took 
them months to eatch him. It was based on 
the curious fact that most gold in Russia's 
Eastern mines occurs in the form of nuggets 
weighing from two ounces to as much as 30) 
pounds. Last year a record-breaking 80: 
ound mass of pure gold was turned up in 
the Urals. 

During his work shift, Lev would repeat 
edly step away from his job to relieve him 
Self against a corner of the steel fence. He 
had a ready and reasonable explanation 
for the frequency of these trips. 

“My kidneys are weak, 
apologetically 
much. 

Tt took the unimaginative guards the bet 
ter part of a year to discover that on each 
visit to the fence, Lev was poking a few 
huggets through ‘the mesh and. into, the Bushes outsides to be retrieved after dark 
Since trafficking in gold is a capital erime 
in the Soviet Union, he was tried, found 
guilty and executed by a firipg squad, all 
‘within 48 hours, 

While Lev’s death disrupted the drinking 
habits of his parasitic followers, ithas made 
Hittle change in the rough and rowdy night 
life of the city that has been called Russia's 
Klondike and compared to bawdy San 
Francisco in the Gold Rush days. Wining, 
wenching and whooping itup are still major 
‘occupations of the wild and wooly Soviet 
Far East 

‘The region, extending from Siberia to 
the Pacific is incredibly vast and empty 
Its 3.6 million square miles, about the size 
of the United States, contains only 5.1 mil: 
Tion ‘people, hardly” two-thirds the popu: 
lation of New York City. Most of these are 
crowded into three oF four cities and a 
Scattering of villages. Over 100,000" live 
ina city that does even exit. 

‘Khrushchev has long bragged to the 
Russian people and the world about. the 
wondrous city of Bratsk at the site of the 
world’s largest dam and hydroelectric 
plant, Recently two editors from Komsomol 
Pravda, the official newspaper of the Young, 
Communist League went to view this mir- 
acle for themselves 

To their shock and outrage, they discov 
ered that the “city” exists only on Khrus: 
chev’s glib tongue. ‘They found. 100,000 
frostbitien workers and their families 

he would explain 
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| shivering out the long Arctic winters in 
flimsy tents, In a rare burst of indignation 
they printed the whole story, adding darkly, 
"Someone has lied to the people.” 
‘By contrast, their own League, in a frenzy 

| of patriotism,’ built @ very real city in the 
‘Amur River Basin in 1982, They named it 
Komsomolsk, or Youth City. Today it is 
roaring frontier industrial and mining 
metropolis of over 200,000 in the heart 
of Russia's iron mining ‘region. 
‘The whole Far Bast area is as rich as it is, 

remote. Almost the entire region sits 0 
vast bed of coal. Its taiga, or forests, con: 
tain a million square miles of valuable vir. 
gin timber. Last vear its mines produced 
fan estimated $1 billion in gold and 8 til: 
lion carats of diamonds, a third of the entire 
world output It has nickel, lead, zine, eop- 
per, oil, and possibly the largest tin deposits 
in the world 

‘The heart of this rich empire is Khabar 
ovsk, standing in. lonely. isolation. above 
the junction of the Amur and Ussuri Rivers. 
Ibis 5,600 versts—4.200 miles—from Mos 
‘cow, and 2,000 from Irkutsk on the eastern 
border of Siberia. Vladivostok is another 
500 miley south, Consequently, if you ask a 
Citizen of Khabarovsk why he gets roaring 
drunk every night in the week, he is apt 
to reply with simple logic, "What else is 
there to do, gospodin?” 

Actually, there is a great deal to do and, 
by comparison with the rest of Russia, 
reat deal of money to do it with. To per: 
Suade settlers and workers to migrate such 
a fearsome distance, Khrushchev offered 
free transportation, free land and the high: 
est wages in the Soviet Union. By Russian 

| {mot American) standards the incentives 
|ary dating 

A worker who drew the equivalent of 
$95 a month in Moscow can earn $175 for 
the same work in Khabarovsk, with an 
automatic 10 percent raise every two years. 

| He gets 36 days vaction the first year and 
| 48 a'vear thereafter. His apariment costs 
| him only $10 @ month rent, which leaves 
him a tidy surplus to blow on vodka, cog 
nac, bottleg samogon, strong wines and the 
flat Russian beer they call peever 

Consequently, what passes for a quiet, 
night in Khabarovsk would bring out riot 
squads and the National Guard in Chicago, 

‘Coming in February MEN: 

21 SEX MYTHS EXPLODED 

In America’s prudish, guilt-ridden society, 
certain completely folse ideas about sex 
fore thought of as true by millions of even 
‘who simply haven't taken the trouble 10 
find out what the facts actually are. An 
‘eminent American counselor on sex pro: 
Lert GhiesiVENwirectiort is "eaaconnt 
fon these dangerous “love lies"—demol 
Jshing once and for all the erroneous 
rules" which have ruined the lives of 

thousands of men—EXCLUSIVE REPORT 
IN FEBRUARY. MEN 

On Sole Jon. 7 
Most of the comrades who bought Krhush- 
chev's sales pitch have been the young, 
restless, reckless and adventuresome, When 
they set out to have a ball, they really ball 

‘Their free-wheeling spirits, turned loose 
in the rowdy, boisterous frontier atmos: 
phere, give Khabarovsk an air unique among Russian cities, 

Elsewhere in Russia the Kremlin has 
been cracking down on the innocent, amuse 
ments of mankind. “A comrade who gets 
over-vodkaed and winds up snoring in the 
gutter is apt to have an unflattering photo: 
graph taken by the police and prominently 
displayed on the bulletin board in the local 
Red Square. If he is nabbed in a whore 
hhouse raid, his name and address xo up on 
the same board for the edification of his 
wile and neighbors. 

‘There is none ‘this nonsense tolerated 
in Khabarovsk. The police function more 
as an escort service, peeling ossified cit 
zens out of gutters and doorway's and haul: 
ing them home to sleep it off. Only the ex: 
tremely belligerent wind up ‘in the klink, 
though this tolerant attitude may be duc 
for hardening. Khabarovsk has been made 
an important military center and the aver 
‘age Red Army ryadovoy, or “ranker™ as 

lak 

Well, that beats my pair of kings. 





they call a private, is a different breed 
ff goat when the booze hits him, 

107 all of Knabarovis's newcomers nave 
Nine willing volunteers, Por a time the Kremlin nad ta nnoying Babi of shipping Imorrigiblcs of various kinds tothe” Far et rcbabitation through corvetiv 

wave of eager anticipation among the men Their wives howevers were something less than overjoyed. One lndignant. gospoche fired off an angry letter that was publish ed recently in Eiteraturnaya Gazeta ‘Wont this plece of goode find admirers even in a new place? She probably will {now that the wives ofa few miners at Bod 
labor. The scheme produced some unhappy 
backfires 

‘One group of Monjiki-Brodigii—Gutter 
Scum organized a street gang that. de: 
voted its nights to beating and robbing 
Comrades itt theit” cups, Eventually. they 
Stabbed a Communist’ Youth leader in. a 
street brawl and the police crackdown 
‘came swiftly and effectively 

Another was a group of confirmed alco- 
holies sentenced to a term as laborers on 
the Red River Kolkhoz,or Collective Farm, 
outside the city. Instead, the whole crowd 
got howling drunk and stayed drunk. When the liquor stores were forbidden to sell 
them any more sauce, they turned to eau de 
fologne and had practically exhausted lo- 
tal supplies before they were sent elsewhere. 

‘A third. group of involuntary emigres 
was excepted with delight and gratefully 
Absorbed into the elty’s social fife. ‘They 
fre the prostitutes from Moscow and Leni 
rad shipped out ostensibly for reforma: 
fion, but’ more practically, to bring some 
joy to the drab lives of the settlers on the 
frontier. These congenial girls adjusted 
easily and are leading busy, happy lives 
in the new land. There are, however, a few 
spoilsports ‘Recently. the Leningrad police scooped 
up @ highly;popular Iady_of the night’ by 
the name of Tosca and ordered her deport: 
ed to the Far East, While awaiting trans- 
port, Tosca thoughtfully mailed an advance [JEW Soviet hotels have a central switch 
hotice of her coming to some former cus: ‘hoard. Room. telephones are connected 
tomers. The news spread and touched off a directly to outside lines. These girls have 

POO ae 
I don't care if ts our last chance: I'm not 

In the mood 

aibo, for example, asked the authorities 
to stop sending the likes of Tosca. The de- 
Sire to push their unfinished goods onto 
others is wrong Besides the street walkers, Khabarovsk 
has its elite circle of call-girls in reverse 
‘You don't call them: they call you. 
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the numbers of the rooms and spend their 
mornings. calling guests and describing 
their talents in earthy detail. They try to 
get an invitation to come up in the alter 
hoon since no visitors, male or female, are 
permitted in hotel rooms after 1) p.m 

‘Such goingson help give Khabarovsk 
its uniquely carefree, outgoing attitude 
Itis the only city in Russia where you hear 
‘easy laughter and American jazz openly 
played and danced to. It is the only city 
Where strangers introduce themselves and 
ry to buy visitors a drink. There is a qual 
ity of wacky humor almost non-existent 
in most dour Buropean Russians. 

Last. year the architect who designed and supervised construction of a new. 3: 
Story apartment building ‘absentmindedly 
forgot to include the elevator. Instead of 
the customary long, tedious Soviet court 
trial they handed the culprit a wryly poetic 
rap. He was sentenced ta live henceforth 
in a room on the 13th floor, or at least until 
his legs give out 

Like all Russian cities, Khabarovsk suf 
fers an acule housing shortage, with thou 
sand still living in crude log cabins with: 
Out plumbing or electricity. The rest of the 
City! isthe all-oofamiliar blend of old, 
‘ld buildings falling apart and brand new 
buildings, also falling apart, 
Swarms of new apartment houses are 

going up but a majority have only one tiny 
Kitchen and bathroom to a floor and no 
running water in the apartments. They arc 
thrown together from slabs of reenforced 
concrete, motilded inthe city’s enormous, 
No-I Conerete Plant. Inside walls are made 
of a flimsy paperboard called Orgalit 
‘hich has inspired a wey Russian joke 
‘Builders stick to it, but doorknobs won't 
Everyone in Khabarovsk dutifully lugs 

home armloads of the Communist prop: 
aganda literature that floods the country 

pieces 4 
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‘This is not Party zeal. The free pamphelts 
are just right for stuffing the eracks where 
warped window frames are pulling away 
from the walls 

‘A builder, showing some of the new apart 
ment houses toa Western visitor, pointed to 
the single wall outlet and said wryly, "Put 
ting an electric outlet Into apartments was 
the worst mistake Khrushchev ever made. 
‘The next thing, people will start demanding 
things to plug into that outlet. This is a 
crazy country that can pul two astronauts 
into space at once but cant give the people 
toothbrushes or razor blades or pants but 
tons. 

HE girlsand young women of Khabarovsk 
Tyavt also caught the heady atmosphere of the free and-easy frontier life. More in 
ferested in fashions ‘than. factories, they fave gaily. become what the dour Party | leaders scornfully call. chuvtlhi--flappers. They swarm to the Klubs, struggle with the {ist belt down a full share of vodka with 
‘wine chaser and happily elimb into bed with | ny likely partner. They have litle to worry 

| Sbout: if anything goes wrong they can get | Sn abortion at the citys Government Clinic 
| for 9 rubles, about $5.50, and be back at the party before the booze Fins out ‘Por the few Puritans and exgheads whose taste runs to more sophisticated entertain 
nent, Khabaroysk has its own ballet, opera, Children's theatre and phitharmonte or I) chestra, There are wide-screen movie hou 

|| ses. television and a radio station that fea | tires all classical musi, Trecently, how: 
exer, the lovers of Tong-hair got a’ nasty 

1 fot 1° the midst of @ symphony concert. a sultry female voice suddenly poured from their loudspeakers. “Are there. any. real 
nen out there who. are lonely: for. & real 

1) Noman? Tima girl who likes men and plenty Of them. Ilike.a man who will take me, Un 
Gressme and explore me long and tenderly "Roa few. thousand. stunned listeners 
iped at their sets, a male voice broke in ‘Gaby, Im the man vou just described. Tell 
ime there we ean get together and I'l make 
you happy heavier male voice cut in. “Don't listen to him, love. 77m the one who knows all 
bout that game" ‘To prove his experience in amatory matters, he began going into 
details that made even Russians blush, The chatter dwindled off at last, but the next night it came back, with other voices 
Joining, One spent the evening telling dirty 

=| Sories. These interruptions went on until 
the distracted police rigged a directional 
antenna receiver on a truck and tracked 
down two of the bootleg transmitters. 
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‘They proved to be radio fans who, by hook or crook, had acquired the parts to Tit um staions and though da fine Joke co operate om the same frequency as the local station, One was an engineer, the ‘other was entered on the court records a Gecupation Parasite. Both drew heavy fines and terms in a labor camp. The other Stations, including that of the. girl with ihe striptease voice, abrupt went off the fir and have not been heard from since The Soviet court solemnly made. anew entry in its lexicon of State Crimes. They ntered ion the records as Radio-Hoolt 
anism ‘One of the biggest obstacles to getting more setters into the Far East has beet fear of the weather: People remembering the horrors’ of, the Siberian. slave labor Camps in Stalin's me want mo part of any 
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Lester, your lop is warm, 

such region. Actually a curious combina fiom ofenciceling, mountain ranges. and freak uit currents give the Khabarovsk region # unique climate ANhough dearly inthe same latitude as troasn Siberian the Khabarovsk region thus of air so dry” dha Ie averages only Meuys of light snowfall year and 300 sanny dayg out of 368, But the country far from edeond Florida, Wintertemperatures drop ie below and the Amur River is frozen rer 7 months of the year China elaims that the Khabarovsk area vas stolen from her by Cearist Russia in TAS8 and threavens to take it back by force. But Khabarovsk is far 10 busy with Is booming industry~up toa fantastie 47 per Cent last yearand) it. frenaied. search for tun to worry about a lite thing like border war. They have a much more in ‘nediate and personal problem She city has long been desperately over crowded: This year tis Polytechnic Inst srgestselool of its Kind In the Far added to the pressure by attracting ob students ‘Now construction has started on a hest of ew Industries that wll draw tens of thou Sends more workers. and” technicians. 10 ompounel the chaos, There isto be a stel tmilyith an estimated. output of 750,000 {as ganuellya-elant pulp and paper mil SRemical works, fertilizer plant, lumber sills ‘and ‘Several smaller. factories. To Bull more housing, the Concrete Plant Mi have to be enormously expanded, which ‘rl, in turn require more’ workers and tore headaches 
| But there is another enterprise, draw: ing is thousands of newoomers, tha. the ed Communists of Khabarovsk dont talk Stout, “at least to foreigners. For years ihere’has been_a bard ad fast rule that only native Russians can ride the double tacks: Tans Siberian ‘Railway between Kisberovsk and Irkutsk. All foreigners re required to make that 2,000 mile leg of eit journey by al. The reasons’ for that order were Long i mystery to westerners, but no longer ur sew’ spy ‘satelite have discovered fh photographed at least one Dge com- lex of intercontinental Ballistic Missiles | west 

of Khabarovsk. ‘The good Comrades of the city do not 
Seem unduly disturbed by this new develop. 
Ment. They belt down another two-fisted 
jolt and tell one another, "Nitchevo— What 
does it matter? This area has only begun 

you wait and see—Kha- 
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little, It was 15 degrees above zero but, 
luckily, the wind was gentle. He measured 
the ceiling as 4,500 feet above the field with 
broken clouds. The general visibility was 
10 miles, but the mountains ten miles to 
the east’ were obscured by the gathering 

| storm. Before disappearing gratefully into the 
warm sanctuary of his office, the observer 
oted with easual indifference an airliner 
parked at a passenger terminal ramp only 
100 feet away, Tt was @ twin-engine Martin 404, gleam: 
ing white with the red letters, “Trans World 
Airlines” blazoned proudly above the line 
of square cabin windows 
twas just another airliner being loaded 

for just another trip, and the weather man 
hardly gave it a thought Tn the airport's restaurant, the pilot of 
the plane. [van Spong, was having coffee 
with his crew-—First Officer James C 
Son and hostess Sharon Schoening, “skipper,” the ground crewman said, 
“dispatcher puta thousand and twenty 
gallons aboard her. That fuel by okay? 

Like a considerable portion of his col 
leagues, Sponghated being called “skipper. 
But he just smiled, said the fuel load was 
fine, and filled his coffee cup again. 
SANTA FE lies just 45 miles on a straight 

ine course to the northeast of Albuquer 
que. Directly between. like a great, stone 
wall, precipitous Sandia Ridge rises abrupt 
ly from the valley floor to a height of near- 
Hy 11,0 feet above sea level 

‘The approved air route is @ dogleg run 
ning north-northvest from Albuquerque 
‘and east-northeast into Santa Fe. The mini 
mum prescribed altitude for instrument 
Hight along this route is 9,000 feet above 
sea level. It was along this route and at this 
altitude that Spong and Creason had plan 
hed their flight. They expected to fly it in 
elapsed time of 20 minutes, 
TALEO AM, the pilots of TWA Plight 

371 deplaned and were about to enter the 
operations office as Spong and. Creason 
emerged, preparing to board their flight, 

"The four pilots exchanged greetings and 
briefly. discussed. the weather. Looking 
along the ground toward Sandia Ridge 14 
miles northeast, they could see only the 
foothills, From the air even these had not 
been visible. 

‘By 215 Spong and Creason were in the 
cockpit ’AU7:00, exactly on, schedule, Flight 260) 
rolled away from the Albuquerque terminal 
land taxied the short distance to the run-up 
block for Runway iL. The crew began to 
perform the before-take-off check, 

Flight 260 taxied onto the runivay. The 
‘engines roared. The airplane moved down 
the concrete sirip. The nose wheel lifted 
first At 100 Knots air speed, the main 
wheels broke ground. Five seconds later 
the landing gear had been retracted, and 
the first of a standard series of power re 
duetions was being made. The time was 
7:05 A.M. The 16 persons on board had 
latinas to ve, 

{7-08 Spong requested tower permis 
sion to make a right turn, The tower re 
plied, “TWA two six zero cleared to make 
right turn. "The tower operator last noticed the flight 
in a normal right turn south of the field. 
Then his attention was directed elsewhere. 
'ACT08 the ground service helper looked 

up from his duties and saw Flight 260 about 
half'a mile due north of the terminal build- 
ing. The flight was rolling out of its right 
turn, but instead of heading north, as the 
ground service helper had seen other flights 
Go, Plight 260 was headed eust-northeast- 
directly toward Sandia Mountain, 

‘The ground service helper was busy. but 
he stopped to watch the Might fly toward 
the clouds, He watched it until it wa8 five 
fr six miles away, until it appeared as a 
Small object against the somber backdrop 
Of the storm cloud which now obscured the 
Valley to the north and the entire moun 
{ain range east of the valley. He could bare- 
Ty make out the lower parts of the foothills 
at the base of the mountains 

|AirForvecolonel, inhishunting clothes, 
‘was standing in front of his home a mile 

and a half north-northeast of th 
‘The colonel pulled out his bino 

and watched the flight as it flew away from 
him in shallow climb toward Sandia Moun: 
tain and disappeared into the clouds. The 
Line was 7:09. 

Tn the cockpit of Flight 260, the pilots 
were leveling off to cruise at 9,000 feet 
Since rolling out of the long right, turn 
they had begtin shortly after takeoff, Spon 
fand Creason had been on instruments, The 
Snow cloud, obscuring the valley and the 
mountain, had left them no horizontal ref 
erence except that of the “artificial ho 
zon" presented by one of their flight in: 
struments 

wv had entered the cloud at 7:09. At 
7:11 Spong had finished his log entries and 
was trying to raise the Al 
pany radio operator to give 
time. Because of the snow, there was a great 
eal of static on the frequency, and 
‘wus unable to get through. He decided to 
tise the statiedree radio which was still 
tuned to the tower ‘At 7:12, Spong was in the act of chang. 
ing radio frequencies when the Hughes 
lerrain-warning bell suddenly sounded its 
alarm. A yellow light flashed on the instru: 
ment panel, Instinctively, both pilots look: 
ed out the window. Nothing but gray cloud. 

Tt _was @ fantastic shock, They should 
have been ten miles from the mountain. 
Reacting instantly, they rolled the airplane 
steeply to the left and pulled its nose up. 
‘The heading indicator spun rapidly. When 
it was indicating a westerly heading, they 
Started to level the wings. It was their final 
fact, Hidden by the dense cloud, another 
liffside lay directly ahead. When they 
Struck it, they were still ina left bank, nose 

igh. ‘The Martin exploded. The time was 
713. 
LY the office of the Bureau of Safety In 
vestigation at Santa Monica, California, a 

routine workday was just beginning: The 
investigator in charge, Philip N. Goldstein, 
was at his desk. A friendly, ‘competent 
ood natured, outdoor type with a youthful 
Grew cut, Goldstein's steady gray eyes were 
focal points for a network of crinkling 
ines formed by many years of squinting 
against the sun. He was a dedicated man 
‘who for 21 years had been associated with 
Civil aeronautics —as a mechanic, a pilot, 
fa private aviation operator, a flying-school 
instructor, For the past seven years he 
had been an air safety investigator for the 
Civil Aeronautics Board At 9:30 Goldstein's phone rang. The TWA 
dispatch office at Los Angeles Airport 
told him Flight 260 was unreported since 
take-off from Albuquerque 

For investigator Goldstein, this was the 
beginning of a routine procedure. He call: 
ed the director of the Bureau of Safety in 
Washington for authority 10 proceed to 



buquerque to originate the investigation. 
‘Typical of CAB investigators, his bag was 
already packed. He went immediately. to 
the airport and caught the first plane for 
Albuquerque 

It. was midafternoon in Albuquerque 
when he arrived. His telephoned directives 
had preceded him. The search was under 
way. Others who would participate in the 
investigation were already arriving: spec 
ialists from various branches of the airline 
and the government, representatives of the 
Ait Line Pilots Association and of the man: 
jacturers of the airplane, its engines and 

iis propellers. Goldstein appointed them to 
the Various customary investigative groups 
and! arranged to proceed to the seene of the 
feident as soon as the aireraft was found. 

The searchers knew where to look. ut 
the storm raged all day in the mountains 
and no planes could take off 

The plane had crashed at the edge of a 
precipice, 9250 feet above sea level. Part 
fl the aircraft had tumbled down the sheer 
‘wall of the cliff, part had caromed up the 
Slopin peak above the preciprice. The tail 
Section had lodged in a crevice at the very 
brink. Except for the tail section, the air 
crafthad exploded into thousands of pieces, 
Shute storm had covered everything with 

‘The word was flashed to Goldstein and 
the other 
team at the foot of the mountain 

Slowly, laboriously, they” began their 
tortuous climb. They already knew what 
they would find. One of the search planes 
had radioed: "No sign of survivors. 

N Wednesday, Goldstein and his group 
were finally able to reach the wreckage. 

The exploding aireraft had scattered its 
parts over a wide area. Many had fallen 
own the cliffside. Some had become lodged 
in inaccessible. crevices. The storm had 
covered all with a thick blanket of snow 
Only a few significant parts could be found 

‘a badly battered radio control panel, a 
couple of instruments smashed beyond in- 
telligibility, a solitary wheel 

While rescue workers removed the bodies 
from the mountain, the investigators photo: 
graphed the area’ from all angles. Then 
they returned to the valley. Further in: 
vestigation at the crash site had to wait 
{or winter's end 

‘On March 24 and 25, approximately one 
month after the accident, the CAB con 
ducted an official hearing at Albuquerque 
A great deal of testimony. was recorded 
Much of it dealt with weather conditions 
atthe time of the accident —the major issue 
being the extent to which the Sandia moun: 
tain range had been obscured. Strangely 
enough, no testimony was taken from the 
TWA Constellation pilots who had discus. 
sed weather conditions with Spong and 
Creason just prior to their take-off, 

Electronics experts, reporting on their 
alysis of the. recovered. radio. control 

panel, testified that the proper frequencies 
fad been selected for compliance with the 
preseribed routing. Goldstein testified the accident had oc 
curred while the aircraft was in a steep 
feft climbing turn, on a heading of approx 
imately 320 degrees and at an altitude Just 

i feet above the specified cruising alti 
tude. To the investigator. this indicated 
‘desperate last-minute atiempt to escape 
the mountain area, No theory: was advanced to explain the 
fatal flight path. Asked when the investi 
gation at the scene of the crash might be 
Fesumed, Goldstein. replied: “Probably 
not before May 

N May 3, Goldstein and his committee 
‘again reached the scene of the crash 

members of the investigative | 
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accompanied this time by pack horses and 
mountaineering equipment. During the in: 
terval since the accident, numerous rock 
slides had occurred in the area—some, no 
doubt, as.an aftermath to the accident, This 
expedition was able to locate a number. of 
Significant components of the aireraft. But 
‘many components which might have thrown 
Tight on the mystery had been forever lost 

undoubtedly buried by the avalanches. 
‘On the way down, Goldstein seriously 

hhurthis back and as a result, was virtually 
‘out of the investigation fora long time. 

‘The aircraft components recovered, by 
Goldstein's expedition were taken to Kan: 
sas City for expert analysis. On Iyly 13; 
1955, at Washington, D.C., the report of 
this analysis was made part of the official 
Civil Aeronautics Board record, 

‘The analysis had not revealed any mal: 
function of radio equipment and navigation: 
al instruments. The mystery was as deep 

QN October 12, 1955—eight months after the, crash —the CAB issued its conclu sion: "The Board determines that the prob i eae’ o fis accident was a Tack of 
Conformity with prescribed en route pro- Sedures and the deviation from airway’ at Gn altitude too low to clear obstructions 
ahead.” Tt was a damning indictment of Spong Significantly, the Board clted the excel 
lent weather and visibility along the route 
Flight 260 was following. The report insist fd that only the top of Sandia had been 
obscured. Therefore, even if there had Seen instrument failure, "all. the captain had to do was Took outside to determine that he was not following the airway. 

Therefore, the CAB verdict continued, 
“from all available evidence and the lack of any evidence to the contrary, the Board an conclude only that the direct course taken by the flight was intentional.” "That word “intentional” stood out like 
Braille to every pilot who read the report. 
Tt'meant only one thing to Spong's fellow TWA airment—that he deliberately left an 
Assigned course, flew at an altitude of ony S000 feet toward an 11,000-foot mountain which was clearly” visible, entered. the ‘Clouds, and made no attempi to climb until 
the last split second before disaster in effect, the CAB had come close to ac cusing Spong and Creason of entering into qouleide pact and taking 14 innocent vic 
tims with them. ‘yan Spong’s fellow pilpts went to work 
trying to clear his name. The general feeling. was that Spong’s crash could have been caused by a Mux fate compass ror Im the earl days of avigation, pilots. steered by. magnetic 
compass very’ similar to the one you find {n'a boat, automobile, or even ina Boy 
Scout kit! But airplanes bank, climb and dive, and ordinary magnetic’ compasses 
Tead incorrectly then they are nol level ‘To overcome this difficulty, the fluxgate 
compass was developed. Located inthe Swing tip, itis perpetually stabilized by a Spinnin gvrostope No atier what ihe 
altitude of the plane—bank, climb or dive the spinning gyro holds the compass level ‘The indication of the compass is transmit ted to the cockpit electrically and appears fon an instrument panel dial known ay the 
Radio Magnetic Indicator (RMI ‘Adickes asked all TWA. pilots to notify 
him of any fluxgate compass malfunctions. 
For about two. years, these reports were forwarded 10 Theodore Linnert. ALPA 
Chief safety and engineering official at AL 
PA headquarters in Chicago. In April of 1956, Adickes. was succeeded by ‘Captain 
David Halperin, who. promptly. brought TWA pilot Larry DeCelles into the case 

The new central air safety chairman was 
well aware that De Celles was something 
‘of an expert on fluxgate compass troubles. 
Hie asked De Celles to serve as his assistant 
and to concentrate on the Spong accident. 
De Celles readily agreed. But he did not 
know that his efforts to clear Spong would 
go on for nearly four years and would de- 
Yelop into a personal crusade. 

N more than one oceasion, De Celle’ had 
himself seen a fluxgate compass on a 

plane he was flying go out of whack, Once, 
for example, he was on a westbound flight 
between Washington, D.C., and Wheeling, 
West Virginia He was picking his way care 
fully through a'squall line and had just 
emerged into the clear when he instinctive: 
Iy felt something was wrong. 

‘The storm area had appeared huge, yet 
the Martin was through it quickly. and was 
now flying in sunlight. Ordinarily, the back: 
Side of a squall line is about as bright as 
the inside of a dungeon. De Celles checked 
his instruments, Course indicators were 
normal. The heading on both RMIs hooked 
to the fluxgate compass, read westbound, 

De Celles “caged” his gyros, that is, he 
brought them back to level. The heading 
indicators swung around to east. Somehow, 
the RMI's had developed a 18\<degree error 
while De Celles was working his way through 
the storm. Unwittingly, he had reversed 
‘course without his RMI sshowingthechange. 

‘De Celles received his upgrade to captain 
a short time later. And now he was deeply 
immersed in some homework—the wiring 
diagrams of the fluxgate compass system. 
‘On January 16, 1959, De Celles had writ: 

ten aletter to TWA pointing out the hazard 
in the fluxgate compass wiring He sug: gested that the captain's RMI be hooked to 
ne compass and the first officer's to the 
bther, so1any malfunction on one would not 
fappear on the other. TWA, an airline which thoroughly. re 
spects its pilots’ opinions, had one of its 
engineers interview De Colles. The young ‘captain earnestly went over his fears that & 
fiuxgate compass malfunction could be ser- 
fous because it would affect the heading 

idicators in front of both pilots. 
‘The engineer agreed and reported to 

TWA. that De Cellos’ suggestion (which 
later earned him a cash award) should be 
investigated thoroughly and carefully by 
engineering ‘Some day,” De Celles had argued, “we're 
going to have a guy fly into a mountain if 
wwe don't change that wiring.” 

‘De Celles was given the Spong assignment 
largely because he had, in effect, predicted 
the actident. But also because TWA pilots, 
including the veterans, had begun to regard 
Larry De Celles as a most remarkable man, 
He never allowed his busy aviation career to interfere. with his intense sense of re 

Sponsibility toward civie duties. His work 
in civic affairs earned him the coveted 
Christopher Award. The Christopher motto 
—"it is better to light one candle than to 
curse the dark”—might well sum up his own, 
personal philosophy. Strictly by coincidence, it also sums up, 
his long fight for a dead pilot. 
HIS first chore was to attend an informal 

discussion of the Albuquerque, accident 
with CAB officials in Washington, The chief 
Of the CAB's Bureau of Safety at the time 
ff the accident had since retired. The new 
chief, Oscar Bakke, had agreed to the meet- 
lng at the request of ALPA. 

‘rhe discussion, held in March, 1957, 
was friendly but frustrating to the pilot 
roup. For one thing, they didn't have much ‘of case at this point. If the CAB had con- 
Yieted Spong on purely circumstantial evi 
ence, the pilots were trying to clear him 



with conjectural evidence. All they had were some cases of fluxgate compass mal Tunctions, some questions for which there 
ere no postive answer, ad thet tbo. ie conviction that no pilot in his right mind would. intentionally” fly" northeast From Albuaserae or five minutes a 8,000 feet ‘Ail the pilots’ arguments about instru ment difficulties were met with the CAB's own verdict: if Spong "was encountering Sch trouble, all he had to do was Took out Side the window and he would have known ite was on the wrong course. 

The pilots disputed this strongly. They polnted out that a flight which took off nly. few minutes after Spong had report ed Sandia Mountain and the fio. Grande Valley ‘completely obscured. bya snow. 
orm ‘The conference ended on a friendly but incomplete note. The CAB agreed to re: consider the pilots arguments, and there ‘eas a definite indication that these ar- licular officials, at leas, regretted the fact 
that the description of Spong’s course de Viation as “intentional” had seemed to im 
ply suicide ‘On August 26, 1957, the CAB issued an amended report on the Albuquerque erash. i deleted the word “intentional But i ‘ras no less harsh on Spong than the frst Yerdict It dwelt heavily on the contention That the weather was good up until a few Seconds before the crash, a contention bat ff largely on the ‘estiomony of the Air Force tolonel. The Board rejected instru ‘nent failure as not only improbable, but in sect added: "Even if there was such fal te, the aceident still woulda't have oceur red if the crew had been paying atten “if an instrument malfunction ‘occurred during the VFR portion of the fight," ex Dlained the Board, “it should have become {ite evident to the crew and by looking out {hey would have been sufficient forewarn, ed that the previously planned and approved Sourse was not being followed 
FROM TWA' engineering department 

there began to flow the technical data on fluxgate compass malfunctions, both ftetual and potential: And while the data iecumulated, De Celles went to the CAB office in Kass City and bog the long, 
twearying task of reading every word. ol Gvidence; verbal and. weitien, recorded therein It tok him sx days Siiniy, he was trying 10’ shore up the weakest area of his batfle line: the excel. Tent visibility which the, CAB insisted had prevailed until Plight 260 was almost at 
the mountain. ‘ra considerable portion of Sandia Mour: tain had actualy been visible when Flight 360 leveled out on the northeast heading Spong could not have helped seeing it And ie ‘having the mountain clearly in view, dead ahead, Spong continued to fly toward fe'then obviously he. must have intended {5 gon that direction 

‘But everything in his own flying expe 
rience imade De Celles intuitively certain that Spong. would not have flown toward those mountains for five minutes at 9,000 feet if he could see them. AU least from the ar the Sandias must have boon 0b: 

De Colles poured over every word. every comma, of the weather testimony. He had {he two CAB reports containing that damn ing sentence quoting the Air Force colonel: “tHe noticed that the upper portion of the Sandia" Ridge was obscured. by. clouds ‘De Celles found that the official trans eript was mote specific—it quoted the wit fess as saying “the upper urd of Sandia Ridge was obscured by’ clouds.” 
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But the two CAB reports had not cited 
all the testimony from that one witness. 
‘On another page of the transcript, De Cel 
les noted that the colonel had testified that 
the altitude of the cloud base adjacent to 
the mountain was lower than 7,500 feet 

‘This would mean that the height of the 
visible portion of the ridge was only 500 
Tet, while the height of the cloud-covered 
portion was approximately 3,200 feet. In 
other words, about 86 per cent of the ridge 
‘was obscured, not just the upper third or 
the upper portion. 

‘There was other testimony in conflict 
with the CAB's concept of the weather. 
To wit 

‘Ground witness 1: “The clouds were right 
down to where the terrain starts leveling 
off.” 
Ground witness 2: “All you could see was 

just little parts of the foothills. 
‘Ground witness 3: "The Sandia Moun- 

tains were completely covered (but) the 
base of the mountain could be seen.” 

‘Ground witness 4: “The height of the 
‘base of the (cloud) layer over the moun. 
tains ‘was approximately eight thousand 
feet MSL and it lowered as you went south 
along the mountain.” 

But Spongs oat of observation bad 
been several thousand fect higher than 
that of the ground witnesses, If the cloud 
base were irregular, as could be expected, 
the degree of mountain obscurement as 
viewed from Spong's cockpit window would 
vary. greatly from that observed by wit 
nesses on the ground. 

De Celles, reconstructing the flight from 
the evidence in the transcript, came up 
with an entirely different timetable. Con- 
sidering wind velocity, temperature, report: 
‘ed light path, gross weight and climb capa 
bilities of the aircraft, along with testimony 
that the Martin entered the clouds at an 
altitude of 8,000 feet while still climbing, 
De Celles computed that the alreraft would 
have disappeared into the clouds within 
two minutes after ‘completing the” turn 
around the airport, and was “on. instru: 
ments” from the time of rolling out of the 
turn, 
On these various discrepancies between 

the two CAB reports and the hearing tran- 
Script, De Celles felt strongly he had enough 
evidence to shoot down the Board's key 
evidence against Spong: i.e., that he en- 
Joyed excellent visibility of conspicuous 
terrain features until he entered the over 
cast near the area of the erash 

De Celles now turned his study of the 
transeript into a search for evidence by 
which to establish that Spong intended to 
follow the designated course. His search 
was richly rewarded. The evidence ‘was 
abundant. 

‘One of the exhibits contained in the tran. 
script was a record of the radio conversi- 
tion between Spong and the Albuquerque 
airport control tower operator. De Celles 
noted that Spong was asked to report pass. 
ing a certain radio-navigation check point. 
The name of the intersection had recently 
been changed, and Spong asked the tower 
to define its exact location. And again, just 
before takeoff—to be doubly certain: 
Spong asked the tower to confirm that his 
understanding of the location of the check 
point was correct. It was, De Celles knew 
no pilot would go to this trouble if he did 
‘not intend to comply with the request. 
AANOTHER exhibit was a report by the 

‘group of electronics experts who had 
analyzed the radio control. panel found in the wreckage. ‘Their report showed that 
Spong and Creason had taken pains to set 
up their radio navigational equipment to 
follow the prescribed route 

Still another exhibit reported the fing 
ing of an enginespeed dial and a propel 
lor. Analysis of these components had dis: 
closed that Spong and Creason had reduced 
engine power from the climb setting and 
had carefully established it at the precise 
setting prescribed for cruising at the alt 
tude at which they were cleared to fly. This 
altitude—perfectly safe for the prescribed 
oute—was,000fecte low the safe altitude 
for the course flown by Spong and Creason. 

‘On the basis of these findings, De Celles 
knew he could establish beyond any reason: 
able doubt that Spong and Creason did not, 
intend to fly northeast. 

But they had flown northeast, steadily 
‘and for nearly five minutes. As he had felt 
all'along, this could only. mean one thing: 
fan erroneous fluxgate compass, indication, 

‘Armed with the evidence he had discov 
red in the trangript, De Celles now began 
to prepare a “critique” of the Board's 
amended report. With this critique he 
hoped to convince the CAB it should re 
consider the Spong case. 

‘By this time, his campaign was occupy ing every moment of the day when he was 
not on atrip. A golfing bug, he never touch: 
ted his clubs for two years. 
He worried over the effects of his crusade 

on his family, but he plunged ahead 
AXTWA captain named W. H. Johnson, 

who hada flair for art work, offered 
tohelp De Celles prepare a number of grap- hic exhibits to illustrate better the evidence 
De Celles had found in the transcript. 
Johnson drew a. profile representation, 

of the mountain and Several transparencies 
by which the testimony of the various wit 
nesses concerning weather conditions could 
be clearly depicted. 

‘Another drawing showed the flight path 
which could have been flown with the 47 
‘degree heading error. TWA, which by now 
hhad pledged the company’s 100 per cent 
backing, told Johnson to take his draw. 
ings Wo the art department. Here they were 
reproduced on material suitable for use 
on a viewgraph projector 
TWA asked Captain Halperin, De Celles’ 

predecessor as safety chairman, to coor 
dinate the company’s assistance program, 
‘The fight for Spong had mushroomed into 
a full-scale preparation that would have 
done justice to a Presidential election 
campaign. 

‘De Celles had another idea. He asked 
‘TWA to lend him a Martin 404 to simulate 
in flight tests, various types of fluxgate 
compass malfunctions. On August 25, a 
‘TWA test crew duplicated the kind of com. 
pass error that could have led flight 260 
Into Sandia. A ‘professional cameraman 
took motion pictures of the instrument 
panel during the simulation of the error. 
Later. when De Celles himself was ona 
scheduled flight through Albuquerque on 
a clear day, he again simulated the mal 
funetion while his copilot, using a home 
movie camera, shot the instrument, panel 
As the plane rolled out on the falsely indi 
cated north heading, the copilot panned 
the camera up and out the window. Straight 
ahead was Sandia Ridge. Both movies 
would be prime exhibits, 

‘On October 10), the CAB’s Bureau of Safe 
ty chief, Osear Bakke, met with a group of 
25.10 40 men interested In the Spong acct 
dent, including De Celles, Johnson and 
Linnert. Halperin and Meador represented 
‘TWA management. Bakke opened the con- 
ference by pointing out he had only recent. 
ly taken over the Bureau of Safety and had 
not been connected with the original in- 
vestigation. He then turned the meeting 
over to Linnert who introduced De Celles. 

With Johnson at his side handling the 



slide projector and the movies, De Celles 
Presented his cave. Tt took seven, hours ‘through the massive verbal and visual exhibits. 

‘De Celles hammered away on the theory that a faulty fluxgate compass Indication 
‘must have decoyed Spong into death. TWA, he reminded his audience, had thought e: 
ough of his theory to modify the RMI 
Installation on all ts airplanes. at consid erable expense. The company had also 
Sought “a” compassmaifunction warning system for its new jets and was evaluating a’ similar system for retrofit to its older aireralt 
De Celles’ presentation, delivered in his 

aulet, intensely sincere voice, took up the Entire day. When he finally ‘sat down, he 
felt ne i he ad fst flown a tip across 
the Atlantic with no copilot or flight engl heer, He was completely exhausted, emo Uonaly aswell as physically. 
TEN days later, Bakke advised ALPA 

‘that the Board had ordered the Bureau 
of Safety to make further stuc 
‘Albuquerque accident 

1e would now be necessary to prove thet 
a tilted fluxgate gyro could cause a com. 
pass error which would lead the flight to 
the crash zone and yet be virtually elimin- 
ated by the time of the crash. 

De Gelles and Linnert drew heavily on 
the co-operation of TWA management for 
technical aid; Meadors sirgaft-cletricel 
engineering department made a thorou 
study of the compass errors that would 
roduced by various degrees and directions 
of fluxgate gyro tilt. The errors were re 
corded on an elaborate chart. 

From the maintenance manual published 
by the manufacturer of the fluxgate com- 
pass system, De Celles and Johnson deter 
mined the minimum and maximum rates 
at which a tilted gyro could be expected 
to erect. With this information, and know: 
ing the ground speed Flight 260 was mak- 
ing, they were able to plot a series of curves 
representing the flight paths which would 
have resulted from various combinations 
of gyro tilt, gyroerection rate and indi 
ated heading 

‘The results were gratifying. The plotted 
curves showed that a tilted gyro could have 
caused a compass error sufficient to lead 
the flight to the crash site. And the curves 
also showed that the automatic erection 
mechanism was perfectly capable of cor: 
reeting the error during the flight, 

Johnson, doing a job that would have 
balked many an expert draftsman, also 
prepared @ slide showing a plane view of 
the Albuquerque area including geographt- 
cal, airway and radio facility. features. 
‘Then he produced a transparent slide de 
picting the area obscured by the snow. Storm. He put this over the geographical 
slide as an overlay, giving him an instant 
display of the weather difficulties Spong 
presumably encountered, 
Another slide showed a vertical cross 

section, of the flight path, with overlay Slides showing various degrees of mountain 
‘obscurement according to the testimony 
of key witnesses. Other slides that poured out of John- 
son's nimble fingers dealt with the fluxgate 
hookup before and after the accident. There were also photographs of the instrument 
panels, charts and tables depicting com- 
pass errors caused by gyro tilt, a complete 
file of letters De Celles had exchanged with 
‘TWA's engineering department on fuxgate 
malfunctions, reports of flight tests, and 
letters from pilots on various phases of 
the accident. 

‘Thetr final exhibit contained twenty-two 
separate sections and was even more elab- 

of the 

orate than the one they had prepared for 
the informal conference with Bakke. To 
all this, De Celles added one more iter 
a rewrite of the CAB's own report on the 
‘accident, changed and rephrased in accor: 
dance with the pilots’ view on the crash, 

‘On January 15 and 16, 1959, the CAB 
held its third hearing on'the case of Cap- 
tain Ivan Spong and Flight 260. De Celles 
Preseplstion consumed a day and 4 half 
included ope blunt rebuttal o the CAB'S 

contention, that Spong's copilot, Creason, 
had been “relatively unfamiliar with the 
Albuguerque area” De Gelles introduced 
‘one of Creason’s closest friends, TWA Cap- 
tain Al Gettings, who produced the dead 
plo’ log bool JC showed that contrary to the Board's’ statement, Creason had 
flown in the Albuquerque area more than 
30 times. 

De Celles also presented TWA Captain 
Roy K. Ownby. It was Ownby who, walking out to their airplane on the morning of 
the crash, had discussed the weather situ 
ation with Spong and Creason. His testi- 
‘mony coincided perfectly with that given 
at the original hearing by the crew of Pio- 
neer 62: from flight altitude in the vicinity 
of Albuquerque, the Sandia Mountains and 
the Rio Grande Valley to the north were 
completely obscured. 

‘De Celles returned to his fight duties 
From April of 1956 to January of 1959, he 
had spent almost every spare moment on 
the Spong case. The ALPA correspondence 
file on the fate of Plight 260 is mute evi 
dence of dogged work: it is more than six 
inches thick. 
He was not the only one fighting for a 

dead pilot, of course. Captains Adickes and 
Halperin did a lot of spadework before De 
Celles was assigned to the case. ALPA it 
self put a great, deal of money and energy 
into the battle. And the work Captain John- 
son did on the exhibits would have cost a 
fee in four figures if a professional drafts 
man had been called in. 

But De Celles, more than anyone else, 
was the pivot around which the crusade 
revolved. In the summer of 1059, while 
the CAB was reconsidering the evidence, 
he seldom flew into Washington or Balti 
more without making polite, discreet in 
quiries at the CAB on when’ an amended 
report might be expected. 

He never seemed able to get the story of, 
Flight 260 out of his mind 

One clear day, flying out of Albuquer- 
que with a new copilot, he reached down 
and tripped the fluxgate compass. Unob- 
‘trusively, the insidious error appeared. 

‘The youthful copilot, intent on his in 
strument, rolled the Constellation out of 
its turn, The RMI showed a north headi 
Sandia Mountain was in their path. 

"Jesus Christ,” said the copilot. “What 
did I'do wrong? 1 tripped the fluxgate compass.” De 

eS ‘replied. “Just wanted to show you 
Something.” 

"A guy could get killed that way, 
copilot observed. 

“One did,” sald Captain De Celles. 
QN June 15, 1960, the Civil Aeronautics 

Board issued its third report on the acc 
dent at Albuquerque. It changed the prob 
able cause (o “unknown.” It conceded that 
the fatal course Spong took could not have 
been intentional. And it admitted the pos 
sibility of fluxgate compass. malfunction. 

‘The following spring, at ALPA's safety 
forum, De Celles was presented with the 
pilots’ union annual award for the outstand- 

‘contribution to the advancement of air 
safety. The plaque rests in his home next 
to the Christopher Award, both deserved 
symbols of a man’s fight’ for truth and 
justice. oe 
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WENCH 
continued from page 32 

in the USNS Card. When Defense Secretary 
McNamara came for a friendly call we had 
to give him maximum security or they might 
have riddled him into Irish swiss cheese. 
And all this despite the fact we pour twenty 
million bucks a week into this litle war 
and we got 20,000 American Gls giving ad 
vice. How do you figure that?” 
Conden shrugged. "The papers say the 

guerrillas hit towns only three miles away 
from Saigon, But I couldn't believe it 

It's true,” Stewart said, "Now they have 
@ guerrilla’ warfare genius called General 
Bagn, but that’s not the whole story. Even 
more important, we're sure that they have 
a top government official on their payroll 
He gives them the information on disposal 
of loyal troops. Tells them where we. are 
laying traps, where our patrols are going to 
hit. He also controls the canbos, the special 
Communist cadres that plan and comsnit 
all the terroristic acts here in Saigon. Lit: 
Ue fun games like throwing bombs: nito 
American clubs and European hotels, Now 
if we can get this one guy, call him Comrade 
X, we might just turn the whole war around 
We can save thousands of lives. Hell, we 
might even stop another world war, Sounds 
grazy, but, this is just one of those times in history.” 

Colonel Huanh spoke up. “And save my 
beloved country.” He spoke English with a 
French accent and an Oriental inflection 
Conden remembered that Vietnam had once 
been France's headache. How the hell did 
we get stuck with it, he thought. 

‘Now here's the plan,” Stewart said. “The 
only clue we have on Comrade X is that he 
Mikes women, So much 50 tha he, makes 
trips to Sampan City after dark. Sampan 
City is in the bay. The girls all have their 
sampan boats with little pagoda houses ot the 
for customers. Very healthy with the sea 

“That should narrow it down,” Conden 
said and was startled when Colonel Huanh 
gave a loud, shrill laugh, 

Stewart smiled. "Actually no, Everybody 
goes to Sampan City, Or almost everybody 
But it may help, 
“OK $0 what do 1 do?” Conden asked. 
You check into the Cathay hotel, Word 

will spread that you are the new American 
Intelligence chief for the American. Ad: 
visory Group. We hope that Comrade X 
will have enough sense to kidnap vou in 
stead of knocking vou off. To get close he'll 
hhaye to tip his hand. That's when we move 

“I assume I have cover.” Conden said. 
Stewart smiled grimly.-"More cover than 

@ rabbit ina cornfield.” Colonel Huanh 
nodded in agreement, 

"Now the most important thing of all, 
Colonel Stewart said. "We have. informa: 
tion that the Viet Cong will try to infiltrate 

igon before the first day in October, ‘The terrorists will hit all American Hgs. ‘Then 
the guerrilla army under General Bagn will 
roll in, Now they know we have the outlying 
jungle packed with heavy guns and every 
road covered. That means General Bagn 
has a surprise up his sleeve. We have to 
discover that surprise before it's too late, 

"OK," saidConden,”I'd better get started.” 
‘One last order,” Stewart said. "You will 

become a steady customer of Sampan City 
‘That's why T told the Pentagon to send bachelor. 

‘Conden spent the next two days setting 

and they float around along the quays § 

up a ghost Intelligence HQ in Saigon, com 
plete with office, clerks and code machines 
that sent and received meaningless codes, 
‘Though it was all fake, it still meant a lot 
of hard administrative work. Tt wasn't un: 
til late in the third day that he decided 
to see a little of Saigon, and following or- 
ders, became a customer at Sampan City 

After a delicious and cheap Chinese din 
ner, Conden took a walk along the bay. The 
turquoise twilight of the Par East was fall: 
ing over the capital city. It looked very 
beautiful and very useless. Ancient look 
ing men ran between the shafts of trishaws, 
nude children played along the  wharfs, 
Everywhere there was the smell of decayed 
fish and human refuse 

‘Conden was near the end of Quay Minho 
when he first saw Sampan City. It was a 
Sight he would never forget, The blue spark 
ling water of the bay was dotted with 
brightly colored pagoda houses. These 
pagodas rested on lashed together sampans which served as platforms, In the prow of 
each pagoda boat, a beautiful young girl 
clad in slit cheongsam, sat or sculled her 
craft along the shore. The girls wore hats 
of woven straw dyed bright blues and yel 
lows that made them look like gay, slender 
necked birds. ‘The girls made only @ pre 
tense of sculling their boats as they sang 
softly and sweetly to the men hurrying home along the quays, 

HEN a raft of six sampans lashed to- 
gether seemed to be following him is parallel water’ course 1 hada 

pink pagoda on it and at the prow was-a 
young girl who caught Conden's eye. She 
Wore only a flimsy tight cheongsam and on 
her head a blue-straw Chinese coolie hat 
Her legs were long and flashed golden in 
the sun as the dress fell away with her row. 

e had a beautifully gay face with 
ig brown eyes and two long plaits 

of blue-black hair dangled down her back 
She looked ravishing. Conden walked faster 

‘Then she was calling out to him a very 
funny accent, American almost. "Hey Big 

hot, don't walk so fast 
Conden stopped. The sampan nestled 

slowly up to the quay and the beautiful 
girl was bobbing up and down before him. 
She smiled. She had beautiful white teeth. 
‘Don't go home on such a lovely day." she 

saia. "Come fora ride with me.” Almost 
hypnotized Conden found himself stepping off the quay and into the sampan. The girl 
Pushed the boat off with her oar and they 
were sailing out into the bay to be lost 3 
mongst other gaily colored pagoda boats, 

The girl took Conden by the hand and 
led him into the pagoda, leaving the sam- 
pan to bob helplessly among the countless 
others. Conden worried about that until he 
got inside. Then he forgot about everything thse 

The pagoda was furnished with incredible 
voluptuous luxury. There was a very low 
fable resting on a thick red rug. Silver 
blue cushions were scattered everywhere 
ann he comer wat @ Tow couch with a 
gold, dragon-embroidered coverlet. ‘The 
girl went to her knees and removed Con. 
dden’s shoes and slipped spotless white san. 
als on his feet, When she stood up again. 
she whispered, “My name is Pahno but my 
American friends in Saigon call me Sally 
‘Then the front of her cheongsam parted 
like a robe as she unfastened some hidden 
hook and he saw her warm honey-colored breasts, 

She let him embrace her, kiss her, put 
her hands inside her robe, then pushed him 
away and said. "Wait, just one moment. 
She went to the low table and set out a serv 
ing of wea, ‘Then she set the stove next to 
the table burning to a cherry glow. When 



this was all arranged she led him to the 
golden couch. It was almost like making love on the 
floor ‘of a doll house. The heat from the 
small ‘briquette stove steamed the tiny 
room. Phano or Sally whatever she called 
herseif was the hottest thing East of the 
China Seas, Conden thought. A few times 
during the night she got up to serve him 
tea to renew his strength and the fragrant 
smell of oranges rose from the uncovered 
pot. The gentle rise and fall of the sampan 
was like asoftdrum giving them the rythmic 
beat for their love-making. It was @ night 
like no other Conden had ever experienced, 

IN ihe morning they could hear the calls 
of the supply boats moving through the 
sampam-pagoda fleet and Sally went out: 
side to do her shopping. Conden fell asleep. 
When he awoke, Sally was kneeling beside 
the couch, at her right hand a big tin of 
hot water. When she saw he was awake she 
began to bathe him as if he wete a patient 
ina hospital. Then as he dressed she made 
some fresh orange tea. 
When he tried to pay her for, the night, 

Sally refused. She whispered, “You gave 
‘me so much pleasure, I cannot take money 
‘When she let him off on the Quay Minho, 

she said coyly, “I sail by here every night 
before it gets dark. Will you remember my 
three dragons?” She pointed to a flag on 
her pagoda 
Dan Conden smiled at her. “Ill never 

forget. your three dragons, And next time 
Ti bring a present 

‘When Conden got back to his hotel room: 
he was surprised to find Colonel Stewart 
settled comfortably on the bed and read: 
ing a Saigon newspaper. Colonel Stewart 
grinned up at him and asked, “How did you 
like Saigon Sally? 

‘Pretty good,” Conden said, surprised, 
“Let me see,” Stewart winked siyly. "How 

did she say goodbye? Like ‘Oh you are too 
much big lover for poor little Saigon girl 
‘You make me so happy I cannot take money.” 

she use that one on you?” 
Condlen’s face reddened. He had really 

been taken in because of the girl's beauty 
"You mean she's a Red agent? 

“Not exactly,” Stewart said. “Dut she 
passes on information; and we think cour- 
fers from the Viet Cong to the underground 
Saigon terrorists are routed through her. 
She owes them the fava 
Conden flopped in an armehair. “I guess 

you better give me the whole scoop gn Sally 
T knew it was too good to be true 
“Five years ago Sally was just a bar hust- 

ler,” Stewart said. “At that time, all the 
hustlers had to live in this big courtyard 
of the local warlord and men would go in 
land cut a girl out like you cut a steer out of 
herd. The war lord got a rakeoff, And 
the giris had to live in that courtyard with 
rats, garbage and toilet filth. Well, Sally 
hhad more courage than the rest. She led a 
revolution of all the hustlers. But she was 
smart. She became the mistress of a rich old 
mardarin who staked her. She bought all 
those sampons, had pagodas built on the 
‘and rented them out. The warlord tried 
to muscle in. Sally is a tough girl.and she 
had a boy friend who turned out to be a 
Red Viet Cong strong arm boy. He very 
obligingly knocked off the war lord and 50 
Sally owes him favors. But T think we can 
turg Sally around and get her working for 
us.” Stewart paused and smiled at Conden, 

Dan Conden shook his head. “It would 
haye to be good, 

‘Stewart pointed at the table against the 
wall. "On that table is a special file. Tt's 
in English and Chinese. I want you to study 
it and then bring it to her and use it as a 
weapon.” Stewart rose and said good night. 

studied the special file on the table. 
ras a collection of news stories in dif 

ferent Chinese papers. On the opposite 
page to each was an. English translation. 

‘All the stories dealt with actions taken 
by Communist governments against pros: 
titution, Invariably there were photographs 
to go with it. In Canton, girls who contin- 
tied in the trade were sentenced to ten years 
hard labor, in another country they were 
given the lowest form of labor in the econ. 
omy. There were even cases of perennial 
offenders being shot. In. those countries 
where the trade was permitted to continue, 
girls had to work on straight salary just 
ike a factory girl And through all this 
was the Puritan strain of vindictiveness 
brought to new life by the Reds, chains of 
girls being led through the streets as crowds. bombed them with stones and rotten fruits 
airs being given a public whipping and 
exhibited as animals. Conden shook his 
headinadmiration at theshrewd psychology. 

‘The next morning: Dan Conden was wat: 
ing oa the Quay Minho with the special 
file under his arm. In less than five min: 
utes, the sampan pagoda with three ram- 
pant red dragons detached itself from the 
ally covered fleet in the bay to come to 
‘ward him and he could see Sally smiling as 
she seulled the boat toward the quay. He 
scrambled aboard, 
When they were in their little orange 

seented room, Dan Conden handed her the 
file without a word. Sally studied it for a 
long time. Then she looked up and said, 
“What does this have to do with me? 
‘Conden played it cool. “Nothing really 

But by this time you must know I'm in Am- 
erican Intelligence. If you ever get any information, you can see why you should 
give it to me, “T would give you anything,” Sally. mur- 
mured, and they were off again, moving to 
the rhythm of the bobbing pagoda-boat. 

Tt was after a week of meetings and love 
making that the breakthrough came. Sally 
told Don Conden that she had received in 
structions to lure him to the terrace of 
the Cathay Hotel. then leave him there on 
some pretext. While the American was 
alone on the terrace, a terrorist would as: 
Sassinate him with # hand grenade. 

‘Conden immediately reported to Colonel 
Stewart's special HQ in the warehouse. 
Stewart had been sent on a mission up: 
‘country, but his Vietnam opposite number. 
Colonel Huanh, had taken down all the 
information and together they had made 
plans to capture the terrorist alive and 
Sweat him for information. Colonel Huanh 
had. assured. Conden thai the square in 
front of the Cathay Hotel would be swarm 
ing with disguised security police 
STANDING on the deserted terrace now 

with the terrorist dead. Dan Conden 
put all the pieces together. If Colonel Hu: 
anh had not sent security police to guard 
the square, then Colonel Huanh must be a 
aitor. And it must be Colonel Huanh who 
was funneling vital information to the Red 
guerrilla chief, General Bagn. It was Col 
‘nel Huanh that Stewart was looking Tor 
and it was Huanh who would know all about 
the seeret strike the VietCong were plan- 
ning on the American Advisory Groups in 
Saigon, 

Conden took a trishaw back to the ware- 
house Has. On the way he checked the load. 
ing of his 38, then left off the safety catch. 
When he got to the warehouse office he was 
surprised to sce Colonel Stewart seated at 
hhis desk. Sally was also there. Her eves 
lighted up when she saw Conden, Two Viet 
nam Rangers were standing beside her, ob. 

jously guards. 
“Now vou will apologise to me,” Sally 

WHEN the Colonel had left, Dan Conden 
It 
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and that the treatment is backed by a 
Lifetime Certificate of Assurance, Many. 
men from all over the country have 
taken the NON-SURGICAL treatment 
and have reported it has proven effec- 
tive. 

The Non-Surgical treatment described 
in this book requires no painful surgery, 
hospitalization, anesthesia or long 
perlod of convalescence. Treatment 
takes but a short time and the cost is 
reasonable, 
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told Colonel Stewart. "He will tell you that 
Twas on the terrace with him when the 
bomb came 

That's 1 id. tht, Colonel,” Condens 
| *Your opposite number, Huanh, is our man: 
He promised security yards for me_ and there wasn't a one 

Sally gave a gasp and a startled move 
‘ent that split the cheongsam open to show her thigh. ‘he Ranger guards. bent their heads 10 get good look but Colonel Ste didnt. even notice. He asked “her iy. What is i Sally said slowly, “Colonel Huanh came 
tovisit me this morning. He had a big brief cease with him and asked if he could stay there the rest of the day. He must have Known I'was not supposed to come back.” ‘Stewart reached for the phone but Con dden said, “Wait a minute. Let's figure this 
‘oat, I Colonel Huanh is still on that boat it'means only one thing. He expects help to 
escape Will be coming from that area, Conden paused for a moment that slammed hig fist down on Stewart's desk. “Thats 1° he said. “The Viet Cong guerrillas are coming in by water. 

‘Both Americans saw the startled, guilty 
look on Sally's beautiful face even before she spoke. It was not necessary for them to persuade her. she. voluntarily told them evervthing she knew. 

‘Word had come from the Red guerrilla chief General Bagn for Sally to get all her 
pagoda boat girls out of the bay area, Her Former lover had sent the news as a favor, not knowing of her helping the Americans. Te-must have been Colonel Huanh who or dered Sally killed with Conden, But now {ihe beautifat Vietnamese girl knew she could no longer stradale the fence. She told Con: 
den and Stewart that two days ago, fast Red PT boats had run the American Navy's blockade patrol in Tonkin Gulf to bring a 
specially trained battalion of Viet. Cong terrorists into Saigon Bay. This battalion would blitz all pinpointed American in 
Mallations in-the city. If everything. went as planned, General ‘Bagn would lead his jingle “Army right into the. capital. clty self for an overwhelming victory 

‘The only thing not known was the exact time of attack. ‘They decided that Conden would accompany Sally back to her pagoda boat and try’ to capture Colonel. fuanh. Meanwhile Stewart would arrange with the Infantry Advisor fora division of rack Vietnam troops to bestrung along the shores 
of the bay Tt was twilight. when Conden and Sally 
arrived at the-end of the Quay Minho, The pagoda boat with its three dragons was bob: 
Bing at the end of its line, Conden hauled the boat closer to the wharf and jumped on it. Sally followed him. Conden drew his 
38 and swily entered the pagoda ‘Naked to the waist. Colonel Huanh was sitting. crosslegged ‘on the golden ‘couch in his lap was the bricfease and scattered papers, and in his ight hand a cup of orange 

tea. He looked up, his face impassive, then slowly put down the teae ‘As Conden had already noticed it was a 
room so small you could reach out for any ting. Colonel Huanh reached out for. his pistol bell. He moved very quickly but Con {den shot him three times through the chest 
before his fingers reached the. lacquered table. Bits of, flesh and gouts of ‘blood flew off Huanh's body and’ splattered the canvas walls of the pagoda and then he fell 
Slowly back on his golden couch into death Conden stuffed the scattered papers in: 
to the bricfease and earried i outside. For the first time he noticed that the bay was Curiously empty, there were no pagoda boats with cheongsamclad girls, ‘Then, coming Jout of the dusk of the open sea he saw a {ong line of junks and he knew these car- 

ried the VietCong assault battalion. He 
jumped onto the stone Quay and looked 
‘around for the troops Stewart had ordered. 
‘The only thing he saw was a lone helicop: 

loitering lazily in the sky as if It were 
Sightseeing along the waterlront. ‘Then he 
saw that the first junk had touched a wharf 
far up the shore, A stream of blue clad 
soldiers ‘with red.aarred, Chinese “Army 
aps jumped from ship lo shore. Then from 
the other junks came a long thunder of 
small-arms covering fire. Conden knocked 
Sally down to the ground and fell beside 
her. “Damn it,” he said, "we're right in the 
line of fire. Stay stil 
BUT now American jeeps with mounted 

50 caliber machine guns were careen: 
ing down the wharf to take up defensive 
positions against the Viet Cong invaders 
‘The falling darkness made their fire Inef 
fective, however, and meanwhile other Viet 
Cong junks had nosed into wharves all 
ong the shore and the Red troops were 
jumping onto land and forming a skirmish 
Tine 

iddenly Conden heard the helicopter 
motors very loud and close. The innocent 
looking aircraft had plummeted down on 
the inzasion troops and now let off a show 
er of flares that lit up the whole coastline 
brighter than day. The Viet Cong troops 
wavered, some tried to jump back into 
their ships, More jeeps were speeding up 
to the battie area and there was the iron 
rumble of tanks. 

‘On the next wharf, Conden saw a very 
tall Viet Cong officer shouting orders and 
waving a pennon-tipped cane. The Viet 
Cong troops were rallying to him, Conden 
was sure but he whispered to Sally, “Is that 
General Bagn? 

Sally nodded and seemed to bury herself, 
deeper into the stone ofthe wharf, Conden 

ed his .28, cradling his hand on his 
Ieftarm for asieady alm: But ashe squeezed 
the trigger, Sally pushed him and the shot 
sailed off into the sky 

But it didn't matter. Five more helicop- 
ters had settled down over the battlefield 
shooting off flares and giving firing direc: 
tions to the Vietnam troops. Then a tank 
slowly rumbled up to piers edge, settled 
itself comfortably and slowly proceeded to 
blow each junk out of the water with its 
heavy cannon. Finally General Bagn and 
20 of his men were trapped al water's edge. 
Conden sprang up and raced toward the 

Viet Cong, shouting “Surrender,” as loud 
as he could. Before he could get close, 
jeep came speeding by the group. Its ma 
chine gun chattered madly. Two other jeeps 
followed, firing as they came. When. they 
had finished the last file of Red soldiers 
were scattered over the ground. Not one 
was standin 

Tt was Condden who reached General Bagn 
first. The Viet-Cong’ chief had been shot 
through the body with a heavy slug and he 
was already dead. Conden noted that he 
was a very’ handsome man. ‘Then he saw 
Sally’ kneel beside the body and bow, her 
head as if asking forgiveness. She got up 
and walked away. He called after her but 
she did not answer. Conden. thought he 
would see her again before he left Saigon 
for Washington but he never did. 

He waited for Stewart to arrive and hand- 
ed over Colonel Huant's briefcase, When 
hhe was sure that necessary orders had been 
given to set General's Bagn's body. aside 
for special search and examination before 
burial, Conden started the long way” back 
to his room in the Hotel Cathay. Two days 
later he was back at his desk in Washington. 
EDITOR'S NOTE: Some of the identities 
in this story have been disguised for very 
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hit one of the pins inside the box, it would 
flash a mathematical problem on the panel 
The player then had five seconds to solve 
the problem and put the answer on one of 
the dials. Luck and manual skill played 
role in getting a high score, but most im 
portant was mathematical agility 

As the ball flicked against the pins, prob. 
Jems were flashed on the panel board. His 
mind working. at fantastic speed, ‘Gibson 
solved the problems and twisted the dials 
So. intense was Gibson's concentration 
that he didn't notice the messenger work. 
ing outside his cabin, 

-TTY officer 2nd Clas Henry Quarles 
Pitre fascinated. Only a week before the inch and officers. tbe Jon Atoms had ‘een given chance’ to play tre ta Chine” All were exellent mmahematiians But noe. one’ could sore. over 75 owns Nom, Glosons total was moving punt 130 Donia, 1 was fantastic Wien fe ball aly ald Into the eit slow he score shot Up to #2 points A chubby! 2 year-old seaman with round brows’ yes: Quarles shook iis hea, Wow! he exis “Thats the greatest ‘Captain Gibuow fooked up: Onis light smi traced ital aero his sharp fetuted face: He was etal lean figure with dep vel rey eyes and an cage te that Phased the strong aw ‘and thin mosth Fis appearance wes impresove and hi Deas spelled out authori Sina hie Quartet” he ted "he sx oClock news sr’ Cuarls sai, hating Gibson a Shaft be i, 
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continued from poge 17 

Ordinarily. Quarles would have hurried| 
back to the communication center, but he 
was rooted to the spot by his awe at the 

isplay he had just witnessed on the elec 
‘tronic’ pin ball machine. Gibson riffled| 
through the news items and then suddenly 
his hand grew rigid, His fingers tightened! 
around one item. His body stiffened as he 
held the small sheet of vellaw paper in front] 
of, his face 

“Sir?” Qu 
didn't answer, 

Beads of sweat formed on Gibson's fore- 
head, but he didn't move. Frightened. Quar- 
les moved into the cabin. Puzzled, he leaned] 
forward and quickly read the news item that 
was clutched in the Captain's hand, 

Tt was datelined Peking. The news story 
was that usual attack by Red China against 
the imperialistic warmongers of the United| 
States At the bottom of the story, hovw 
ever, were two lines that didn't seem to 
Take tauch aease.t6 Quaries 

They read: "The People’s Republic of 
China will never forget: the atrocities. in 
Korea. The Chinese people will never for, 
get the villages of Kaijan, Anjo and Rashon Because these sentences made no” sense| 
to Quarles, they stuck in his mind, Only 
Tater was he to realize the incredible sig 
nifance of what he had seen. 

Gibson was still staring at, the news re 
port when Quarles asked, "Are you all Fight, sit? 
‘Gibson suddenly continued rifling through| 

the remainder of the news items as though] 
time had not stopped for him. In a moment 
he tossed the items on his bunk and stood] 

s whispered, but Gibson| 
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1] deck was, Gibson's Executive Officer, Cai 

POLARIS SUB 
us, “Thank you, Quarles, 
“That will be all 
When Quarles had scurried off, the Cap 

tain stood there alone with a concentrated 
air, his brow knitted in a frown, his fists 
‘Clenched as though he were struggling to 
make a decision. Then, he stepped into the 
officers’ quarters passageway. 

Gibson’ moved aft a few steps into the 
control center. Lying amidships. the con: 
trol center was the heart of the Polaris 
sub. Standing on the commander's platform 
that was raised about three feet off the 

he said softly 

Charles “Buck” Buckley. From his’ posi 
tion, Buckley was above to observe all the 
operational gear and panels of the sub. 

Well over six feet, Buckley seemed to be 
carved oul of granite. His broken nose 
faccentuated high eheck bones and a strong. 
chin. A thick neck was set atop huge shoul: 
ders and a bull-like chest 

‘Buckley had served under Gibson for 20 
years and he frankly admitted that he wor- 
Shipped his captain. 

‘When Buckley saw Gibson, he grinned, 
“Hi, skipper. We should bust gut of Barrow 
Strait in less than two hours. 

“We're changing course, Buck, 
Buckley raised his eyebrows. Their sail 

ing orders were to leave New London, Con- 
necticut and take the Northwest Passage 
{nto the Pacific and from there proceed 
to Hawaii, Buckley waited for an explana 
tion and when none was made, he just bob- 
bed his head. “Sure thing, skipper. 

‘Beyond the commander's station, on the 
starboard side of the control center was 
the navigational station, It was jammed 
from deck to ceiling with dozens of elec 
tronic devices. Seated at a desk in front 
‘of the control panels with his charts spread 
in front of him was Lt. Harry Sterling. 
Swiveling his neck around to face the Cap 
tain, Sterling resembled some  gangling 
undérfed turkey. His horn-rimmed spec 
tacles were always slipping down his nose 
and in a characteristic gesture he pushed 

back on the bridge of his nose 
“Are vou planning a new passage through 

to the Pacific, Captain?” he asked in his 
flat, Midwest draw. 

Gibson ignored the question. “What is 
our bearing, Lieutenant? 

Sterling blinked and then pointed his 
calipers to a small “x" mark on his chart. 
‘Approximately, here, Captain.” 
“T'don't want vour approximation, Ster 

Ling.” Gibson said without raising his voice. 
|| "tiwant an exact fix.” 

Sterling shrugged. He respected Gibson's 
ability, but had litile admiration for his 
character. Gibson's unbending authority 
always rubbed Sterling the wrong way 
Sterling had come into the Navy through 
the back door. He had finished at the top 
of his class at MIT and then turned down 
dozens of corporate offers for a chance to 
Serve aboard the John Adams. At the time 
he was recruited, the ship was still on the 
ways and it was the most sophisticated 
and powerful Polaris submarine in the 
US. Meet 

1g turned to his charts, he won. in hell could this change of 

“Move down Peel Sound and around Somer- 
seusland, 

‘That doesn't make sense.” thought Ster- 
ling, “It will take us hundreds of miles dut 
of the way and delay our arrival in Hawaii 
by tito days or more. 

"All the other officers and men in the 
control center had stopped even their soft 
talking. They couldn't understand the new 
order either and they were half expecting 
fan explanation from Captain Gibson. But 
Gibson simply turned and walked away 
JUST aft of the contro! center was the 

radio communications station. While 
Gibson’ was setting the new course, the 
‘messenger, Henry Quarles, had rported 

to the Communications Officer, Lt. John 
‘Swenson. After describing what had hay 
pened in the Captain's cabin at the time 
he handed over the six o'clock news, Quar- 
Tes added, “Tt was weird, Lieutenant, eal 
Weird Swenson was traditional Navy. Short, 
stocky, blond, he had graduated from Anna- 
polis and had sailed in subs for ten years. 
He enjoyed the excitement, the challenge 
and even the risk In sailing aboard under- 
Sea craft, Rather easygoing himself, he 
Tound nothing objectionable in Captain 
Gibson's authoritarian rule. In fact, he ex 
pected that kind of command, but he still 
Fetained his sense of humor. 

T's the pressure, Quarles,” he laughed. 
"You keep ‘sailing in waters over 200 feet 
and the pressure turns you a little ecce 
“You don't understand, Lieutenant, 

Quarles objected ‘Before he could explain, Captain Gibson 
stepped into the radio shack. 
“hear you hita new high on the pin 

ball, sir," said Swenson 
Gibson nodded, rather pleased at Swen 

son's comment. He looked about the small 
T want this radio shack secured, 

he said finally. “I want the door locked 
and no one—T repeat, no one goes in here 
without my permission.” 

But sir,” sald Swenson. “I'm scheduled 
to radio the command post at Anchorage 
in another hour. "No messages will be sent and no mes 
sages will be recsived. Is that clear, Liew 

‘Swenson swallowed hard and glanced up, 
to meet the pop eves of Quarles. "Yes, sir 
he said. Gibson moved into the passageway while 
Swenson secured his transmitter nd re- 
ceiver and then locked the door 

‘This was the beginning of a series of ac 
tions that was to place the very survival 
ff the United States in danger. ‘There are 
few secrets aboard a submarine. Since 
there was as yet no explanation for the 
Captain's sudden decision to set a new 
‘course, rumors flew up and down the length 
bof the sub like chaff in a strong wind. Wild 
fs some of them were, however. the rumors 
were nowhere near ‘an approximation of 
the truth. And had the truth been suggest 
ed, no one would have believed it 
(he course was changed and the commun- 

ications center secured on August, 10th, 
On August 12th, when the John Adams 
failed to maintain radio contact with Naval 
Outposts, Adm. Wayne Bradley, Chairman 
of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, calied a meet- 
{ng in a sixth floor conference room of the 
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POLARIS SUB 
Pentagon. Always chomping a cigar, the revved leathery faced Bradley was a 
ood and guts lesder. One of the most 

decorated commanders of World War II, 
he talked tough and acted tough. 

‘After calling the meeting of brass to 
order, Bradley stated: “This is Navy bust ness. Tanow Gibson. [trust him, f want 
‘ho leakage on this missing sub. If we get 
panicky now and the sub (urns up, well 
Fave egg on our fac. T suggest we sweep 
the area in an air search. The sub George 
Washington is two hundred miles off San 
Francisco. Well dispatch her to move into 
the Barrow Strait from the west. The Te- 
‘eumseh is off Ioeland. We ean move her in- 
to the Northwest Passage from the east. 
Ta like this done under tight security.” 

Within minutes of that meeting, orders 
sent the atomic subs, George Washington 
and Tecumseh speeding toward Barrow 
Strait from the west and east. Coded mes- 
sages also went out to Naval Air Stations 
fat Cape York in Greenland and on Banks 
Island in the Arctic regions to dispatch 
search planes. 

Since August 10th, Gibson had kept the 
Adams well below the surface. AC that depth 
it'was impossible to receive a clear radio 
signal of the six o'clock international news 
from the Coast Guard Station in Nome. 
Gibson grew more and more restless. He 
prowled! the sub from stern to stern like 
some gaunt, hungry wol 

‘The John Adams was divided into four 
main sections. Except for the 32-foot tor- 
‘pedo room in the bow. the foreport was com: 
posed of living quarters, gallery and mess 
hall. Moving aft, next came the control 
center which was directly under the sail 
{old‘type sub conning tower). Next was the 
T42-fo0t missile section and finally. the 
engine rooms in the stern, The three main 
‘decks in the center of the ship tapered down 
toa single deck at the bow and stern, 

‘Gibson roamed through the ship dozens 
of times each day checking equipment and 
ordering adjustments, He grew more de- 
tached and by late afternoon of August 
12th, Gibson knew he had to pick up. the 
radio broadcast. He ordered the John 
Adams to surface and then went to the 
radio shack, 

‘Swenson unlocked the door. 
Til monitor the receiver,” said Gibson. 

‘Swenson didn't say anything, but he 
more puzzled than ever. “He doesn’t want 
me to\cross any other receiving channel, 
the Lieutenant thought. “But why?” Tt was three minutes before six. Gibson 
switched the set from speaker to head: 
hones and then brought in, the Coast 
Guard Radio Station in Nome. There were 
no items datelined from the mainland of 
China. And there was no mention of the 
missing sub, John Adams 
‘When the broadcast ended, Gibson smiled, 

almost in reli it seomed to Swenson. He 
then locked up the radio shack again 

Back in the control center, Gibson order- 
ced his navigation officer, Harry Sterling, 
to plot a course north between Cornwallis 
and Devon Islands. 
“Okay, Buck.” Gibson then said. “Take 

her down.” 
‘As the John Adam moved north again, 

the Navigation Officer, Lt. Sterling was 
relieved by the QM, First Class. Sterling 
headed down the officers’ passageway to 
the bunk he shared with Swenson, the Com- 
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‘munications Officer. At the door. he hesi: lated. ‘He heard Swenson talking to the messenger Henry Quarles “was thinking, Si," said Quarles, “that maybe you ought to tell Commander Buck- 
fey what T saw when I delivered the news toythe Captain.” “You tell anyone what, you told me and {promise you a nice litte, old court-mar- tial.’ Now ‘stop letting your imagination rum away, with you. "allright, Lieutenant,” Quarles said hesitantly, “but the men are getting real restless, There's, million crazy rumors figating around wihats SOP in the Navy, Quarles” 

Sterling stepped back a5 Quarles came ut of the cabin: Holding Tnger to his fips, Sterling waved Quarles down the pas sageway. Quarles hurried forward. with Sterling right on his heels. At the end of the passageway, they climbed down the ladder to a short passage that led to the mess compartment, The juke box was blar- ing out some rock ‘n rol 'yust what happened when you gave those 
radio dispatches to the Captain’ Sterling asked. 
Quarles pursed his lips ask Lieutenant Swenson.” “Vil be honest, From what I heard him say to you, Quarles, 1 don't think he'd tell me. But T believe something is radically wrong. You were sharp enough 196 it Quarles. want you to tell me what hap- 

pened for the good of the ship, and every ne aboard.” Quarles hesitated: and Ster fing continued: “You have my word that 
arin gg fell me wil beheld In Sriet cor 
“Okay, Lieutenant, “Quickly Quarles re peated what he had seen when he delivered the radio messages on the 10th of August “The item ended up with something, about the Chinese Republic never forgetting three Villages. dont remember all the names. But one of those villages was ashon,"Quar les opened his pop eyes wide. “It was weird Lieutenant, The Captain with sweat break ing out on his face and slanding there like he'd gotten news that his wife and family had been wiped out in some kind of is aster. Tye never seen him ink an eye be fore. not even wien we first testing max mu depth on ou Sterling saueezed Quarles" shoulder. ; Before turning. away. 

aybe you'd better heen being 
“Sure,” said Quarles, “but T wish you 

could get Commander Buckley to talk to 
the Captain and let us know what gives. 

“ril try.” Sterling promised. 
Sterling was deeply disturbed by what 

(Quarles said. Why should a news item from 
Peking throw Captain Gibson for a loop? 
he wondered. 
‘Climbing back up the ladder, he returned 

to his cabin. Lt. Swenson was lying on his 
bunk studying manual on nuclear reac- 
tors. Sterling and Swenson never had any 
arguments, but under the surface there was 
aslight animosity. Swenson's life was wrap- 
ped up in the Navy while Sterling was word- 
ly and an intellectual. 

It wasn't easy for Sterling to bring up 
the subject, of Quarles and what he had 
told them. More important, Sterling could fot break the eonfidence thal Quarts had 

uppose you 

afyen him. “What's this change of course all about?” 
Sterling asked. 

‘Swenson shrugged. “I've heard about 50, 
good rumors. You can take your choice.’ “Bul [understand that the Captain 
wouldn't even let you monitor the news 
channel at six o'clock.” 

je must have his reasons.” 
“But,” said Sterling, “all this mystery is 

‘unusual and especially strange for the Cap- tain. T understand he takes ¢ pride jn let 
tng his crew in on every operation. 

‘Swenson snorted. “You're as bad as that 
kkid, Quarles.” Swenson realized hed made 
a mistake in mentioning the messenger. 
‘but Sterling was too quick to let him change 
the subject. 
“te noticed Quarles’ worried look. As « 

matter of fact I saw him coming out of the 
cabin a little while ago. Did it have some- 
thing todo with our change of course and 
this radio secrecy 

- ys and your questions!” Swenson 
"Always looking for motivations, 

hidden reasons, Hell, Captain Gibson knows 
damn well what in hell he's doing. Besides 
its not my affair or yours either, Harry. "Maybe not,” said Sterling, grinning to show there were no hard feelings involved 
in the “But how about filling 
ime in just to satisfy my stupid curiosity?® 
“Okay. okay!" said Swenson and then gave 

Sterling brief summary of what Quarles 
had reported as well as his experience in 
the radio shack at six o'clock. 

‘Sterling said nothing. He took off his 
shirt, washed his face in the small basin 
fand pul on a sweatshirt. After fussing a. 
Tound, he wandered out toward the stern 
room which was a combination nucleonics 
laboratory, hospital and. stern torpedo 

JOC Henderson was writing up an ana. 
Iysis of a sample of water he had taken 

from the sea when Sterling entered, Hen- 
derson looked very much like a mole. He 
hhad small, black eyes, a long nose, a thin 
mustache ‘anda dark olive complexion, 
An expert in ilinesses that resulted from 
abnormal pressures, he was also.a top- 
flight psychiatrist. 

Tn his. late fifties, Henderson had the 
rank of Commander, was a veteran, highly 
respected Navy physician, 

Glad to see you, Sterling,” he said in 
his gravelly voiee.""You men are so damned 
healthy I sometimes feel Im not needed, 

Sterling grinned. Doc Henderson. was 
the, one man aboard Sterling really liked. 

‘Henderson pointed to a leather, chair 
Sit down, Henry," he growled. “Youve 

gol something on Your mind, Let's have it. 
“Do vou know why we've changed course, 

doc, and why we're traveling with our com 
‘munications system secured” 

Nope,” said Henderson 
jon you think it’s rather peculiar? 
es, 1 40." 

“Have you spoken to Captain Gibson 
about 1? 

‘0, T haven't.” said the doctor. “Should 
Sterling shook his head. “I don't know, 

bout Tet me,tell you some things you might 
not know. 

‘Sterling went on to repeat what Quarles, 
hhad told him and also gave his own impres- 
sions about the change in Gibson's behavior, 
He seems al times to be walking around 

in @ dream. Not that he’s not alert, but 
Sometimes his mind seems tobe a thousand 
Henderson rubbed his thin mustache. 
“Did you know.” he said, “that Gibson 

was a prisoner of war during that Korean 
police action?” 

Yes, of course,” said Sterling. 



“The POW camp Gibson was in,” Hender- 
son said, “was, as I recall it, just oulside 
the village of Rashon. 

Sterling tried to find some meaning in 
all this, but nothing made sense. Why 
should Peking send out a radio item about 
three obscure villages in North Korea at 
this time? And why should Gibson react 10 
the item in any way? 

‘Henderson grasped the thread of Ster- 
ling’s thoughts. “Don't jump to any con: 
clusions, Lieutenant, because you. don't 
happen to like the Captain. Did it ever oe: 
cur to you that Gibson was shaken up by 
being reminded of that POW camp again? 
Very Tew people know the full story of what 
went on there. Even I don't know all the 
details, but Ti tell ‘you this, Gibson went 
through hell to protect every other Amer- 
jean prisoner 

"So you believe the cha ge of course 
‘and that news item were unrelated. 

Doc Henderson grinned and his smal) 
‘eyes disappeared in the leathery folds of 
his skin." didn't say that, Henry.” 

HE time was then 8:03 P.M. August 
12th. All that night, the John Adams 

continued to probe uncharted waters un- 
der the ice, moving further and further north, 

On the following morning, August 13th, 
Friday he 13th, Adm. Wayne Bradiey was 
ushered into the White House. Having 
failed to locate the Adams, he was com 
mitted to informing the President of the 
missirg sub. Bradley was none too happy 
about this meeting. He did not have a high 
regard for the President. considering him 
basically a politician, and in the few meet: 
ings they had had, Bradley had not been 
able to conceal this feeling. 

President Cy Hawkins had been’ in of- 
fice only eight months, He had started ap 
local ward heeler in a Chicago precinct, 
been elected to Congress and then through 
‘4 compromise had been nominated Viee 
President. Bight months later, President 
Wheeler had died of @ heart attack and Cy 
Hawkins, a small, pot-bellied man. with 
shrewd brown eves ‘ind a caustic tongue 
hhad taken over the highest and most diff. 
cult position in the world. 

Instead of being taken to the President's 
office, Adm. Bradley was led to the West 
‘Wing of the White House 10 a game room 
fixed up with a pool table. President Haw: 
kkins, dressed in wrinkled sacks and a wild. 
ly colored sports shirt was shooting a game. 
He looked up. 
“You shoot pool, Bradley?" he asked 
No. Mr President." ‘said the Admiral 
Hawkins hoisted himself onto the edge 

of the pool table and pointed the cue stick 
toa chair. “Take a load off your fect." When 
Bradley ‘stood where he was, Hawkins 
asked, "Well, what's your problem? 

Bradley stated the problem In short, 
explosive sentences. Like so many other 
men, Bradley underestimated Cy Haw. 
kins. The President didnt eut a dashing 
figure, but he was shrewd, decisive and 
when he had to be, as tough as nails, 

Pointing the cue stick at the Admiral, 
Hawkins said, "Sit down, Bradley, over 
there near the telephone, 

‘The Admiral marched to the telephone, 
‘Now, you just piek up thal receiver and 

call your office. Tell them to get the com: 
plete file-on the missing sub. T want all 
personnel records. Everything! And I want 
Ichere in 15 minutes.” 

When Bradley hung up, Hawkins hopped. 
off the table and still waving his cue stick, 

iow, follow me, double time, Ad 
Hawkins hurried along the corridors of 

the White House until he reached his of 
fice. He slammed the door shut and then 
sat on the edge of his desk. Tn the corner 
of the room. slumped in a soft easy chair, 
was probably the ugliest man in Washing. 
ton. AS thin asa stick his clothes hung 
fon him like they'd been slept in for years. 
His checks were sunken, his tecth worn 
down {o brown stubs. A few strands of zrey 
hair covered a knobby skull. This was Ja 
son Coker. confidant and adviser to Haw: 
kins. A veteran Washington correspondent, 
Coker knew more about political infighting 
and the peccadilloes of Government offic: 
ials than any man alive. It was Coker who 
had maneuvered Hawkins into the Vice 
Presidency and it was Coker who wrote 
all Hawskin’s speeches, 

As the two men stormed into the office 
Coker watched them silently” and curious 
ly. Something big was up, be knew. and it 
stirred his blood: He loved a good battle. 

Hawkins waited until the air cleared 
Hawkins waited until the air itself seem: 

ed charged with electricity. Then, in a low. 
yenomous voice, he sald to Coker, “That 
SOB thinks he's an Admiral in some banana 
republic. 

FYou can have my resignation any time 
you,” Bradley exploded. 
“Shut up!" Hawkins barked 
Barkley clamped his teeth down so hard, 

he bit his cigar in half and then contemp: 
tously spat the tobacco onto the carpet. 
“The John Adams has been missing for 

three days and this tin horn character has 
kept me in the dark! 
Coker grinned. "Never knock a war hero, 

Mr. President. It’s bad polities. 
Hawkins suddenly chuckled. “You're 

right, Coker. Okay. Let's get down to cases.” 
Carefully, simost politely, he began ques 
tioning the Admiral. But the questions led 
nowhere, It was all speculation and there 
were no hard answers. When the files from 
the Pentagon arrived, Hawkins tossed them 
to Coker. “What do you think, Coker!” 

Jason Coker pawed through the papers 
with ineredible Speed and then pulled out 
4 psychological report on Captain Gibson. 

Gibson is cruising around there under 
the ice for some idiotic reason of his own 
Coker said. "Okay. so let the head shrink 
‘ers work on the reasons.” 

“We've got to put out a news release, 
Hawkins said. "Maybe the Navy is running 
through some kind of Arctie maneuvers, 
allyery hush-hush. Can you handle it, Brad 

"The Admiral had collected himself. For 
the first time, he had seen a new view of 
the President and he was reevaluating his 
opinions. "Yes, sir," he said. 

“Now, I want that sub flushed out. Block 
up the exits to that Northwest Pascage as 
best you can. Send up every plane you can 
without making the world think we're go: 
ing nuts. Make it all part of this Navy 

“t's a good plan, Mr 
Bradley. 
“And I want a step by step report. Direct, 

to Coker. And one last item. You may think 
Tm a twodit politician, Bradley, but I'm 
the President of the United States. You 
ever keep me diddling in the dark again 
and Tl break you to-a seaman and have 
you chipping paint on deck.” 

President,” said 

Bradley stood up, saluted and marched 
cout, When he left, Hawkins hopped off the 
desk and, slumped into his chair behind 
the desk. “Do you believe in intuition, Cok: 
fer?” he asked. When there was no answer, 
Hawkins went on, "My intuition tells me 
that we're heading for trouble, big trouble 
ON Aucust 14th, a sighting of the John [Adams was made by 4 Navy Willie Vie 
tor from a Canadian base oxf Banks Island. 

‘While the sub was’ surfaced, Captain Gibson seanned the area and the sky by periscope and spotted the low-flying Navy 
plane. Although, Gibson expected a search 
for his missing submarine, the sight of the 
plane suddenly charged him with a sb Feeling ‘of elation ‘he hadn't expe since the Korean War ‘Gar. Buckley, who was observing the Cap- 
tain closely, recognized. that expression of excitement and determination, “What's up, skipper?” he asked. 
Gibson ignored Buck unl the sub had 

dived and taken a course to the northwest Under the ice between the Sverdlup Tslands and Lougheed island. 
‘And then once again as though no time 

had assed since Buck had questioned him and his answer, Gibson said, "low ly ing WV. 
‘Sm August 15th, at 6 P.M. Captain Gib- 

son clamped on the ear phones, brought in the international news, and listened to 
another” item, originating. from” Peking. ‘nce again Korea was mentioned, although in'@ different context” Lt. Swenson and 
Henry Quarles were both outside the radio shack. They both observed the silt att tion that wracked the Captain. Both ob- 
served the sweat breaking out on Gibson's Tace. And #hen the radio shack was secur ed, Swenson’ calm was shaken, This time 
there was no squclching of the news item or Gibson's. reaction. “Everyone aboard 
quiclly learned about the first message ddatelined Peking and this second message ‘The discontent aboard was now open: though Car. Buckley tried to hold the men in line, it was impossible to reassure them without any knowledge of what Gibson was tp to, 

Buckley finally went to see the captain In his cabin. “Skipper, you gol to let us all 
Jn on this screwy business. If vou don't the men's morale is going {0 be shot. Ym level ing with you, skipper” 

“all right Buck." Gibson seemed to make 
up his mind to tell his story. as though 1 had only now suddenly occurred to him that 
the men aboard were entitled to know the facts, "Shortly. before this trip, Buck, was in Washington. ‘The Pentagon gave me 
Secret, scaled orders. We're sailing tnd those’ orders. ‘Under those same. onder were going to be pursued by ships and 
Dlanes'of the Navy. 1 have been instructed ot to make contact and to avoid any pr Suit. T dont know when, Buck,” Gibson Continued, "but at some future time a plan will be divulged to me which I will then Carry out 
Buckley grinned in relief. “Por Petes 

sake, skipper. vou could of told us that ange we got under way 1 was following instructions, Buck.” 
‘Sure, sure. But now you gotta tell the 

Glibson nodded. In the control center, he picked up the mike and made his announce 
nent. His voice had a note of pleasure in {tas though the story itself was something new evento himself and rather pleased 
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‘him. This announcement was greeted by a 
roaring cheer from bow to stern. The sense 
of relief was apparent and now their jour: 
hey was no longer an aimless wandering. 
‘The voyage was a game and they were ready 
toplay it with zest. 
TH search for the John Adams had been 
tnvensfied by Adm, Bradley Twodestroyer cl las armed with special antisubmarine and detection devices patroled each end of ihe Northwest Passage. Observation lanes risserossed. the region, spreading sono. ‘buoys in the open waters of the fee pack. ‘These tiny transmitters could pick up any trace of @ submarine by the minute effect of the subs mass on the earth's magnetic fed and then Send ou is legion Jl ing the atomic subs George’ Washington and Tecumseh were five atack submarines desigred fo intercept and destroy ‘enemy underwater craft. Moving ‘into the Pas- Sage, they spread out under the ice pack ‘Their instructions were to Intercept and 
brine the dan Adams the surace oept for the one sighting from the i, however, no contact had been made Then: on August 19th, the Tecumseh and Skate, bearing east under the lee of Vis- count’ Melville Sound, located the John ‘Adams on their echo-ranging sonar. The ‘monotonous beat of the sonar device and the light on the panel took on character: istic sound and shape. The target was un mistakably a sub of the John Adams class. ‘AC the time of the contact, Gibson, was stretched ‘out on his bunk The buzzer Sounded out sharply. “Two intercepiors contacted,” Buckley barked over the speaker “at 1,000 yards, ‘urse sero five zero, Gibson shoved his feet into his slippers anu hurried the few spe af into the cone trol center. The best of the sonar was in. Teasing in intensity as the Tecumseh and George Washington converged on the John 
Adams. The officers and men on duty looked de 
up as Gibson entered. He grinned at. them 
and then walked behind Li. Sterling bent over his charts, 
“How far are we from McClintock Chen nel?” Gibson asked. 
Sterling pushed the glasses onto. the 

bridge of his nose, prepared the data from 
SINS and fed it into NAVDAC—the huge ‘computer. 
When the figures flashed on the panel, 

Sterling wrote some rapid calculations. 
"One hundred seventy nine miles from the 
charted passageway. Captain.” 

“Good. Set a course.” 
Sterling plotted the course and called 

‘out the figures which were relayed to the 
helmsman. The accustomed noises grew 
louder and the rhythmic pings and bleats 
of the instruments added excitement to the 
tenseness of the men in the control room. 
‘The chant of the sonar operator kept up 
a steady hum: “10,000 yards! 9,950 yards! 
9.800 yards!” as the pursuing ships closed in.gn thelr target. 
“New course!” Gibson ordered. “One 

three zero. Left full rudder. All ahead, full speed. Peel off!” 
‘The sub turned, almost like « fighter 

plane and, in fact, the John Adams had a 
faster rate of turn than a jet plane, Her 
maneuverability was s0 fantastic that a new 
term was born to describe these twists and turns ~"Hydrobatics.” 

‘The chant of the sonar operator contin 
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ed: "8,000 yards! 7,950 yards!” as the two 
Dursuers stayed on ite tall, 
As the John Adams settled into its new 

‘course, it began to pick up tremendous 
speed, but for the moment, the Tecumsah 
and George Washington still closed in. 
“When we eame down Peel Sound,” asked 
ibeon of Harry Sterling, “that was un- warted water, wasn’t I 
Yes, Captain,” said Sterling. 
“Prepare the computer to taixe over for 

automatic controls. Well run up Peel Sound 
‘at top speed and lose those boys.” 

It took over five hours to complete their 
course into Peel Sound and when they fin- 
ally moved inte the uncharled waters ai 
top speed, the Tecumse jeorge Wash 

ington were hopelessly outdistanced, 
their aimless wandering since August 

10th now turned out to be not quite so pur- 
Poseless as Sterling thought. They. had 
charted waters known only to themselves, 

waking any pursuit almost an imposs 
ity. Even in open waters, the John Adams 
was the fastest atomic submarine in the 
Navy. In these unknown waters, with the 
charté they'd made. other subs could not 
cope with their speed, maneuverability and know-how. 

‘When Harry Sterling was relieved at 
the chart desk, he wandered forward until 
he reached the torpedo room in the bow. 
[Nine seamen were seated on the long, dead: 
ly-looking “pickles.” Quarles, the messen- 
ger, was with them. He saw Sterling come 
In and stared at him, his eyes popping. 

e men grew quiet. 
Funny,” thought Sterling. “They've 

never had secrets aboard this ship before. 
And there's never been a sharp difference in rank either.” 
He was about to leave, when, Quarles 

spoke up. “Can I say something off the rec org, Lieutenant?” 
‘Some of the men think this is a crazy 

not like any maneuvers or war game 
we've ever heard of.” 

LL the men looked at him cautiously and ‘Sterling decided to stick his neck out 
“Okay, off the record, I agree. What I'm go: ing by you gure nom cn gt eco 
martialed. It might even be called treason. But I'don‘t understand what is going on and I can't believe there are. any secret orders until either f see them or hae them confirmed from some other source" ‘A babble of voices broke loose, Every man in the torpedo room was of the same opinion. Two of the men had been in subs sToce World War If and they made it cleat they never experienced anything ‘I this before. under any ‘captain. Although they all had strong opinions about. the s0- called secret orders, they wanted Slerling to know that they were ia a minority “Maybe 10 of 11 other guys agree with us, Most ofthe other men {hink were nuts for eyen thinking sbout the Captains or 
“Witnat are we going to do, Lieutenant? Quarles asked 
“Nothing.” said Sterling, “Absolutely nothing. Well obey orders and do our jobs,” ‘They stared at him widecyed, disappoint ed in his failure to give them some help. Sterling knew he had to say something Positive. But it was dificult to skirt the {hin lie between doing what, was morally right and obeying orders. "We're laced 

with a new problem,” he said at last. “It 
Seems that what we're doing is serewy, but 
then the Navy often does screwy things. ‘The time may come when we may have 10 
choose belween obeying orders and saving ur shin A that me, wei alfhave to make ‘ur own decisions, 

“The men said nothing. They just nodded, their faces soleme. ‘There was a hardness and stolidity to these men" and thereswas understanding. Although they weren't 
his equals either intellectually or in rank, Sterling felt for the first time a closeness to,his shipmates he'd. never had before. 
“Thanks, Lieutenant,” said Quarles sot 
Sil too keyed up for sleep or small talk, Sterling headed back to the hospital 
‘Boc flenderson was seated at one of the lab tables, staring at the flame of a bunsen burner. He seemed very old and haggard lines cut deep along the sides of his, nose Sterling got Tight to the point. “Have 

you considered Gibson may be a5 they say, Off his rocker!” Sterling said, 
‘He's ‘not off his rocker.” Henderson frowned. "He's acting as rationally as 1 am or you, That's what I don't understnad. the had shown any symptoms of psychotic behavior, T could take ‘some action. But 

he's rational, so rational that even though T'think there aren't any seeret orders. T still have to believe in them.” 
Henderson stood up and opened the door. He looked at Sterling a long time and then turned his back and picked up a tray of 

lest tubes. He opened his note book and ‘bent over an experiment in progress. 
OR five more days, the John Adams maneuvered in the vast, uncharted wat 

ters under the Northern ice cap. During that time the sub did not surface, Then, 
on August 25th, the polyaya delineator 
‘was brought into operation to find open 
water in the ice. Carefully, Gibson brought 
the sail just to’the surface and then hur: into the radio shack. The time was 5:55 P.M —five minutes before the Coast Guard broadcast of the international news, Gibson put on the head set and listened. 
He scribed some notes on a piece of pa: 
er and then shoved the paper into his Pocket. At6:00 P.M, he switched to the Speaker as the news broadcast began 

‘Seated at his chart desk, Sterling sensed 4 weird silence and intuitively knew that 
every man aboard was figuratively holding his breath. Even the constant. noises of the electronic machines seemed to. whis 
per. The flat voice of the news announcer came out of the speaker with a harsh, me tallic quality, At 612 P.M, the announcer 
ikon Peking se pen ana 

Sterling picked up his pencil and wrote the news: dispatch as'{t came over. “The People's Republic of China wishes to ‘re mind the imperialists that they have not fongoten the recite of Kore, Fhe Ch 
nese people will not forget the villages o Kaijah Anjo and Hashon. We warn the in perialisis that if they continue. to impose 
Colonialism on the Bast, the Chinese peo Ple will take as lis motio: “The East will rush its enemies. Remember time 1 run fing out"= 

Sterling glanced up and could see that Gibson had’ written the item in his smal. 
neat hand. Sterling watched as the Cap: tain seribbed ciphers on the notation he'd 
made. When Gibson switched off the set, the Captain's face had a. pensive, almost lost. expression. ‘Slowly. ‘his expression 
changed until the Captain resembled a 
painting Sterling ‘remembered of one. of the Christian, martyrs, done during. the Renaissance, ‘The expression was a.com. 
bination of holy zeal and turmoil. I¢ lasted only @'moment and then, Gibson seemed to gather himself together. 



Walking to the commander's station 
where Buck Was posted, Gibson said, loudly tnough so that everyore, inthe. control station could hear him, “We've been a Signed. an Important mission, Buc explain in detail later. Right now. 1 want 
you to conn this ship through the Bering Strait and into the Northern Pacific. Ti 
count on yout to avoid all contact. "Yes, sin Buck said Without ‘another word or glance back ward, the Captain headed for the passage ‘ray and into his cabin. Sterling watched him go, his. shoulders squared, his. walk 
purposeful, But as the Captain turned into fhe doorway, his face rellected in the red light, Sterling saw that beads of sweat were rolling down his forebead 

“Isit possible,” Sterling wondered, “that 
Gibson fs getting his secret orders in cipher 
‘over the international news and that the key word is the dateline, Peking? 

Y the time he stretched out on his bunk, 
Gibson was drenched in perspiration. 

His mind whirled and his head rolled from 
side to side as a terrible conflict raged in 
Side him. His mind kept going back to.a cold. 
day at sea on December 1th, 1950. The 
Chinese had crossed the Yall’ River and 
ccut off U.N. forves at the Changjin Reser 
voir. Some units fought their way to Hung 
am, where they were being evacuated 

Paul Gibson was @ Lieutenant, in com: 
mand of a destroyer. He remembered the 
days, grey, wet, cold when his ship was 
lattacked by boinbers as it helped sereen 
the freighters aiding the evacuation. 

By December 24th, all units had been 
‘taken off shore. 

Shortly before midnight, as he prepared 
to sail off under orders, he spotted flare, 
Tn its light, he saw a group of American 
soldiers huddled on the rocks of the beach. 
Swinging his destroyer close to jagged 
rocks, he launched motor boat. ‘Then. 
turning over command of his ship to h 
Executive Officer. he jumped into. th 
launch. Right behind was Charles "Buck 
Buckley, a tommygun cradled in his hand. 

“Hell, skipper. you don't take shore leave 
without ole Buck. 

‘They jockeyed through the surf onto the 
launch. Right behind was Charles “Buck” 
Buckley, a tommygun cradled in his hand. 

Hell,” skipper, you don't take shore 
leave without ole’ Buck 

They jockeyed through the surf onto the 
beach. but before they could load the sur- 
ors aboard, the launch was riddled with 
‘achinegun bullets and literally torn apart. 

Gibson and Buck jumped ashore, but before 
they could break for cover, they were sur- 
rounded by Chinese troops along with the 
other Americans, 

“This is @ great way to spend Christm: 
Said Gibson, 

For the next two years, Gibson, Buckley 
and 200 other American fighting men were 
‘confined in. prison compound ten miles 
from the village of Rashon. 

‘They went through their own private 
hell. Beatings, starvation, brainwashing, 
brutality and neglect. During this time, 
Paul Gibson, as the ranking officer in the 
amp. took over as leader of the prisoners, 
He stood up for the rights of his men. He 
unified them by his own strength, He made 
them follow every rule of sanitation, forced 
them to keep up their personal appearance. 
He coddled them, barked at them, but he 
kept them together. 

‘Not one man in his camp worked for the 
Chinese, not one man defected and not one 

man died, Even the Chinese grudgingly 
rew to admire his spirit. And as a result, 

they gave up their attempts to propagandize 
them. 

‘Then, on January 16th, 1953, Gibson 
taken from the camp to a small ho 
unit about four miles away. There, he was 
turned ‘over to the command of Doctor 
Peter Tsu 

‘Tall, pleasant, soft-spoken, Dr. Tsu had 
all, the manners of an Bnglish gentleman. 

“I'm quite unChinese," he explained to 
Gibson. "I suppose that ten years in Eng: lish public schools and the University have 
left their mark.” 

"Why'd you bring me here?” Gibson de 
manded. 

You've gotten to be a folk hero, Liew 
tenant, did you know that? Word of the 
amazing discipline and morale you've ero 
dled has even reached your own headquar 
ters. Frankly, T wanted to meet you. 

‘Tsu, despite his youthful appearance, 
was in fact one of the most astute psychi. 
trists in China and an expert in psycholo. 
gical propaganda. He was an intimate of the inner ruling circle in Peking and was 
often consulted on propaganda programs. 
His. medical specialty, however, was the 
study of anti-social or criminal’ acts and 
hypnosis. Based on scores of actual cases 
in Europe, and on his own experiments, 
‘Tsu was convinced that any man could be 
persuaded to commit a criminal act so long 
4S he was convinced his act was moral and 
right 

During the Korean War, De. "oy per 
suaded Mao Tse ‘Tung, Premier of Red 
China, that he could make an. American 
prisoner his captive through hypnosis, and then, through post-hypnotic, sugges 
tions, make this subject earry out his wish: 
6 at any time in the future. Mao agreed. 
‘And Pail Gibson was chosen for the ex 
periment. 

Tsu was to succeed beyond even his own 
optimistic hopes 

‘There were four principle steps in Tsu’s 
program, Pirst, he had to turn Gibson into 
‘subject eastiy hypnotized. Second, he 
had to shock Gibson by some horror that 
would make the American feel a terrible 
sense of guilt. ‘Third, by playing on this 
feeling of guilt, he had to lead Gibson into 
believing that one day he would be the man 
who would save the world from destruc: 
tion. And fourth, Tsu had to give him a 
code oF cipher in a posthypnotic sugges: 
tion to which Gibson would respond. 

The first step was comparatively easy 
Under the pretext of giving Gibson a vita 
min shot, Tstt injected a dose of nembutal. 
As Gibson started falling asleup, ‘Ts was 
fable to put him under hypnosis. This wa 
Continued until the drug was no longer 
necessary. To strengthen his control over 
Gibson, Tsu put him into an hypnotic state 
more and more often. Soon, he had only to 
Tift up a yellow pencil and hand it to Gib- 
son to put him to sleep. Then Tsu forced 
him to cooperate even against his own 
wishes, - ‘ 7 

in-one experiment, Tsu started a casual 
conversation and asked, “Tell me. Liew 
tenant, what were you, a naval officer, do- 

‘ashore at Hunshan when you were cap: 
tured?” 

‘Gibson grinned. “I wouldn't tell you that, 
in a million vears, doctor. 
che them handed Gibson yellow pencil 

“Suppose you write it down for me. 
‘AS soon as Gibson took the pencil he 

dropped into an hypnotic trance and at the 
lunging of Tsu wrote down all the details of 

the action that took him ashore. When Gib- 
son was awakened, he was horrified by what 
he himself had written and frightened that 
hhe had let himself be controlled by Tsu. 

Yet despite his anguish, he couldn't break 
free from Tsu's influence. 

‘The second step was to shock Gibson and 
give him a personal sense of guilt, Tsu pre 
pared the ground carefully. He gathered in 
fone hospital 300 Korean civilians who had 
been mutilated in battle and bureed by na 
palm bombs. Then he drove Gibson to three 
North Korean villages that had been level 
ced in the fighting Kaijan, Anjo and Ras 
hhon, From the villages, Tsu drove Gibson 
to the hospital and told him that all these 
patients had come from these three villages, 

‘Over a period of weeks, Gibson, under 
hypnosis, again and again was brought to 
these villages and then back to the hospital 
where the mutilated civilians were gather: 
ed. At first, Gibson would only admit that 
‘war was responsible. Later, he came to be 
lieve that it was the war machine of the 
United States and finally he even accepted 
his own total responsibility 

‘This third stage was to build up a fan 
tasy world in which Gibson would one day 
be entrusted with great power and thus be 
ina position to save the world and prevent 
wholesale mutilation of people such ashe 
had seen in the hospital, Under continued 
hypnotic suggestion, Gibson became con- 
vinoed that he could be a saviour of the 
world. And, in fact, he wanted to be. The fourth step was to give Gibson the 
post hypnotic suggestions that would make 
bim respond to Tsu's command and follow 
orders. The problem was how to reach Gib 
Son. Itwould take more than handing him a 
vellow pencil. This was solved by choosing 
the six otlock US. Coast Guard interna: 
onal news, regularly sent to ships at sea. 

“When you return to duty, Gibson,” said 
‘Tsu, “you wil listen to this news. broad 
cast. Any item datelined Peking might be 
‘a message from me. At that time. it may be 
necessary for us to begin our work. Tf you 
hear the names of these villages Kaijan, 
‘Anjo and Rashon-—you will know the time 
hhas come to act. We will work together. 
‘You will obey only me. 

"Tsu then devised a simple code that in- 
volved the substitution of numbers for 
certain key words. The numbers would be 
latitude and Jongtitude. In this way, Tsu 
could set a meeting place at any point in 
the world. 

Finally, Tsu gave him what is known as 
a “locking suggestion” It was a. simple 
poem. Unless that poem was first recited, 
Gibson could not be hypnotized by any 
other person. ‘This “locking suggestion 
Sealed off any probe into what Tsu had been 
up to. 
"You will now forget everything that has 

happened. You will only remember that we 
mistreated you, kept you in solitary, beat 
you, tried to break your morale, but you 
refused to cooperate with us, 

‘That was on July 6th, 1953. For the next 
two months, Gibson was again treated bru 
tally, His diet was cut to a minimum. He 
was kept in solitary. He was beaten_and 
Subjected t0 the worst indignities. On Sept 
ember 4th, 1953, Gibson was returned (0 
the prison compound where in the famous 
exchange of prisoners known as “Operation 
Big Switch," he was sent back to his own 

GIBSON returned to the States @ hero. 
Tout locked deep inside his mind was the 

dangerous trigger mechanism that Tsu 
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POLARIS SUB 
would one day try to set off. 

The development of atomic-powered sub- 
marines intrigued Gibson and he. volun- 
tecred for underwater. service, Buckley 
followed him. The both studied at the Naval 
Reactors Branch of the Atomic 
Commission, Gibson commande 
of subs, rising quickly in the esteem of the 
Pentagon. When the John Adams was on the 
ways, the first atomic sub whose Polaris 
missiles were ICBMs, Gibson was given 
her command. 

‘in all the years since 1953, Dr. Tsu had 
carefully followed Gibson's career. At the 
time Gibson took command of the John 
Adams, the Chinese Reds had massed arm- 
ies along the borders of all Southeast Asia, 
‘They were determined to force the United 
States out of Asia despite American warn: 
ings that an attack would start’ World 
War IL 

On August 10th, Dr. Tsu reported to 
Peking under the orders of Mao Tse Tung. 
‘Mao had not forgotten the young Naval 
Lieutenant Gibson. If Tsu had been cor- 
rect, the Chinese could now take over the 
‘most powerful and destructive ship in the 
world. The 16 missiles aboard the John 
Adams were capable of almost totally de- 
stroying the U. 
‘Teucompased the news item and the trig 

ger was pulled 
8 Captain Gibson lay in his bunk in his AXSnalPeabin, he seemed once again to be back with Tsu, He was compelled to obey fgainst all resistance: And” without any foie, he felt that this mission meant the salvation ofthe world "This deeision purged him of all doubt and when he stood up he began to exist a strange private world. I was a world of iwo levels one level was to follow his com Dulsion. ang’ the other was to. rationalize is behavior and justify his aels to the of figers and mon aboard his ship. He moved to the control center and pat is hand on Buckley's arm, “Buck. get all officers in the wardroom, I told you we had’an important mission. Well, now I'm 

going to disclose it FeGfuckley let out an audible sigh of rele. 
reat, Skipper 
‘When the officers had gathered in the 
Gibson still had no clear idea of what he 

was going to say. He began by. reviewing 
the world situation and specifically” the 
massing of Chinese troops along the bor: 
ders of Southeast Asia. As he spoke, the 
dea of what he had to say was formulated. 

“Ie the Chinese Reds attack in Southeast 
Asia," said Gibson, "it will mean that World 
War IIT has begun: We know that the Soviet 
Union will either remain neutral or fight 
on the side of China. In either event, the 
‘world as we know it will end.” Gibson pau: 
sed, Sterling pushed the glasses onto. the 
bridge of his nose. He couldn't explain it, 
but he felt uneasy, uncomfortable. He glan: 
ed at Doc Henderson who just stared at 
big fingers. 

‘Before we left on this voyage, 1 was given 
a special code to br taken from the Coast 
Guard international news. The purpose ol 
shat code was to alert our ship to rendez: 
Vous with a Red Chinese ship and pick up important Chinese officials. We will carry 
these officials toa top secret meeting with 
the Secretary of State. I have been given 
to understand that. the President. himselt 
has ordered this rendezvous in the hope 
92 

that this is the only way to avoid the dis. 
aster of another war. So we will proceed 
to this rendezvous. We will take aboard 
the Chinese and then proceed {0 point al 
sea where we will mect the Secretary of 
State, Are there any questions. gentleman?” 

“I alll makes. sense,” thought Sterling, “but something is wrong,” Then he recalled 
that it was a standing joke about Gibson's 
interest in that sfx o'clock Coast Guard 
news broadcast. “Hell.” thought Sterling, 
“he's been listening to that broadcast for 
ten or 20 vears.” Sterling leaned forward. 
“Haven't you always listened to that six 
o'dlock news, Captain?” he asked. “Long 
before we left on this mission?” 

Gibson controlled a sudden surge of un- 
explained anger. His cheek twitched slight: 
ly and then he smiled. “Yes,” he said 
smoothly. “That's why I suggested the news 
‘broadeast be used to send the coded mes. 
sage. Admiral Bradley was well aware of 
my interest in the news and also aware that 
‘Some of my men joked about it.” 

Sterling felt like some wiseguy school 
id who had been put in his place by the 
teacher. 

Sliding under the Polar icecap, the John 
Adams hugged the coast of Asia and slip: 
ped past the Naval patrols. On September 
Toth, the ship reached a latitude of 166 
45 E and a longitude of 44 33 N, an area 
off the shipping lanes in the North Pacific 

‘The echo-ranging sonar began to ping 
more loudly as a target was lit up on the 
panel. The sub angled toward the surface. 

‘Sterling felt his heart beating harder 
He pushed back his deal and hurried aft 
to the hospital room. Doc Henderson was 
shuffling some notes distractedly. “Does all this make sense to you, Doc? 
Sterling blurted, 

‘Henderson shook his head. 
“Then what in hell is going on?” Sterling 

demanded. 
“Pwish i knew.” said Henderson 
‘Can't we do anything?” 
Henderson fixed his beady eyes on Ster- 

ling, "Sure," he said softly. “We can go to 
Buckley. I ean tell him that from my ex: 
perience in medicine, Captain Gibson is 
facting abnormally, I could suggest that we 
insist on contacting the Pentagon and that 
If the Captain objected, we confine him. T 
could give him a dozen valid reasons for 
‘ay position.” Henderson grinned, a humor- 
less, wolfish kind of spreading of the lips. 
“Bul do you think Buck would listen to 
me? And do you think I'm ready to risk a 
court martial to back up my very fallible 
Judgement, Well, Henry, the answer is no. 
Ym not Mr. Christian and Gibson is not 
Captain Bligh.” 
‘They both felt the sub angle wy 

and hurtle toward the surface 
huge whale. 

Sterling wanted to argue, but Henderson 
cut him short with a wave of his hand. 

‘Okay, doc,” Sterling muttered. “This is 
the Navy.” Walking slowly, he moved back 
to the control center. Gibson had his eyes 
glued to the scope of the periscope—a shi 
Ing steel tube as thick as a telegraph pole. 

"Open the hatch!” Gibson ordered. When 
that was done, he stepped down and nodded 
to. Buckley. 

‘The burly Executive Officer stepped 
to the scope. Dead ahead was a rusty hull 
ed freighter. It had no identification, nor 
‘was it flying a flag. One by one the officers 
‘were given'a chance to look at this ship. 

sharply 
ike ‘some 

‘When Sterling got his chance, the sight 
of the rusty freighter made him shudder. 
Would important Red officials keep a ren- 
deavous in that old tub? Yet there was noth: 
ing he could say or do, 

"Secure. all stations!" Gibson ordered. 
‘As he spoke, the Captain seemed to have 
hhis ear attuned to some distant source. He 
Kept wetting his lips with his tongue. And 
despite the comfortable 72 degree tempera: 
ture, he was sweating profusely . 

Tuck!" Gibson ordered, “I want this 
control center cleared. All officers in the 
wardroom. All men to their quarters. 

Buckley frowned. “Suppose this is some 
Red trick? 

‘Dammit, Buck!” Gibson shouted, 
following my orders!’ 

Sterling lunged forward to grab Buck: 
ley's arm. "Let's check this one out, Buck. 
Why take chances! 
Captain Gibson, one foot on the ladder 

that would take him to the bridge platform 
behind the sail, turned around: He stared 
at Buckley, his eves glitter 

Buckley shook off Sterling's hand. 
the wardroom,” he snapped. "The officers and men were once again 
beset by doubts. In the wardroom, they Just 
sat quietly, not even daring to look at one 
‘another. Somehow, at this moment, they all, 
realized they should be making a decision. 
‘They knew that blind obedience was not the 

‘ould be so simple to check out 
this meeting. Yet no one moved. No one 
acted. No positive decisions were made. 

‘And when the three armed Chinese block 
ed off the wardroom, they weren't surpris: 
fed. In less than 15 minutes, the John A. 
dams had been taken over by technicians 
and specialists of Red China 

Tm 

N September 2st, Adm. Wayne Bradley 
rushed to the White House and into the 

private office of the President. Hawkins 
‘was slumped in his seat. In one corner of 
the room, Jason Croker was picked food 
‘oUt of bis, yellowed teeth with his finger 
‘I's true,” Bradley said ina flat voice 
‘The Red Chinese have taken over the 

John Adams. Only four officers and one 
frewman are still aboard her—Captain 
Gibson, Cdr. Buckley, Cdr. Henderson, the 
ship's doctor, Lt. Sterling and Petty’ Of 
ficer Henry Quarles. 
Hawkins slammed his fist on the desk 

“Damnit, Bradley. dont give me a run 
down on Navy personnel. Give me the es: 
sential 

Bradley bit into the stub of his cigar. 
Quickly he reviewed what had happened. 
He explained that at the rendezvous point, 
Gibson had let an armed contingent of 
more than 20 Chinese aboard. Among them 
‘were enough technicians and specialists 
in submarine experience to ope ate the 
John Adams 

“Wasn't there even a freakin’ fight? 
Hawkins snapped. 
"For security reasons, we have a stand- 

ing order to prevent ali small arms from 
being brought a oard. 

‘Croker suddenly chuckled maliciously 
‘Enough damned atomic bombs aboard to 

destroy a continent, but not one pistol 
Sounds reasonable. 
“Everyone aboard except those men I 

mentioned were placed into lifeboats and 
rafts, Yesterday, they were picked up as & 
resull of a radio nfessage from the Chinese 
mainland. The men had been given a sealed 
letter. T have a copy of that letter 
Hawkins read it and then let it drop to 

his desk, "Its an ultimatum, Jason,” Haw: 
kins said. 

“Let me guess,” said Croker. “Bither we 
pull out of Southeast Asia or they turn 
those 16 Polaris missiles loose on 16 



Juiey targets, is that it?” 
“There's only one answer 

ley barked, 
‘Yeah? What's that?” Hawkins asked. 

“Hit them first. Hit them with all we've 
got, Wipe the arrogant bastards off the face 
of the earth. reat,” Hawkins said softly. "We hit 
them first and then we duck, You, me, Cro- 
ker, all the important big shots of govern- 
ment and business that is, the ones we can 
get hold of in 15 minutes notice. 

We can survive their blow. 
‘You mean maybe about five per cent of 

tus can, is that It)” Hawkins turned to Cro, 
ker, “You xot any bright ideas, Jason. 
Croker's face spread in an ugly grin 

Hell, Mr. President, I been around vou 
long enough to know you've al’ eady made 
up your mind. So you Just compose the 
music and TIL write the words, 

‘You kriow, Jason,” Hawkins said softly, 
i you weren't so ugly you could have been, 

President 
‘Tve thought of that myself,” said Croker, 

half seriously ‘Okay. said Hawkins, "We're going to 
stall for time, You work out the answer to 
the Chinese Beoples Republic, Jason. You 
know the usual diplomatic 
ed high level meetings, summ 
Solutions and so on. Hop to It 

Croker nodded and left the room. Haw 
kins turned to Bradley." Admiral, you and 
the Joint Chiefs of Staff get 
your strategic bombers into the air. T want 
them armed and ready to go. I want that sub 
flushed out and billed! 

By September 22nd, one day after the 
Red Chinese ullimatum, the largest pack 
of killer-hunter subs ever assembled had 
moved into Arctic waters, Huge flotillas 
Were scanning the Pacific and Atlantic 
Oceans. 

But the John Adams eluded all detection. 
‘The John Adams was essentially a subma- 
rine’and the fundamentals remained 
Same. The Red Chinese technicians, highly 
skilled men, with submarine experience, 
Guickly adapted themselves to the equip: 
ment (Gn September 24th, the Adams had slip- 
ped under the Polar icecap and into the ‘waters of Baffin Bay off the western coast 

‘Adm. Brad 

of Greenland. By dodging behind the ice 
ergs and using the ice as a cover, it con- 
tinged to elude detection. Swiftly, silently 
land deep it sailed, hovering under the sea 
to fulfill its deadly mission. 

In the, wardroom, Gibson was a gaunt 
figure, Facing him was Dr. Tsu, The Chi 
nnese had ray in his hair, he was stoute 
but he still had the same youthful face, He 
handed the Captain a typed radio message 
“Read it, Captain, 
Gibson looked at the message and then 

tossed it on the mahogany. table. "That's 
nonsense. T don't believe It 
"Why should T lie?” Tsu asked. 
T dont know,” Gibson. growled, “But T 

tell you that the United States will never 
Start a war. If we're attacked, well fight 
back," His voice rose. "We don't start wars! 
“That message is clear enough. The Chi 

nese people have been warned that unless 
they pull back from their present lines in 
Southeast Asia, the United States will de- 
stroy China by’ an atomic attack. 

Gibson shook his head. 
Gn and on, they talked, Tsu's voice dom 

inating the conversation and becoming 
more and more insistent. Gibson alternately 
grew belligerent and deferential. He still had no clear idea of what T'su wanted him 

to do. He just knew that he was struggling Against a force that was overwhelming him, as though he were drowning in & sca of swords choked by the weeds of some idiotic Togie Yer he couldn't resist. Ever since ‘September ith, when ‘Tsu first boarded the John Adams, Gibson had fpeen under constant hyimotie control, Dar The that time, Tau had once again overwhe ined Gibson with he remembrance of the Atrocities hed seen” And more Important Head relmplented the mrone desire in Peon to play the role of mankind’ savior "What do sou want me to-do?” Gibson asked Sitrm that key over to me,” said Tsu ‘Or ell me wherw itis located” Tt was the ey to unlock the atomie warhead ‘bibeon's face grew distorted. He turned pale: is breathing grew more Tapid. He Elutched his chest “No! ‘Tsu'succeeded after-a time in calming Gibson down Very reasonably he explained that Gibson had to be reads. The US. Gov frnment had to, know that the missiles foard the John Adams were ready and pre pared. That threat would prevent any” at Fack by America on China Sho you swear vou won't fire those mis sical Gibaon demanded 
Moving sift, as though his legs were wracked’ by pains, Gibson. went into his Cabin: Slipping back fseeret pane! unde fis small desk, he found the key and cluteh Cditin his fist. TI hold this. fam the only one who can be responsible ‘Of course.” Tat agreed Inthe control centers one of the Chinese technicians handed ‘Tou a card. "Our post tion, he said “iu Nanded the eard to Gibson. “Wheré 
“the Davis Strait.” said Gibson, “just off the coast of Greenland Prom that point every major city in the United: States was well within range of their ICBM Polaris missiles “ust aft of the control center were two locked ‘doors facing each other across a arrow passege, On ibe starboard side the door led inta the missle fire control room where the target areas could be Ted tato the If missiles On the port side was the Inissile launching conizol center. where the final control would launch the missles om their way Weve discussed this many times," Tsu said, "Vou know the targets that will pose the greatest threst tothe United Stats, Feed that information "Fo himself, Gibson, with a kind of manic shrewdness, said. “Til never activate. the warheads They won't get the key from me. “Then he began feeding figures into. the missile fire control computer. The targets ere 16 major cites of the United States. Wanhington'D.C. was the firstly locking the controls, Gibson opened. a double stel hatch in front of the first mis. Site tube. With ‘Tsu following, he climbed flown the ladder to the bottom deck. The ten called this area the “mushroom fac tory.*‘The 16 tubes sprouted from the stel flow. Beside the baye of each tube was a ballshaped ste! flask that contained pres Surived ir. This was the source of power that hurled the missiles out of the tubes through the ocean water and far above the Surface here the first stage ignite Gibson checked out the pressure settings. Growing more agitated, he checked all the readings on the gauges and then hurriedly limbed back to" the control center 

Seeing all the Chinese faces, he felt his 
breath being choked off. Tsu began to as 
sure him that everything was all. right. 
Gibson” suddenly felt frightened and 

alone. His assurance was slipping away’ 
‘Where are my men?” he asked 
‘Tsu rapped out an order. A guard hur 

ried aft and in a few minutes, Buckley and 
the others were led into the control center 
lunder the guns of six Chinese guards 

Gibson's face relaxed, "Did Drews tell 
vou what were doing, Buck?” 

Buckley just looked at Gibson, unable 
to formulaic words, Sterling glanced into 
the open doorway of the missile control 
center, He saw the settings and the lock, 

Have you activated the atomic nose 
cones, Captain?” Sterling ried out. His 
Voice was shrill 

‘Gibson narrowed his eves. “You're al 
ways” asking clever questions. Sterling. 
faren't you.” Gibson opened his fist to show 
them the short, thick key. "Tl never do 
that, Never! 

The sight of the key snapped Buckley 
out of his stupor. He didn't know why Gib- 
Son was acting the way he was. He no longer 
fared. There was only one thought in his 
mind. Destros the capability of .he nose 
‘cone and force the John Adams to'the sur 
face. 
‘AS the guards moved in on Gibson, Buck 

ley flung himself across the deck. One of 
the guards squeezed off two shots, catch: 
ing Buck in the belly. The big officer plow. 
ed forward and wrenched the gun away 
from the small Chinese guard. Still moving 
forward, he squeezed off a burst from the 
machine pistol into the panel board of the 
missile launching center. smashing its deli 
fate mechanism. Then whirling, he fired 
into the square box that housed the elec 
tronie activators for the CO2 “scrubbers 
The wires in the box crackled and flashed 
shorting the cireult. These CO2 scrubbers 
removed the carbon dioxide in the sub’s 
air. With the controls destroyed, the air 
would slowly grow poisoned, 

Buckley stumbled forward and at that 
moment, a fusillade tore into his big frame 
Whirling him into a macabre dance anc 
Hlinging him to the deck. 
Captain Gibson had taken his position 

fon the raised commander's station. 
Body was stiff and taut, his eyes closed 
and he mumbled incoherent nonsense until 
Suddenly his muscles relaxed and he fell 
head first to the deck in a faint 

For over 13 hours the Chinese desper 
ately tried to repair the CO? Scrubbers, 
‘The oxygen had grown foul. They had trou: 
blebreathing and could barely move about 
And then, Dr, Tstt moved out of the con 

trol center for the first time. He entered 
the wardroom as. the clock struck eizht 
bells, 1 was midnight, He sat down at the 
table, carefully. placed the barrel of bis 
pistol inside his mouth and blew his brains 
ut, 

Without Tsu, the Chinese lost their heads 
‘Taking over the controls, they sent the 
John Adams hurtling to the surface to crack 
‘open the hatch, 

T 1:05 A.M, on September 20th, Adm. 
Bradley picked up the phone that con: 

nected him directly to the White House. 
Mr. President,” he said. “The John 

Adams is home, And, Mr. President. You 
just got yourself the vote of an Admiral 
in the next election. 
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“Now. I wonder what in hell could be in this little ole bag 
be murmured. "Maybe it's a million bucks and it will set Joey 
Moran Ip for life. First thing, Tl get me a place to stay. Eat a 
big steak with plenty of French fries, Then maybe Ill just wander 
over to that clip joint and buy that broad, Donna, a drink. One 
drink. hell [1l biy her a damned distillery. And then, 1 just 
hustle her up to my room and tell her T want another good look. 

Moran giggled slowly. His own dreams almost seemed real 
Hewasreluctant to open ihe attache ease and have them shattered 
He played with the locks and finally clicked them open. He 

lifted the lid. He stared inside the bag and the mellow fecling 
left itm. He was suddenly, stone cold sober. Wrapped and stack. 
fed in neat piles were crisp new bills stacks of ten, twenties and 
fifties. He fumbled them out and peering at the denominations 
counted the money 

“Fifty grand!” His lips formed the words soundlessly 
Hurriedly, he pushed the money back and locked the case. He 

stood up. There was an incredible stillness in the air. He decided 
to get as far out of town as he could, Sull clutching the case, he 
grabbed the bottle and set off 

Afraid to be seen on the road, he rushed across the field. He 
slid down ditches and crawled under fences only to run into an- 
other winding dirt road. He doubled back, lasing his direction 
luntil he came across an abandoned shack, its roof half off. Ex: 
hauster, he staggered into the shack and stretched out on the 
oor. He felt his heart hammering against his ribs. 
‘When he calmed down again, he looked around. A stone fire 

place ran up one wall, Quickly. he picked up the attache case 
fand stuffed it up the chimney. He peered out the door, but there 
‘was only emptiness and the terrible stillness. Suddenly, he felt 
thirsty again. Flopping into a corner. he began to drink. He 
found new courage in the whiskey and new dreams. 
“Atramp. eh?” he mumbled. "Well, Joey Moran, ain't no tramp 
‘Moran drank himself into sweet oblivion and by the time he 

woke up the sun was high. A gnawing pain ate into his belly. He 
realized he hadn't eaten in two days. If the attache case had con. 
tained a few hundred bucks he'd have taken the dough and run. 
By instinc, Moran was a runner. But he had 60,008 reasons to 
play'it cool 

snybody see you walking down the road with that leather 
bag. Joey,” he reasoned, “will know you snitehed it. Heli,” he 
hhad to laugh softly, "you must look like you been rolling in crap 
with the pigs. You'd be picked up by some hick cops so fast your 
head would swim. No, Joey boy. Play it cool. 

KILL THE 
TRAMP BLONDE! 

HE pulled the case out of the chimney and took only two tens 
and then pushed the bag back into its hiding place. Finding 

the road, he walked back to town, his hand mashing the tens 
with sweat. The sun beat down, searing the countryside so that 
his shoes kicked up clouds of the red dust. On the edges of Bea 
con City, he found a greasy hamburger joint 

‘The owner. a dricd-out farmer type. fixed him with a fishy 
eve, "Ainttno handouts here," he sai 

‘Moran separated one of the bills in his pocket and straigh: 
tened it out on the counter, "Gimme ham and eggs 
He ate three orders of the greasy dish, slopping it down with 

coffee that tasted like iodine. Leaving a dime tip, Moran headed 
for the second-hand stores and pawn shops as though he'd lived 
in Beacon City all his life. In a sense he had, because Beacon 
City was like all the small towns of America, 

Th one of the second-hand clothes stores that catered mostly 
to the Negroes of the district. Moran bought a complete new 
outfit for eight bucks. Before putting on his new duds, the pro: 
prietor let him wash up and shave in the back vard. 
echoing to work may way up inthis town real fast,” thought 

‘When he had dressed, he looked fairly presentable, Next, he 
bought a cheap suitcase in one of the pawn shops. As he paid the 
two bucks, he spotted an attractive ring on a tray in the counter. 
Twas gold with a turquoise stone 

"How much?” he asked. 
“Fifteen bucks,” said the pawnbroker. pulling the tray onto the 

top of the case 
Moran picked up the ring, lipped it on his finger and admired 

it. Itwas a college ring from the University of Alabama. 
“You all go to the University?” the pawnbroker asked. 
Moran nodded. The idea that he was a college man pleased 

him. Some years back he'd been in Tuscaloosa. He remembered 
itwell. He'd hitched a ride aboard a truck. Not far from the cam: 
pus there was a paper mill. The sulphur of the mill contaminated 
the whole area. Moran remembered the impact on his nose. It 
was ike the whole damn (own ate nothing but baked beans, 
“The ring’s 15 dollars,” said the pawnbroker 
Moran took all the money in his pocket and spread it out. He 

hhad nine dollars and 65 cents out of the twenty, but he had to have 
that ring, “Gonna bring me luck,” he thought. “Give me class.” 
He shoved the money toward the pawnbroker 

“Hell,” Moran said, “I pawned my own ring for five. Now that's 
the last of my dough, Take it or leave it 

"The pawnbroker shrugged. He gathered up the money and put 
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the tray back under the counter, Moran rubbed the stone on his sleeve and swaggered out of the shop ‘Atwr finding a room in a boardiog house, Moran went back tohis shack. Ths time he grabbed 200 hundred bucks By the tiie the day was over he had bought himself a couple of new Suits, shoes and all the trimmings Before the weels mas Sut, he had jacked himself into-a new man, Te hag.a complete wardrobe aid a jazzy second-hand convertible Caddy. Te had Checked into a class motel ina cottage that had two fgoms and Aldtchenette. Only then did he take sizable bundle of hs lat 
Once again instinct tol him to take i all and blow out of town, but the temptation to play the big shot was too great. “Besides vwhy shouldnt haye a good time.” he reasoned “That broad, Donna is my type." 
JE was gaining confidence. Up until then, he had moved around own as though enclosed in a box, neither looking to the Fight or left. Just hurrying to where he wanted to go avoiding Une ese of anyone. minding his own business. That was the best way: ch knew of staying out of trouble. Now he began to look around for the first time 
‘The main section of town was bustling and prosperous look: ‘The people were mostly respectable types and the shops di office business with the men from Camp Beacon, Most of the houses off the main drag were wellkept and neat, On two Sttgets the houses were big and smelled of money ‘Skirting the town, like a crusty scab, however. were the honky toms the dives the whrchouses and the fins” And wile the {own itself was alive until the movies closed at Li PM. the scab Tay dead until the town rolled init sireets 
Wherever Moran went, he saw the posters—on old fences, in the windows of shops, ‘They were the. usual ‘leetion posters plumping a man for office. Only these posters held a particular Interest for Moran, The photo on the poster. was the big-red hheaded man he'd seen in that mansion the first aight hed hit town. Matt Banks was his name.“ Bleet Matt Banks for District “Attorney” the placards read. "Reform Party ‘The first time. Moran had seen that poster, he stopped short, frightened. And then he had to laugh. te just stood there andl laughed until the ears streamed out of his eyes. “They were t ing to buy him off, he realized. “And since { grabbed that litle ald attache case, why they must think they did buy him off. That ‘ity Jackson realy believes he has Matt Banks i Ris hip packet. ‘he idea that he was living on payalf money intrigued Moan. Pretty soon Matt Banks and the mob are gonna bump heads rd Just le Co ae thats thought” And so Moraa found another Teason for sticking around ‘After a week, Moran was fed up of the easy life, He'd seen both ‘movies. He needed more than three squares and the bottle he drank in his rooms at night, Late Saturday night, he headed foe the strip, The club he'd seen Donna was called "The Hebert & Lee." and it was as mobbed as ithad been the first time hel been there 
‘He walked up o the bar and slapped a 20 on the counter.“Give me a bourbon. Steve.” he ordered 
Steve set up the drink, struggling to place the little guy. Fé nally, it dawned on him 
"You must have robbed bank.” he said 
Moran laughed. “The old man finally broke down and sent me some dough 
T'was amateur strip tease night and a succession of girls came into the spotlight. Moran watched them with great glee. Tiel hhotold Steve, "those dames strip like they'd never taken off any Clothes before 
1 But they show more,” said Steve, “and that's what the boys ike Most ofthe Gls were crowded around the stage so the bar was empty. Moran and Steve were bulling to pass the ime 
“How come these joints run wide open" Moran asked. “This state's bone dry. alt 10 
“Sure, we're dry,” Steve agreed. “but then wasn't the whole country dry during prohibition 
Well.” said Moran, “that new DA Matt Banks, ain't he promised tocleai up the town?” 
‘Steve leaned over the bar confidentially. “I been working here ten years. 1 seen ‘em come and I seen ‘em go. They Who was elected aint promised to clean up'Beacon City: I'scen ‘em close down one maybe two joints, Iseen one close down the whole strip for two whole weeks. But that's it, brother. Pretty soon we're blasting wide open again, I's like those Dis was sud. denly struck blind: Can't find no evidence of whiskes: Can ace 

4 broad hustling. Can‘t find the slots or the roulette or the cards ‘or the crap games. And that's the way it is until the next reform ey comes in. 
Moran laughed. “This new one, this Matt Banks,” he said, think ing of that attache case he'd stuffed in the chimney. "maybe hes the one to do the job.” 
“Not on your life,” said Stev 

blindness hit Matt Banks, to 
"Maybe I will said Moran. “But I'l need company. Where's that little broad, Donna?” 

“Working the tables upstairs,” said Steve. Moran left a fin for a tip and cut across the packed tables to, the circular stairway upstairs. He spotted Donna with a GI at ‘one of the crap tables. He eased himself next to her and waited guietly until the dice came around. Then dropping # 20 on the table, he shook the dice. 
“This one is for you.” he said, leaning close to her. She recognized him immediately. "If it isnt the tramp. Moran scowled and flung the dice against the backboard. It yas a natural. He let the bet lay there, doubling his money. Be- fore he lost the dice, he had hit eight passes and made himself over 400 bucks. 
“Lowe vou a drink, Donna,” he said, 
‘You don't owe me anything,” she answered, 
‘Well, I'd like to buy you one.” She ran her eyes down his new clothes and Moran recognized the look. He'd seen it too many times before, In the past. how: ever. the answer was always, this little bastard is a tramp, busted and hungry. Donna’slook brought her up with a different answer. “Wait here.” she said, 

Moran watched her go to the corner of the large room and talk 
to one of the hard-eyed guys. He flicked his glance toward Mor. 
an and then nodded briefly. Hurrying back, Donna hooked her hand in his arm and led him to the bar. 

Steve had his back to them. He was taking the bottles off the 
bar and placing them in the cabinet under the mirror. “A couple of drinks!” Moran called. 

“Stick around and you'll see the 

‘COME ON, GIRLS,” Moran yelled, “The highest kicker i 
the chorus line gets a featured spot in my personal harem 
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KILL THE TRAMP BLONDE! 

Steve turned and then came closer. “We've had it for tonight. 
‘Tip came through that Matt is hitting us in an hour. We're gonna 
be real clean when he gets here : 

Just then, the house lights came on. The band played a flourish 
and the MC grabbed the mike. "Boys, there's no cause for. 
but we're expecting the locals to come by. So finish of 
drinks and the girs will pass out cokes. When the locals 
‘we're clean and leave, everybody, and I mean everybody, gets & 
double shot on the house.” 

‘A resounding cheer went up. Some of the GIs cut out, but most 
stayed. The band started playing. The strippers disappeared and 
the bottles behind the bar all went into the cabinet and were 
locked up. 
“How come you're working in a joint like this?” Moran asked. 

That's a fresh, new question,” said Donna sareastically. “Ti 
tell you, I'm a high school dropout.” 

Her sharp answer cut him and he wanted to make an impres- 
sion. “You got all the answers,” he said. "Suppose you tell me 
if the joint is going to be closed down when those cops get here.” 

‘She shrugged. "If they shut down, I just lose dough, that's all” 
“Well, you better get ready to take a beating, Donna baby 

because sure in hell they're going to close this joint up tight.” 
‘She was about to ask Moran how he knew so much when Matt 

Banks and four uniformed police walked into the club, Banks 
walked over (0 the bar. At the same time, Moran saw Jackson 

Banks ordered Steve continued to wipe the same spot on the eotinler. “You'll have to speak to Paulie Jackson, Mr: Banks.” ‘Banks waited until Jackson ambled up. “Whats the trouble, Mat” “want those cabinets opened.” Sure," said Jackson smoothly. “Open them up, Steve The bartender unlocked the cabinets and opened the doors. Banks docked under the bar and pulled out « bottle. He took a swig. “Lim confiseating this whiskey, Jackson. I'm algo confis ating those tables upstairs. And I'm closing you down'= ‘Sure, Matt," said Jackson. “Youve got sour Job to do. No hard feclings ‘Crumbling, the Gls started moving out when Banks told them the show was over “ret you and me get out of here and have a ball softy 10 Donna, ‘She grinned. Taking his hand, she hurried him to the back of the stage where she led him into one ofthe dressing rooms. Two ofthe amateur strippers were siting there morosdly. “Tough luck, girl,” said Donna a8 she opened her purse and made up her face Vill we get paid anyway?” one of the girls asked “T thought you dames was amateurs said Moran ‘They all pick up.a five spat and the winner gets a fit Donna Moran pulled out two fifties and flipped them onto the dress ing table."You're both winners tonight 

* Moran said 

* said 

"The girls it up Tike neon signs. The blonde threw her arms 
around Moran. “You're all right,” she drew back. "My name's 
Billie and Marie.” 

"im Joey: Joey Moran.” He turned to Donna. “Why don't we 
invite the gris along, Donna?” he asked. “They can practice out 
their routines on us. 
‘Donna grinned. For a moment, Moran was struck by her resem: 

blance toa smooth, silky eat. "Okay, tramp,” she said, “us tramps 
will have 1 ball.” 
WHEN they pulled out of the traffic jam in the parking lot, 

Donna directed him to a tavern she knew ten miles on the 
other side of Beacon City. For the next three hours, they ate 
and drank all they could hold. Then Moran drove back to the 
motel. He rang the desk for a couple of bottles and setups. 
Donna took over as hostess and MC. “Introducing the world 

famous stripper. Billie Loveit, She's an honest stripper. No pas- 
ties. no flaps, no feathers. And her partner Marie Mufflebottom, 

When Billie bumps, every bum in the house 
strips his gears 

‘The two girls danced across the floor. They were both high and 
feeling great. Billie was a lush blonde who gave all the signs of 
turning to fat one day, but she was still firm with youth. Marie 
hhad dyed her hair hair red. She had a nice body, but she moved 
with the grace of « yardstick. 
Donna clapped her hands and hummed a rhythmic waltz. The 

girls beran taking it off slowly and clumsily, banging into one 
another, giggling, tripping over their own fect and taking a swig 
Out of the bottles as they passed the dresser. 

‘Moran sat back in an easy chair and watched the show with the 
important air of a potentate. When Billie couldn't wriggle out of 
her tight dress, Moran jumped up, holding his bottle. "You babes 
‘eed a damn instructor! he shouted. 
Pushing between them, he joined the act. Donna clapped loud: 

er, They wheeled around the room, flipping aff their clothes 
Until all three of them were as naked as monkeys and just as 

Marie grinds a 

He bobbed his head and'the two girls whooped after him. Grab: 
bing her, they soon had her plucked like a chicken 

Rolling and struggling on the big bed, they buried Moran un- 
der their soft flesh. Moran hadn't had a woman in years. The last 
broad he'd known was an old bag who was as appetizing as & bow! 
(of mush. The perfume and the warm sensuous skta drove him wild, 
Whimpering like some animal, he flung himself at Donna and 
ddug his teeth into her lip. She thrust her taut body to him and 
they clung together. 

‘To Moran, the night was like some mad, drunkea erotic dream 
where exhaustion was only the prelude to his spasmodic pas 
sion, And because Donna seemed to take such enjoyment in sheer 
exhibitionism, the strippers were filled with desires they had 
never experienced before, 

‘Moran never knew when the reality ended and the dream be- 
‘gan, but when he opened his eyes, the two strippers were gone, 
but'Donna was standing at the stove frying eggs and heating 
4 pot of coffee. She hadn't bothered to dress except for putting 
‘on her high-heeled shoes. Moran watched her, pleasure filling his sharp, shifty, little eyes. 

‘Donna seemed to sense he was awake. She turned her face and 
gave him that quiet. cat look. Her expression was beyond his 
tunderstanding and it disturbed him. 

dood afternoon; tramp,” she said softly 
Cut that!” he barked. “Call me that once more and T'l boot you out of here on your ti 

Donna set down the pan. She start eave quietly,” she 
ed slipping into her dress, but Moran bounced out of bed. He 
grabbed her, "Okay, I'ma iramp, but I dont like to be reminded all the time.” 

Sure, Joey, sure. But we're both tramps and don't you ever forget it.” 
‘Moran narrowed his eves, suddenly angry again, “So long as 
1 got dough in my pocket, Tm no tramp. So long as I can live In 
this plush joint, | aint no tramp. So long as T can tool around in a Caddy, [ain't no tramp.” 
‘Donna took his small face between her hands. There was a 

look of sadness and an almost infinite wisdom in her young face. 
“No, Joey. You're tramp and you'll always be a tramp, But 
what the hell, we'll live itup while we can...” 
[MORAN had no difficulty adjusting to his high standard of hiving. People were gelting to know him around the strip and in town and didn' look uakindly on the Northern playboy More and mare, Moran began to pick up information about the over structure. Matt Banks, he learned, came from one of the ‘ld families in Beacon City. Hiis family owned the bank and had 
fan interest in most of the retail establishments in town, A bach lor, Matt had gone to Harvard and studied law. He had prac: {iced for two years and then ran for olfice with the idea of Clean. ing up his town 

aulie Jackson was a big-time gambler out of New Orleans who had ties with gambling interests from coast to coast as well 
8s close tes with the gangs. In 19 years, Jackson had succeeded in completely corrupting Beacon City, He paid off up and down the line from the cops on the beat to the circuit judges. When he 
couldn pay, one of his killers took care of the situation, And the stakes were enormous because of the huge Army instaliation 
at Camp Beacon which brought millions into his pocket every 
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Moran got a good idea of how Jackson operated when the charge 
of illegal whiskey and gambling against the Haber E. Lee Clab ‘came to court. 

‘The dummy owners of the club were fined 100 dollars—a slap 
on the wrist. The judge refused to provide Banks with the sub- 
poenas to look into the real ownership and refused to grant an 
injunction to close down the club permanently. That night Ro- bert E. Lee rode again. 
What amused Moran was that Jackson still believed Matt 
Banks was just trying to provide a cover for accepting the bribe, 
Jackson was a fealist and a prosecution ofthis kind made good 
‘Sense, good publicity and did no real or permanent harm to his setup, 
For a month, Moran's luck was golden. If he dropped two bits 

ina tte lt ee Jackpot He won at craps and even had a wi 
ning fling at the roulette table. Donna was more than enough 
oman forum, but the both of them took a perverse pleasure 
in adding strippers, B-girls and even pros to their litle parties. 
When his money ran short, Moran slipped out of town, rode 

around until it was dark and’ then reached into the chimney for 
his source. It was as good as a safety deposit vault, 
Donna suspected it was stolen money and urged him not to 

press his luck. “Let's just take off. Maybe start fresh 
“T've seen ‘em all,” he snorted, “And one town's just like an- 

other-only some dre deader or tougher than others. like it 
Another, month passed. Matt Banks continued to sting the 

¢glubs and houses on the strip and continued to take a beating 
from the corrupt judges. It was about then that Jackson sent 
Hore, tg Banks that at wa dine io case off In answer, Banks 
closed down every joint on the strip one Saturday ight. 
Moran followed this duel with growing interest. The big blow: 

off is coming up, he thought. And got a ringside seat. 
Moran was also gambling more heavily, but his luck had sud- 

denly changed. One night at the craps table, he threw snake eyes 
five times in a row, dropping a bundle. When he finally passed 
up the dice, Donna tried to pull him away from the table. He was 
about to resist when he saw two big men watching him. They were 
the railroad dicks, Pete and Gaines. It was'obvious they were 
trying to recall where they'd seen him before. 

‘Let's blow!” he growled, 
HY the motel, he gulped down a half tumbler of whiskey, but 
his hand shook so he could hardly hold the glass. Tt was more 

than fear. Moran himself could never have explained the violent reaction to the sight of those two railroad detectives. Possibly {hey represented the spectre of his past and the forces that push ed his nose into the dirt. Moran knew only that he hated them 
with a violence he seldom experienced. He was $0 full oft 
plosive hatred that he had to get it out of him 

For the first time he told Donna how he came to town on the rails, and how these two bastards had humiliated him and beat im up. 
could kill them,” he snarled, 

Without batting an eye, Donna said, “You got the money and that can be arranged. 
‘Moran stared at her. “Yeah. I don't even have to knock them 

off. T want to even the score, that's all.” He grabbed. Donna's 
wrist. “Make the contact for me, baby. Do that and welll make a clean break with Beacon City 

“Okay,” she agreed. And when he let her go, she flopped back oon the bed, frightened by his intensity. 
die hauled her to her feet. “Now, dammit! Now!” 
When she left in his car, Moran hit the bottle again, but no matter how much he drank, he didn't get drunk, The whiskey only boiled up inside him feeding his fear and his hatred. Donna 

returned in three hours. With her was a rather scholarly. look: ing man. He was well-built and about six feet tall, but he had a pleasant and agreeable air. There was none of the hardness Mor: 
an had expected. Instead, this man with his horn-rimmed glasses 
and high forehcad might have been a teacher. For a moment, 
Moran thought Donna vas pulling his leg until he looked behind 
the glasses. Instead of the soft brown eyes with a twinkle of hu- 
mor, there was a blank. It was like looking into a dark tunnel. 
He shook Moran’s hand firmly. “Donna tells me you need a 

favor. I'll be happy to oblige vou, Joey.” His voice was soft, 
most hesitant as though he didn't want to overpower Moran wi his personality or his strength, 

‘Moran's hands trembled again as he slopped whiskey into his tumbler. "Yeah,” he said, 
“Sust what is this job?” 
Moran glanced at, Donn: almost afraid now to speak up. 

“Tell Perry what you want, honey,” she said. “He works for 
Mr. Jackson and you know that Jackson doesn't hire amateurs.” ‘The words suddenly spilled out. He wanted Perry to pick up Gaines and Pete, the railroad dicks. He wanted to even the score. 
“ust get them to some nice lonely spot and let me give them a working over,” said Moran 

‘No sweat,* said Perry amiably. “It will cost you-a gtand.” 
Moran jerked open the bureau drawer and pulled out some 

Joose bills. He counted out the thousand and thrust them into Perry's hand. 
Perry nodded, added a few pleasantries about the weather and 

ambled off. At the door, he turned and said, “I'l phone you later maybe, 
“The phone rang with « harsh jangle an hour later. Moran pick ed_up the receiver. “Yeah? se Joey? Perry inquired softy 

Couple of friends of yours are dying to meet you." Perry huckled softy, “Drive down to the Mosehill Company’ Rod oft Route 17." He hung up 
Moran filed the tumbler with whiskey and drank it down in nervous gulps. “Come on Donia.” 
‘About'a mile down the narrow, twisting, dirt road, Moran came to a smal clearing on the edge of a huge swamp. lt was a lear, beautiful, warm night. Milions of stars were tn the sky land the moon seeied cut out of cardboard. The soft hum of the Insects throbbed steadily. Berry's dark car was parked to one side of the clearing 
‘Assoon as Moran cut his motor, Perry opened the trunk of his car. He reached inside and picked up whet loked Hike some ly doll, It was Gaines, but Perry carried him as though were filed with air: He set Gaines down genily on the I the bank overlooking the swampy water, Gaines was gate rs, tied behind his back. were trussed t0°his fnkles so that he couldnt move. Moran heard the dick whimper w through the gag as he rocked back and forth on his knees. 

edge of 
ed. and his hi 

“SO LONG," Moran said as Perry kicked the detective into 
the water. “Try pushing the fish around for a while . . .” 
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KILL THE TRAMP BLONDE! 

Perry then picked up Pete and set him next to his partner, 
When that was done. he ambled back to his ear and leaned 

against the fender, "Don't take too long. Joey.” he said, "the mos: 
Guitoes are something fierce 

‘Donna sat huddled in the front seat of the Caddy. peering out 
the window. Moran felt as tight as a drum. As he walked toward 
the two trussed-up men, he kicked a large branch. He picked it 
up. It was gnarled and shaped like a baseball bat, He moved 
‘around in front of Gaines 

Temember me, Gaines?” Moran suddenly felt relaxed. “I'm 
that vers important individual, That important Northern Yan- 
kee individual who came down here in one of your private cars. 
Moran rubbed the thick club along the side of Gaines’ face. “T'm 
not the kind of guy to forget a favor. You gave me the full Sou 
thera hospitality treatment. Now I'm going to pay’ back.” Moran 
could smell the fear in the sour sweat from Gaines’ body 

He swung the elub lighdy. Even that light blow was enough 
to smash the soft cartilege of the detective's nose. Blood gushed 
down Gaines’ chin and splattered his white shirt. The sight of 
the blood excited Moran, He drew back the club and began to 
beat Gaines methodically. the blows raining on the soft flesh. 
Each time Gaines toppled over, Moran dug his fist in the thin: 
ning hair and hauled him upright, 

Perry lit a cigarette and watched with no apparent concern, 
Donna closed her eyes and felt sick, 
Moran had the club in both hands and was swinging it more 

ough he wanted to beat the big detective into the 
iesmashing away until Perry hauled him off 

'No sense flaying a dead dog,” said Perry. “You just let your 
enthusiasm run away with vou, Joey ai 
‘Moran dropped the club. Gaines lay at his feet, the bubbling sobs’ stilled, The big detectives head was misshapen and his 

face was an ugly mask of red flesh. 
“Now we've got_a problem,” said Perry thoughtfully. “We'll 

have to take cart of Pete, too. 
Moran was breathing hard. The elation was gone, but it had been replaced by something deadlier. a sadistic kind of pleasure. 
‘Sure, sure, Perry.” he said. "Ill take eare of him. 
Aren't yow kind of kind after all that exertion? 
“This won't be work,” snorted Moran. 
He put his foot in the small of Pete's back. He felt Pete strug 

sle to crawl away. Then shoving hard, he pushed Pete into the Swamp. The detective fell into the shallow, two feet of water. 
He struigaled to keep his head above water, Moran stared at him, 
fascinated. Pete splashed helplessly. He surged to the surface 
only to go down again, Moran watched him until he say there 
Still, his face down. 

Using his toe. Perry rolled the body of Gaines into the water, 
‘You know.” sald Perry softly, "you're a mean little man. Joey. 

NEXT day, when the shock of what she'd witnessed had worn 
off, Donna had a case of the jitters. She wanted to get as far 

away from Beacon City as she could. Afraid the cops might trace 
the murders to Moran, she was also worried about the source of 
his wealth, She still was certain he had stolen the money and 
she couldn't understand why there'd been no hue and cry about 
the Toss, 

‘Moran was feeling cocky. The fact that he'd evened a score 
only because of Perry didnt seem to diminish his own sense of 
power. He had been bursting to share his secret of the money with someone. Now he couldn't Keep it to himself any longer 
Grinning like some proud little elf, he told her the whole story 

Gough's stashed away where no one can find it,” he said 
Donna stared at Moran bug eved. And then she started to laugh 

uncontrollably. "You rooked Jackson,” she bellowed."A guy who 
loves dough more than he loves life 

Moran pufled out his chest and enjoyed himself. For the first 
lime in his miserable career, he felt like a big man, 

‘The secret thev shared tore at them and they both had to find 
more excitement. ‘They gambled more recklessly and threw 
wilder binges and brawls than ever before. Donna kept looking, 
Tor-new ways to give Moran and herself new kicks. One night 

she toured the strip and picked up six young hustlers to bring back to their motel cottaxe 
“The first girl was a tiny blonde, little more than five feet tal 

‘The second was a few inches taller and slightly darker. They then went up the line to the sixth girl who was a chocolate-skinned 
Game well over six feet, After a wild drinking spre, Donna pull: 
ed 8900) from her purse 

There's vour man, gris,” she shouted pointing to Moran. “he 
dough goes to the dame who winds up in Jocv's arms. 

“Moran ducked to the far side-of the bed and before he could 
evade them again, he was baried under a screaming, seratching 
pile of wik-eyed dames ‘Ten days alter the killings in the swamp, the bodies were dis 
covered. When the autopsy revealed the method of death, espec 
{ally the cold blooded drowning of Pete. the people of Beacon 
City exploded. The case grew into a state-wide seandal and it put the spotight directly on Paulie Jackson and the cesspool of the 
strip The Army demanded a crackdown and the Governor sent a 
special team of investigators to work with Matt Banks, 

Paulie Jackson was pushed into @ corner. Until then, he had 
Jet Matt nibble away Uccause he believed Banks was just using Is raids as a cover. Now. Jackson put the pressure on Matt. He 
demanded service for his 50 grand. The emissary sent to Banks twas told off in no Uncertain terms. Banks denied ever receiving 
lany bribe, but vowed to get Jackson if it were his last official 
act Paulie Jackson was furious. He was certain that, Matt had 
taken his money and doublecrossed him. By chance, he learned 
differently 

Donna vwas in the Robert E. Lee Club that night and when 
Jackson spoke to the bartender, Steve, she knew that Moran 
had been flushed out ‘Quickly she went to a phone booth, “Joey,” she said. “Jackson 
ison to you, Pack up. Were leaving" 

¢ raced outside to the parking lot and got into the white 
Caddy. She fumbled the key'in the ignition. 

‘Before she could turn the key. Uhe door of the car was opened 
by. Perry 

“Come on back inside, honey, 
the house 

‘Moran threw his clothes into his suiteases. If he had had the 
car, he would have taken off right then. He picked up a bottle 
but he was too jumpy to take a drink. Suddenly he remembered 
how Penry had carried those two railroad dicks to the bank of 
the swamp. He remembered those cold dead eves behind the 
horn rimmed glasses. He began to sweat, 
“Where in hell is Donna?” he groaned. “Why doesn't she get here?” 
Panic built up and soon he knew he had to find some other 

way out. "But what?” he wondered. “What can T do now? 
He glanced out the window. There was no white Caddy in sight 

He kept looking out the window and then saw a police patrol 
car cruise by 

“Thats it TH spill the beans to Matt Banks. Turn State's wit ness, Lean prove that Jackson tried to bribe Banks." Just then he 
Save the white Caddy come down the road 

Dropping the curtain, he picked up the phone. He heard the 
dial tone buz7. Outside the Caddy pulled up’ Moran heard the ‘door open just as the operator ealue on. 

“Operator.” he said aad then he could say nothing else. Perry's 
big Hand was around his throat. Perry picked up the receiver 
and said, “Never mind, operator.” He put the receiver back on 
the hook 

he said. "The drinks are on 

ORAN blacked out, When he came to, he felt as though his 
Minis ‘were one big bruise. He opened his eyes and could barely seo througl the wollen Site: He eat up. Standing tn front of Bim was Bauthe Jackson, Leaning agsinst the fireplace mantle offdackson' private office was Perry ‘Alright, Joeysaid Jackson, “Suppose you tell me how you 

a do kode what you're talking about ia very encod sone then cos to moony." aid Jacko When pas off man Tike to get a receipt” He eld up. shet of paper covered with numberals “Ths was my receipt for the money {left with Matt Banks The paper was covered with a Ust of serial numbers of the bills nat had been inthe attache case Jackson turned to Perry. “Give me one of those bills Moran pad off with 
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Perry picked a 50 off the desk and handed it over 
is is one ofthe bills. Since then I've checked. I have more 

than two thousand bucks of my own money. And you eireulated them, Joey, Now spill “Okay. okay.” Moran agreed and told Jackson what had hap- ened that night. 
Sood boy”, Joey. Now, where isthe rest of my dough?” Moran shook his head. “Gone. T spent tall” Moran knew he was hanging on to life by a thread. That thread was connected 

othe money. Once Jackson had his hands on the unspent money, Moran was expendable. Moran remembered what Donna hid sald about Jackson's love of money. Tgotta hold out, he thought. That money is my license to live. 
Jackson turned livid, but he said nothing more. He just nod: 

ded to Perry and let the office. Moran had no clear recolleeti of what happened. Each second seemed (o be an eternity of pai, 
‘And the seconds ticked off slowly until all time became a red blur. ithe could have faced trial, even the possibility of burning, Moran would have spilled his guis, but some inner resource that rade him treasure life, kept him from talking. It was the one Strave he could cling to, That money was his insurance. 
Moran endured the pain for three days and nights. When Perry 

was exhausted, others came in to keep up the pressure. Ad then ‘on Saturday night, Moran heard the uproar from the club down: 
Stairs It was a fullscafe raid by State Police, Jackson burst into his office and ran to his safe and opened it. Perry's attention was distracted 

‘Moran crawled to the window. He dragged himself up to the sill and with a last desperate energy, flung himself through the lass. He landed on the top of the portico and then rolled to the 
Eround. Gis whooping and vowling were pouring out of the club, 
Cops were evervwhere, trying to round up the dealers and the dames 

Donna, who had raced to the back of the club, hurried toward 
Paddy still in the parking lot. She saw Moran and half drag half carrying him, she hauled him into the ear. ine bie Car info gra te wheeled aon a dite ‘onto the highway and took off. She kept on driving for an hour 

before Moran stirred, Pulling to the side of the road, she took a'flask out of the glove compartment and forced the whiskey down his throat 
Moran could barely whisper." "he said. “Got- tapick up that dough first “Tro hell with ih” she snapped. 
'No. Without that dough we're nothing but tramps 
She tried to argue with him, but he refused to leave without the money. Finally. she gave la, Driving along secondary back roads, she pulled up to the field Moran potnted out. He could Darely walk: bat insisted on going with her. "They Tinaily reached the shack. Moran couldn't lift his arms 

so he directed Donna to reach into the ehitaney and pall out the 
Teather attache case. She set it on the floor and opened the case “Count it, baby.” he said 

Slowly she counted out the stacks. “There's over $30,000 stil here and some odd bills, Joey. He tried to stile, but it was grotesque. “That's 80,000 reasons to say we ain't tramps, aint it?" he whispered. Lets go, Joey. 
‘Yeah, 

Ii was damp and cold out. The night was pitch black and in an hour it would be dawn, 
‘We gotta ditch this car, Donna,” Joey whispered. “Drive a round (0 the freight vards. Well just hop aboard a freight and 

‘ide out of town that way. Nobody's think we took off that way ‘Donna nodded. Once again, she tooled the big Caddy along the 
back roads until she'd circled the town and reached a road run- ning parallel to the yards freight was sitting in front ofa dark ned warehouse on’a siding. 
Holding the attache case in one hand and helping Joey with the other, they stumbled down the cinders until they found an open far. It was filled with cotton bales, They struggled inside. slid 

the door shut and crawled to the far side of the car where they 
were completely hidden from sight. Moran put his head on Donna 1 ae now. bab *We're got it made now, baby from here.” 
Moran was nodding off when Donna shook him. “Someone's outside,” she whispered Moran listened. He heard the men talking. He heard a dull clicking noise. They were sealing up, the door 
‘Don't worry, kid." he said softly. “That l keep those railroad 

egotta go bac! 

By tomorrow, we'll be miles 

dicks from prying in here. In a couple of days, they'll break open 
the Seal and well be gone. 
AXT noon, the freight was coupled onto an engine and hauled 

‘down the line. Soon the freight was moving along at a slow. 
but steady pace. For two days, the freight moved north, Tt kept 
setting cooler at night, but in thelr shelter, they didnt mind at a 

‘On the third day, the car they were in was shunted into a 
freight yard. Moran was too sick and tired to do more than groan. 
He could barely move to sit up. 

“They gotta let us ott of here soon, Joey 
Another day passed. Donna kept trying the door, but it was 

locked tight. Slowiy it.dawned on her that the door might not 
be opened for weeks, She panicked. Screaming and clawing at 
the door, she tore her fingers to shreds. She kept screaming until 
she couldn’ scream any more. Then she crawled back to Moran. 
He was sitting upright with the attache case open on his lap. 
His hands held a thick packet of money, but his fingers were 
stiff. His face was frozen into that same grotesque grin, but he 
wasn't breathing any more. 
Donna began to weep. She was too tired to fight anymore 
‘Two woeks after the freight arrived in the yard and been put 

fon the deserted siding, it was hauled to the warehouse, where 
the bodies were discovered. They had reached Memphis, Ten: 
nessee. The bodies and the money were & great mystery at first 
and the newspaper headlines read: 

“U. OF ALABAMA GRAD AND GIRL FOUND DEAD IN 
PREIGHT CAR" 
Had Joey Moran been able to read that headline, he would have 

been proud of tha ring he'd picked up in the Beacon City paven 
shop. vee 

'M DUE for a change of luck soon,” Moran 
said, not knowing that the vengeful gunmen 
were already in the gambling house . . . 
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